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Introduction

FRNI\ J. MENOLASCINO

Recent court decisions, accreditation standards and federal regulations
are demanding a reduction of public institutional populations along with
improvements in the quality of residential programs. A lack of ade-
quately described alternative models places state planners and consumer
advocates in the position of making poorly informed decisions. State
agencies have frequently committed enormous fiscal resources to resi-
dential services plans which later proved ineffective, disruptive, con-
tradictory and, in some cases, illegal because the planners did not have
access to a variety of viable options among appropriate alternative serv-
ice models.

The format and content of this National Forum on Residential Services
is designed to have maximum impact on the prOblems and dilemmas
faced by state and local planners of mental retardation services.

Our overall goal is to provide the basic information which is necessary
to develop an action plan for implementing a comprehensive system of
residential services. Specific presentations will highlight this informa-
tion in a manner wherein it could be directly utilizedon behalf of our
retarded citizens. Then a series of "showcases" will illtistrate the details
of five current program.models for delivering residential services with-
in a variety of ideological and geographical.population guidelines.

I am very pleased to note the large number (250) in attendance at this
Forum, since I recall that 10 to 15 years ago, if one scheduled such a
forum you might find. about 20 people in attendance. There was precious
little interest then and unfortunately this reflected precibus little concern.
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At that !HP.' txo "I.n,.'v" the answer and we the doeb,ns--eertNinly "lon.,wtt
"an.;wer." lectilise the eitii.en happened to be lalteled "retarded"

hoe:luso Of that svioptom, intleed abnormal, 'ind %ye had places to
...;entI thew to In ". thei Mil kind." This model and posture of
professional-publie thinkine; persisted in Ihis cOuntry from I 910 until

aitoel years ae,o. There Were 10 voices t,(,) Spe:tk of :11Writ;ItiVezi,
hop,, 0 I'lnT;1,1.--JIM.

i itt also pleased to note that in our allendlinee there lire state and local
idamn.sr-; and representatives from tEl three levels (local, state and
national) of oil r .\ RC movement. There also are present ti number of
:Iccted officials such as senators from many of our states. \Velcome to
all ,,f you! \ve, as an organization, have always been pleased to work

(0. .2,Toups. Tins corninr;-totTther for corn-
;Hon into roy.:0.:-; haS hocmne ut tatowinp;-toe:ether, and it has been ;I key in-
:cre,iient of the worL of N.\ RC these last 2r years.

Thi rise of the N:itioind .\soeiation for Retarded Citizens in l9O brcan.dit
th the iniloact at :Idvoc:t tt::-; and the heqinnin,g of On ()tiepi1I:2; concern and

posh for re,idential alternatives. The alternatives include some persist-
ent themes of help--which Eleanor ElkIo will historically review for us
in the first ma ior preseatation--tioch Os: \Vhat are the more modern and
:oloare reSi.icatial approaches': What can we do flow can we do W.'

I :2;et it done!

fa my ..)pinion the issue of residential services is, without question, the
ey one in the field of mental retardation in our country 'today. From

the viewpoints of hiterest on the p:trt of retarded citizens, their advocates,
public officials and the financial-political repercussionsevery other
issue in this area pales by comparison. From Our perspectiye as ad.-
vic:ite-; of retarded eitizensresidential services are currently the
same cuttiwg et.hge as were the Opportunity Centers in the early fifties.
The Opportunity Centers wore our first candles of hope for the reLarded
eitizens of this country. In the early fifties, when the education estab-
lishment of our nation would not; because or attitudinal blindspots,
provide tt'lult)i I11 Opportunities for retarded citizens, it was the ARC
movement that did provide the (Thportunity Centers. They became the
cantlles of hope (an(I help) which lit the road to classes for the trainable,
then the more (global speeial education thrusts and now with the right-
to-education national le(gislationThank God! for the Pennsylvania
Association for Retarde(l Citizensthis has become a ttxneric service
for every citizen in this country %an happens to be retarded.

That same ;ipproach, that same fervor, that same search for viable models
of help is now present in the push for modern residential seryiecs today.
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hmmel:-; are the I ipv,rtunity center; ur the seventies, and

they ',aye become the c;tndles of hope which will illuminate alternative
palliv::!ys to and ()lit of the institutions which have dimmed the develop-
mental Iorizons of many of .,\Inerica's present generation of retarded
elf 'I'he questions of how, when and where to "do it" tend to haunt
i. r questionS were splendidly discussed by 1)r. Elizabeth Boggs
in the First Plenary Session on residential services at our .N7G National
Convention in Inklhinapolis. She gave one of the finest presentations I've
heard on mental retanlation in the last 15 years. This pioneering lady
of NARY hwl the ";tudacity" to question the modern concept of normaliza-
ti,m and improve on its utilization value--rather than the catch phrase it
has so often become. She spoke, as a parent of a retarded citizen, to
the coinnwn sense underpinnings of the normalization concept and its
impaet(s) on the opportunities available for the least restrictive resi-
dential environments possible for the freedom and development of all of
our retarded citizens. She underscored that we must match a series of
residential options to the wide variety of personal-social needs of our
retarded citizens.

lany ..11 the persistent questions focus on the need for evolving models
of residential services which do "work." Yes, we have had l)enchmark
documents which presented overviews ofthe state of the art in residen-
tial services. One excellent example was the publication of the President's
Committee on Mental Retardatiows Changing Patterns in Residential
Services in I969 ,:and itg neW edition in 197(i). In the 1969 document the
presentation by Dr. Gunnar Dybwad focused on the roadblocks which have
stifled progress in evolving modern residential programs for retarded
individuals. In 1976 those same roadblocks are still present. Yet we
now do have models that work, .and our public information eftorts have
.appreciably altered professional and general public attitudes toward our
retarded citizens. Indeed, a recent report of the President's Committee
on Mental Retardation (People Live in Ilouses) clearly documents modern
models of residential services which have served, and are serving,
retarded citizens very effectively!

I think this Forum will provide all of us an opportunity to lean back,
interact with the presentors and expand our minds. Reflect on these
presentationson this vital topieand then d 0 S011lethim2;!

Our first presentation will be by Mrs. Eleanor Elkin, a dear friend of
mine and of the retarded citizens of this country. Tiers has been a total,
ongoing commitment to service and advocacy. She is a past President of
NARC and is the curreni Chairperson of the NARC Residential Services

0
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11:1:; heen force in the initiation and finaliza
lion of this Residential Forum. Iler presentation will trace the histor-
ical perspective of our ARC movement concerning residentiaralternatives,
pasL :uid present: \Ora, happened, how it happened and our current posture
on this most vital dimension of our movement's otn;oing. commitment to
alleviate the symptom of mental retardation.



Historical -Perspectives

, ELEANOR S. ELE!N

Being asked to talk about history can make a person uncomfortable. Wu
don't like to admit we've been around Igng enough to talk about history,
but I have a measuring stick of my age.. It was given to me by a very
wise wornan. A.eernmittee of junior women were discussing whether or
not you.could continue as member of a jUnior women's club if you were
past'30 a very serious problem. This lady stopped us., saying, ,"Just
remember, you're only old-when a new idea hurts." When change startS,
hurting, I stop, re-examine theuissues and My ,motives and ask myself if
I am young enough to meet the challenge.

The NMI-0, scene.... Perhaps it began when a mother put an advertise-
ment in a newspaper asking-other parents of retarded children to come to
her home to talk about their children. They were frustrated and upset
because the schoOls had "excluded" or "excused" their children. .Nurserv
schools and camps would not accept them, and services for the bland,
deaf or crippled children were closed to those who were also retarded.

For them the future must have seemed dark indeed as they looked ahead
and saw only the institution looming at the end of a very short road. Most
people believed that was the way it had to be, but these parents were de-
termined to obtain acceptance and a ptace in the community for mentally
retarded persons, so that they could walk in dignity with their families
and their friends.

They got together they laid plans they talked abc-ut retarded children
to everybody they could get to listen. Some of their neighbors called them

9
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"dedicated" and brave: Some officials called them aggressiVe - and
emotional - and interfcrring.

Ir3ut.:.thev,were heard....in Seattle, in Columbus, in Montclair and in
New York,

-.They even began to hear each other and to realize that if they could join
together, they would be able to speak with strength:

In.1950 abouL ''parents and friends of the mimtally retarded" gathered
in Minneapolis, forming NARC, and pledging themselves to become spokes-
men for a better life for all retarded persons.'

The early business of the assoeiatiqn was carried on solely by volunteers.
Thousands of letters were written to parents in response to their calls for
help and to fellow citizens asking for their understanding and support.
Who knows,how many cakes were baked to get funds to start nursery
classes in church basements.

\\Then they finally were able to open an office with a staff, the associ-
ation launched a crusade for public understanding and acceptance of rrienL
tally retarded persons and for the provision of necessary services. Their
voices proclaiming "retarded children ean be helped"-were heard through-

!out ti country.

Thcse pioneers were successful in many of their efforts, such as securing
prograins for childPen who were labeled "uneducable" and so, rejected
by the public schools; promoting better handling of."new" parents by the
family physickm; and obtaining programs for those persons termed "in-
feasime" fbr training by the vocational rehabilitation authorities.

They traveled to Washington and state capitols for special hearings and
private conferences. They wore instrumental in the formation of diag-
nostic and evaluation clinics, recreation programs and counseling.

in 19,:2 they were recognized before the whole world when NARC received
the First International Award for Outstanding Achievement in Leadership
from the Joseph P. Kennedy, Jr. Foundation.

Yet parents could not really rejoice in their successes because their
hearts still held chilling fear of the future; hat would become of the

handicapped men.. r of their family when they were dead'? They must
learn more about th,s place where many of their neighbors' children al--
ready resided.
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Of course, there had always been an interest in institutions. The NARC
Constitution lists niae.purposes for the Assock:tion's eistence. The
first, 'the very first, of these purpbses.is:

"To promote the general welfare of the mentally retarded of
all ages everywhere: at home, in the communities, in insti-
tutions, :md in nubile, private and religious schools."

Severa.1 of the charter members or NARC !ielonged to units that Were
formed of pnrents NylioA,! children resided in a specific institution. The
activities of these units were mainly benevolent. They gave picnics and
parties, and obtained special items for the residents. However, few
i:Istituti(ols boasted such a parents group, and even fewer had, or wanted,
:t volunteer program. Superintendents at that time did not welcome this
"outside interference" and discouraged them, claiming the necessity to
protect the privacy the residents and their families.

Early, committees vere formed; called Institutions Committees of NARC.
They were concerned with finding the way 'into the institutions, both for
themselves and for retarded people. They advised parents to make ap-
plication for their child to enter' the institution as "insurance"' in case of

their death. After all; who could affoyd a private "sehool?".-..: And the
waiting list was.five years long, almost everywhere in the.country. They
made large.donations to institutions for swimmMg pools,and circuses and
Christmas presents., They co'llected old clothing (I've neYer seen sOch
unbelievably moth-eaten and dirty clothing) and dolls and coloring books
lots and lots of coloring books,- for the residents. They delivered these
gifts to the institution that's how they got inside and they didit'L like
what they saw. And they said, "Something has to be done."

In April of .195;i the NARC Board of Directors adopted a policy statement
that future plans for state institutions should_contain "plans for housing
no more than 1,500 persons at each institution." Progress? It was.
Many of them had 3,000 to 6., 000. The statement also called for plans for
establishing suth institutions..elose to population confers, 'preferably in
those communities in which there were universities or medical schools.

In the publication, Decade of Decision, an evaluation report prepared for
the.1960 White Ilouse Conference on Children and Youth, N.ARC noted that
the task ahead required the "projections of future need for resiaential
care of the severely retarded based on analysis of changing trends in the
characterisVcs of children for whom such care is sought." It also stated
..."The period I.950 to 1960 has seen the advent of both tranquilizers and
TV in most institutions, on the whole for the better, although not without
certain attendant hazards for those who mostly sit and wait."



In 1963 the NAII.0 Residential Care Committee (note the name change, but
it would be another fi7e or six years before it would become the Residen-
tial Services Committee) eonducted a "Survey of State Residential Institu-

b

tions." It had as its objective better understanding by parents of the prob-
lems and needs of the iNstitution and better understanding by the institution's
personnel of the parents' problems and needs. The report was presented
and discussed before a packed house at tl,e NARC convention, It revenled
great differences in the types and quality oi institutions. Many NARC

members became very concerned about what the report indicated might be
happening tochildren and adults living in institutions.

State and local committees got their legislators to tour institutions with
them. AVith the legislators they got into areas of the institutions that
parents and yoiunteers bad not seen before And what they saw made them
cry. Their solution to the reduction of waiting lists and the overcrowding
ana the lack of programs was to work to build more institutions. Surely
the new institutions would bring a better life tc those people who would
move into them.

-
Members of President Kennedy's Panel on Mental Retardatien went to
Europe Itnd visited residential facilities there. They brought back to us
pictures and reports or hostels and halfway houses and institutions that
looked pleasant. Surely, it could happen here.

The AAMD's Standards for State Residential Institutions for the Mentally
Retarded, published. in 1964, presented minimal standards thought to be
generally attainable within five to ten years and to be usable as a basis
for future evaluation of 134 state institutions. But these "peer group"
evaluations were considered confidential and were not released to .A RC'

neople nniless the superintendent so chose. Few ever reached us.

In 19i5. tfre NARC Board of Directors, in its charge to the Residential Care.
Committee, defined residential care, "to include arly facility which pro-
vides 24-hour care Pr the mentally retarded, whether in a large institu-

tion, school, hospital, regional center, boarding home, nursing home,

hostel or halfway house, under private or public auspices." In this
charge they also stated, "Residential care should be considered a part of,
rather:than a substi`ute for, community services for the retarded. A
residential facility and other agencies within the communityshould con-
stitute a cooperative team serYing the retarded individual and his family."
Some states were beginning to establish regional centers. Some states,
particularly their Res:dential Services Committee members, talked about
designing better residential facilities when,: people could be housed and

served in smaller groups.
5
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Thrrugh its Rosemary F. Dybwad Awards for travel, NARC began to send
both Volunteers and professionals to study the residential services pro-
grams in Europe, particularly in the Scandinavian countries. Many came
back with fire in their eyes and exciting accounts, not only of institutions,
with bedrooms for t\yo people, furnished with regular furniture and deco-
rated with bright, cheerful colors, but of retarded indiViduals living in
apartmentg and homes right in the neighborhood with the other folks.

The Rosema:w E. Dybwad Awards were also helpful in bringing experts
from Denmari , Sweden and England to help us improve our residential
services. They were horrified atiwhat they saw. An official from Den-
mark told the bress that in DenmAk they treat their cattle better than we
treat our institutionalized people. Th:-.1 hurt. That upset us.

More committees inade more tours of the institutions, and they were
shocked at what they still saw. Those who had seen a cattle barn in Den-
mark knew that our friend told the truth. Something-had to be done about
the dreadful, dehumanizing conditions in which we were allowing people
to liye.

In 1966 NARC adopted as a prime objective the development of a "long-
term program to achieve: (a) a marked improvement in residential facil-
ities and programs; and (b) a better public understanding of the heed for
improved residential care of retarded persons." As a strategy for me7t-
mg that objective, NARC joined with the American Association on Mental
Deficiency, United Cerebral Palsy Associations, American Psychiatric
Association and the Council for Exceptional Children to organize the Nation-
al Planning Committee on Accreditation of Residential Centers for the
fletarded. This was the gToup that established the Accreditation Council
for Facilities for the Mentally Retarded (now Developmentally Disabled
has been added) within the Joint Commission on Accreditation of Hospitals.
NARC is represented on the Council by two members.

Jn 1968 NARC issued its Policy Statements,on Residential Care and launched
a " Crusade for Change" in residential services. The publication, in 1969,
of The PreSident's Committee on Mental Retardation's monograph, Chancr-
ine- Patterns in Residential Services for the Mentally Retarded,. brought
Bengt Nirje's normalization principle to America. And 'to refresh you, it
says: "The normalization principle means making available to the men-

,. tally retarded patterns and conditions Of everyday life which are as close
as possible to the norms and patterns of the mainstream of society."

I have to make a comment :Lere becauSe it was said that normalizatioraiVas
challenged, and everything should always be questioned. This year a sym-
posium on Integration and Normalization was sponsored by NARC for the

f
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International Leagow of Societies for the Mentally Handicapped. One very
interesting thought was repeated severit times. Normalization is an idea;
it's a tool it's a tool that was developed to help us undo the terrible de-
humanization to which we have subjected people in our residential facili-
ties. If we do our job right in a few years we won't need .to worry about
misunderstanding of the worcL We won't need it because we won't need
that tool any more. llold that thought...a very important one.

The acceptance of the nornmlization principle marked a turn-around in
our thinking and ()Lir actions.

AL30 LI 1969 the international League of Societies for the Mentally Handi-
capped condueted a symposium on residential services in Frankfurt,
Germany, in which 1:3 countries, including the United States and NARC,
participated.. They concluded: "Retarded children and iidults. . should
be helped to live as normal alife as The structuring of routines,
t:w 'form of lif:0 and the nature of the physical environment should ap-
proximate the normal cultural pattern as much as possible. The hospital
model is inappropriate for residentfal services for most of the »mentally.
retarded."

/
The _next 1970,.The President's Committee in An-Action Policy Pro-
poal supported the principle that new facilities should be located withi»
he .community served and proyide for normal contacts with the life of .

the community. f

The..President's Task Force on the Mentally Ilandicapped, in 1971,
warmly endorsed the replacing of existing institutions by smaller home-
like units located within the community.

In October, 1972 the NARC, in annual delegate convention assembled in
Montreal, Canada, in connecti..i-mn with the International Congress, adopted
the following resolution:

"BE IT RESOLVED...That the National Association
for Retarded Children recommends that the public
interest requires that additional residential faciIi-
ties' for the mentally retarded must be constructed,
purchased or leased.

"BE IT FU.RTHER RESOLVED, that the National As-
sociation for RetardedChildren recommends that such
residential factilities consist of small living'units,
eaCh replicating a normal borne environment to the
closest extent possible.
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'ill': IT FURTHER RESOLVED, that the NaVonal
Association for Retardeil Children recommends that
suoh residential facilities take absolute precedence
over further capital investments in existing or new
large scale 'institutions'..."

.\.nd the turn-around was complete. Now Residential Services Committees
began seeking the way out of the institution and the establishment of quality
special living arrangements in the community.

In I 97:1 published The Right to Choose to help them. Many differ-
ent c(mflhi!1UflitieS are providing many different kinds of residences. No
.two are alike beca'Ase they are reflections of the indivluals who live in
t hem.

IIowever, not everyone Was pleased with this progress. Some people
felt that it was a step' backwards an'el that mentally retarded children and
adults living in institutions were being abandoned., The movement olin-
dividuals from the institution into desirable places, in the community was
(and is) slow. Careful planning on the part of the community, institution
and family is necessary to help the retarded person live succesSfully in
the Community. When movement oflarge numbers of persons from the'
institutions was rapid, it was usually unsuccessful... sometimes disas-
terous. Responsible, caring people were horrified at the irresponsible
"dumping" of mentally retarded boys and girls, men and wornen into the
comny.mity, often in substandard boarding or nursing homes, withoHt ar-
ranging ,for necessary progrim services to help them achieve and main-
tain their fullest independence and ability. With the availability of federal
dollars through Medicaid, many nursinghomes and intermediate care -

facilities began accepting residents of institutions. Iri some states this
was their deinstitutionalization program'. shifting human beings.from
big faeili ties to smaller buildings never mind their needs or desires.
In response to tbiti situation NARC held a National Symposium on Nurs-
ing 'Homes, in May 1975, arid-in October of that year issued NursinA
Homes in the System of Residential Services: A Position Statement.
The position stalement enunciates basic guiding principles which can be
used by parents and profeAionals to asSess the appropriateness of nurs-
ing home settings for mentally reta7rded persons.

Still, -there was confusion and misunderstanding about NARC's position
regarding residential service. The membership, at the 1975 annual
convention, directed the Residential Services and Facilities Committee
to reexamine and update NAP,C's position on various issues and problems

careful
Oanhing
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related to residential services. The publication, Residential Services:
Position Statements of the National Association for Retarded Citizens,
was adopted by the Board of Directors in October 1976 'and is included
in your Forum packet. It concludes: "It is the right of handicapped
individuals, ineluding mentally retarded persons, to live their lives as
normally as possible within:the community. Every state and communi-
ty Must give precedence to the establishment-of a variety of living ar-
rangements and the necessary support and program services within the
community."

And it also says: "...adequate ,funds must be provided to aSsure that
community programs become financially stable and that existing public
facilities are able to meet accreditation standards..."

And further: "... there is no difference in the rights and entitlements
of retarded persons, no . matter whate they live or whether, those resi-
dential facilities are publicly or privately owned. The ARC movement
is charged with the continuing duty -of monitoring the quality of,life.and
the 'dignity of indiVidual.programs wherever they may occur."

It isn't easy. There are unknowns and obstaeles. There are zoning
problems and worried neighbors. There are unions and institutional
suppliers. Some of the bitterest opposition comes from imrents who
are concerned aboUt the future and who believe their ehilaen need the
protection of an institution. Position statements do not alleviate their
_bears or solve their problems.

We accept the challenge. .We've never been afraid of change and opposi-
tion to change. It is the story of the fight for a full life with dignity for
our children, neighbors and friends who happen tp be mentally retarded.

Today, together, we begin a new chapter in that Story.
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Comprehensive Systems

JOHN McGEE
'WADE HITZING

Many people hai're asked why there are still nearly 154,000 mentally
retarded citizens in state institutions. Federal District Court Judge
Orrin G. Judd answered this question when speaking of the Willowbrook ,

lawsuit. He said, "In most cases there simply is no other place for
the residents to go."

This straightforward, reply is a fair description Of the status of residen-
tial alternatives for many mentally retarded citizens in the United States
today. .For the 154,000 institutionalized, menially retarded citizens in
this country there is often nowhere else to go. Yet, there is much dis-

.
cussion congerning a continuum of residential programs which has
evolved in recent years, a continuum which is presumed to be capable
of meeting the residential needs of all mentally retarded citizens.

h this paper we have been asked to describe this comprehensive con-
tinuum of residential alternatives. To do this we will:

1. xa mine the impact that values have on the development of
residential alternatives;

2. Describe the current continuum of alternative residential envir-
onments;

3. Analyze the implications of this continuum;

4. Describe an alternative approach which is based on an array of
services rather than envi ronmental options; and
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5. Analyze the implications of this alternative, especially with re-
spect to future planning.

It is important to notc that we are describing and analyzing both the cur-
rent, widely accepted continuum of alternatives as well as an alternative
approach to the development of residential ,service's. We feel strongly
that if professionals, consumer advocates and consumers critically ques-
tion the human values upon which services arc built, there will bc a si.th
stantiaI shift away from current trends.

BELIEFS
All human services are based on belief systems, either conscious or un-
conscious, that shape the quality and type of ;services to citizens who arc
diSabled or handicapped. Quite.often these beliefs arc unconscious. We
rarely question these beliefs; we almost never ask "Why?"

Recently a county board invested $600,000 in new con-
struction at the count,hotne. When asked why the
county would spend so much.money in segregating people,
one of the board meMbers replied, "All they need is
plenty of open space., clothing, a hot Meal and a bed..."

Snob statements appear ludicrous, yet they are quite common.

Traditional belief systems have resulted in human service systems based
on segregated settings, environments and architecture. We have usually
assumed that people with special needs require separate, specialplaces
to live and be served in. Our beliefs have been translated into environ-
mental terms: old people belong in nursing homes, retarded people in
institutions, handicapped people should live in villages, etc.

Such segregating areltitectural approaches have bcen "justified" by var-
i.-nis rationalizations such as: economy, safety, protection and stability.
Such.rationalizations serve to reinforce 'the concept that it is neCessary
to segregate people with special needs rather than integrate them into
community life.

THE 'CONTINUUM OF RESIDENTIAL ENYIRONMENTS

Our nation's response to the deinstitutionalization mandate has resulted
in what.can be described as a. continuum of different residential envir-
onments. These environments can be plaCed on a continuum which ranges
from more restrictive to less restrictive. There are various broad en-
vironmental areas. on the continuum which can be described. These

21
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environments 'can be analyzed in relation to their degree .of restrictive-
ness or in relation to how they tend to integTate a person into community

Institution
Special Care

Facilities Group flomes
Individualized
Placements

i

Less
I

,

I Restrictive Restrictive
1

Figure bl.

There are many variations of these four environments; however, in gen-
eral, they are representative of the major service responses the system
has made to meet the residential needs of disabled citizens over the last decade.

INSTITUTIONS-
"This environment-al model consists of intermediate and large units usu-
ally physically and socially segregated from the surrounding community.
The model generally restricts the client to the segregated facilities al-
thmigh there may be some social, occupational or educatiOnal integration
within the surrounding community" (James Budde, ALERT, Kansas
University, 1975).

"The term, institution refers to a deindiyidualizing residence in which
persons-are congregated in numbers distinctly larger than might be
found in a large family; in which they are highly regimented; in' which
the physical and social environment aims at a lowest common denem-
inator;- and in which all or most 'of the transactions of daily life are
carried on under one roof, on one campus or in a largely segregated
fashion" (-W. Wolfensberger., The Principle of Normalization in Hu-
man Services. National Institute on Mental Retardation, Toronto, ,Canada,
1972).

"...placement of the mentally retarded outside their natural homes into
any living arrangement not of fheir own-choice is institutionalization..."

(James Clements, "Appropriateness of nursing home settings," in Nurs-
ing Ho/nes i the System of Residential Services, National Association
for RetardedurCitizens, 1975).

A.- .4"
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SPECIAL NEEDS FACILITIES
"This environmental model consiits of intermediate or small units that

are often physically integrated into, but socially segregated from, the
surrounding community by numerous restrictions, but there is some
social, occupational and educational integration. Most services' func-

tions are consolidated within this model for the reasons such as ex-
pedience, economy of organization or due to the perceived inability
of the clients to function in a more integrated manner" (James Budde,

ALERT, Kansas University, 1975).

Intermediate Care Facilities
"According to the federal law, an ICF is defined as an institution which
provides 'health related or rehabilitative care and serVices to individu-

als who do not require the degree of care and treatment which a hospital

or skilled nursing home is designed to provide, but who, because of
their physical or mental condition, require care and services above the

level of board and room.'

"...the largest nursing homes in this country are what we formerly cane&

state mental retardation institutions. Yes, the oid state-operated, multi-

purpose institution for the mentally retarded. I wonder, is it better to
call them 'skilled nursing facilities' or 'intermediate care facilities' for
the mentally retarded?" (Susan Weiss Manes, Nursing Homes in the

System of Residential Services, National Association for Retarded Cit-

izens, 1975).

;GROUP HOMES

"This environmental model consists of small service units that arc usual-
ly physically and socially integrated into the surrounding community. Thc

model results in integration as a function of the community's cultural,

social, occupational and educational attitudes. Services are usually in-
dividualized and the foremost emphasis is on the client. If restrictions
are needed, attempts are made to make them on an individual basis and

'for only as long as it is necessary for the individual's development. There

arc usually no more than eight to ten clients per home" (James Budde,
ALERT, Kansas University, 1975).

"A iiesidential environment where the individual enters...a homc atmos-

phere... (ensuring) that residents lead 'normal lives' and participate in

community life outside the house. The basic philosophy behind group
homes, maximizing cornmunity contact for disabled persons, requires a

day program, a vocational and/or educational experience outsidc and
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away ftom the Tesidence" ( Robert Goodfellow. Group Ilomes; One
Alternative, Center on Human Policy, Syracuse, New York, 1974).

"A group home is a facility located in a residential community provid-
ing shelter and/ok rehabilitation for (individuals) who, for various rea-
sons, cannot reside in their natural home...The goal of the service is
to return home, other placement or emancipation, depending upon the
age of the (person) and the circumstances of his family" ( D. Lauber
and F. Bangs., Zoning for Family and Group Facilities American
Society of Planning Officials Report 4300, Chicago, Illinois, 1974).

It'DIVIDUALIZED PLACEMENTS
"This service delivery model consists of small units that are almost
always physically and socially integrated within the surrounding com-
.munity. Services are preventive or preserving and carried out within,
or in conjunction with, the client's nonnal living environment. .Services
are totally individualized; an emphasis is foremost on the clients, their
reintegration into the normal home and/or the prevention of institution:-
alization. The environment would be typically owned, leased or rented
by parents, foster parents or by the consumers themselves" (James
Budde, 1975).

IMPLICATIONS OF THE CONTINUUM
FOR RESIDENTIAL ENVIRONMENTS
It is important for us to closely examine the implications of basing a serv-
ice system on a continuum of different'residential environments. This
continuum, which is so widely accepted, has evolved because of a national
commitment to develop less restrictive alternatives to institutions. In

general, if we compare this continuum to what previously existed, when
there wcre few alternatives to the inStitution, it is easy to see that we
have made progress. The continuum recognized that disabled citizens
have a right to the least restrictive alternative possible. For example,
it is probably true that having your needs met by living in a group home
in the community is better than having to live in a large segregated in-
stitution. Such an alternative is less restrictive. It tends to be more
integrative and more consistent with the developmental model.

Positive Implications
Therc are, therefore, several positive implications to a continuum of
residential environments.

2 it
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The continuum of enVironments is so comprehen
sive that there are no "gaps" in residential
services. Each of these environments is said to have a "place"
on the continuum. Any state or community that has a wide enough
range of these environments dm be assured that all of its disabled
citizens have a pla.ce to live which is "matched" to their current
functioning level._

It allows the client to move through the system
as he or she, grows and develops. Initially a client
is placed in a living environment which "matches" his current func-
tioning level. As a client progresses and gains new skills he can
move or "graduate" to a less restrictive setting. Without a con-
tinuum cf environments thisprogressive movement would be im-
possible.

A continuum i s cost effective. Proponents of the con-
tinuum argue that a continuum of residential environments is more
cost effective than a service system which relies largelir on the
institutional model. Those clients who have progressed can move
from the institution to less costly settings such as group homes
or clustered apartments.

Negative Implications
The negative implications of the continuum are a result of a basic mis-
conception:

A disabled person must have his needs met by placement
in a special and usually "segregated" envirenment.

It is true that there have been many positive developments over the last
decade; the reestablishment of the constitutional rights of disabled citi-
zens; the creation of innovative community service alternatives; a ten
percent decrease in the institutional population; the vitalization dr a
national consumer advocacy movement. However, there are also SOIlle
dangerous trends emerging because of our acceptance of the fundamental
misconception cited above.

Different groups need different environments.
continuum of residential environmelks is based on the belief that

different groups or types of disabled citizens require different
kinds of environments. Roles for each of these different environ-
ments are being developed. The new role dr the institution is said
to be that of a state or regional resource center the living envi-
ronment most appropriate for multiply handicapped children and
adults. BY developing a'role as "the" environment for severely
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disabled citizens institutions are attempting to ensure their con-
tinued existence and future growth.

Group homes are emerging as "the" residential environment for
Modera,tely disabled children and aciilts. Such children and adults
are said to need a group home enviroament because they cannot
succed in more integrative settings.

Nursing homes are emerging nationally as the major residential
solution for individuals with special medical needs.

An indication of the peryasfveness of this approach is that it is now
quite common to read of planning formulae 'which attach various
levels of disabilities to different degrees or types Of restrictive en7
vironments. This approach results in such proposals as:

'based on our current population of 'x' number of
severely handicapped individuals we will need to
develop '1,0 number of group homes."

The disabled person must "earn" ,his way through
the system. A major danger inherent in the continuuria concept
is that it places the burden of integration on the disabled person
rather than on the system. For example, it is common to presume
that a severely disabled person must be institutionalized until he is
"ready" to move into a less restrictive community environment.
Entrance and exit criteria are usually developed for each of the dif-
ferent living environments.

Cos t. The development.of a comprehensive continuum of resi-
dential environments requires a tremendous expenditure of funds
for purposes'of renovation and capital construction. Many states
are investing millions of dollars in institutional construction an&
renovations, under the guise of developing "more normalizing"
cnvi ronments.

Nursing homes are mushrooming across the United States. This
implies lifetime costs to keep beds filled.

Communities across thc United StateS are funding the construction
of new group homes at :8150,000 to :i;250,000 per 8- to 12-bed group
homes.

rdre
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ALTERNATVE APPROACH: An Array of Servi-ce
Alternatives
The movement toward the tothl integration of disabled citizens into com-
munity life is at a crossroads. The development of a continuum of dif-
ferent environments has resulted in partial integration, partial success.

It is now-necessary to focus on a further, more comprehensive imple-
mentation of our basic value system; one that will bring about a recogni-
tion of the consumers' baiic human and legal rights. We must focus on

, the least restrictive alternative - the family for children and youth and
an integrated, interdependent living situation for adults. Such a focus
is not of) the least restribtive available environment which, in some
instances, may even be the institution but rather on the abso lute ly
least restrictive environment - one which is a physically and 'socially
integrated setting. Such a focus will lead us to concentrate our crea-
tive energies on the _development of the array of servicess"-{not envi-
ronments) necessary to enable a person, rega rdless of se ve ri ty
of h an di cap, to remain in or move to the most natural, normal
setting.

An array of integrative services in graphically portrayed in Figure #2:.

Such an approach should inititate a trend toward both physically and so-
cially integrated living environments for all disabled citizens. We will
be able to move from such well intentioned statements as, "A range of
communitY services should be so complete that persons need not leave
their home communities to receive those :-,ervices necessary to meet
their individual needs" to "A range of community services should bc so
or-nplete that a person need not leave his home. "

IMPLIflATIONS OF AN ARRAY OF INTEGRATIVE
SUPPORT SERVICES
In analyzing this approach to service delivery and comparing it to the con-
tinuum of residential environments, several implications emerge.

Full legal and human rights. Such a continuum will bring
about the full implementation of the concept of least restrictive al-
ternative. By focusing on and meeting the needs of..the person, tile
family or the community in natural environments, the least :.e--
strictive alternative.will have been attained. The concept of "least
restriction" will cease to be relative; rather, it will presume the
natural setting to be the least restrictive. The removal of the per-
son from the natural setting or the placement of an institutionalized
person in an intermediate environment will be seen as an abridge-

2 7
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Figure 2
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ment of the person's rights and a major compromiso on the part
of the system.

1_

The full reeognition of, the disabled person a s
a developmental being. By both physically.and socially
integrating the person into ;:atural residential environments, thi.:
disabled person, no matter what type or degree of handicap, will
be looked upon as a developing person, capable of growth. ,Such
developmental growth will not be equated with a continuum of en-
vironments. For example, it will not be presumed that a. person's
development is equated with movement'through various environ-
ments; 7:a th e r, developr:-Iental growth will occur in integrated set-
tings.

The 'evolution of the principle- of normalization.
The principle of normalization will be recognized as both a process
and an outcome. Over the last decade noimalization has helped us
focus on establishing, maintaining or supporting culturally norma-
tive behaviors. But aave we used means that are as culturally
normative as possible? We will recognize that the person does
not have to earn the right to be integrated into the community. It
will be assumed that the person has the right to live in a normal
environment and that the community will have to mobilize the nec-
essary resources to accomplish this.

.111aporting, not supplanting the natural home.
The residential assumption, referred to earlier, will be 'critically
questioneu. The first response to serving a disabled person will
not be-to assume "You need a group home" but rather, "How can
we help you remain in your natural environment?" We will look
upon supporting the person in his natural en-,ironment. This means
th;lt a wide range of services, a creative array of service options,
must be developed and individualized for each client.

Integration is .the responsibility of the service
sys tem not the client. If we are dedicated to the support
of the person in his home and the development of the kinds of serv-
ices to keep him there, then it will be necessary to understand that
integration of the person depends more on the type and quality of

:the system (services) rather than on the person's needs.

Society cannot afford both a continuum of envi-
ronments and an array ef integrated services.
States and communities will not be able to support a.full
mental continuum (including state institutions, group homes, nurs-
ing homes) and a full array of integrative services.
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It will be necessary to reverse the current funding patterns which
provide oniy a small pereentag;:: of available funds for the support
of in-home supportive services.

BARRIERS
There are a number of significant barriers to the effective mobili-

zction of resources to mect the residential needs of disabled citizens in
integrated settings. AI.1 of these barriers tend to reinforce the existence
of restrictive environments and prohibit integration.

The Federal Government, while providing 91 separate programs re-
lated to retarded citizens (BCMR, 1)76), has failed to unify these
programs into a force that results in quality service delivery._
Often one 'ederal thrust diminishes the impact of another. For
'example, Title Xk monies have been used to .support thstitutions
while at the same time Title XX monies are nsed to support the
retarded citizens' return to community life.

State and local elected officials are often caught in the middle of
conflicts between various self-interest groups. There are power-
ful grou-ps which lobby for the interest of separate programs, pro-
grams which often have conflicts of interest.

Very few "hard" facts are known about costs and cost benefits.
Cost figures are generally so nebulous that they have little impact
on decision. makers.

Quite often consumer advocacy groupi, are divided in their efforts.
For example, one state Association for Retarded Citizens is sup-
porting a massive constriction plan for the state's institutional
system while the local associations are planning to return all their
institutionalized citizens to their home communities.

There has been little systematization of the major factors which
make uma comprehensive integrative community service system.
The typical community service program with itf- roup homes,
sheltered workshops and developmental centers doeS not represent
a comprehensive, continuous service delivery system. Service
alternatives have emerged in a.haplazarl fashion, rather than a
stPp-by-step, planned effort to develop integrative alternatives.

Even in those communities where services arc beginning to focus
on supporting the person in his natural environment little is lmown
about managing such a dispersed service system while maintaining
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quality of services. For example, a community which plans to in-
tegrate all disabled citizens is hard pressed to develop an effective
management system to control such a dispersed service system.
What population base is necessary to support such'a system? Who
monitors quality? How is it monitored? How can the myriad of
federal, state and local funding sources be combined to provide the
solid, enduring funding base which has characterized our institu-
tional system?

As we stated before., the major barrier lies in our conceptual ap-
proach to program development. it seems that some people liter-
ally cannot conceive of severely, multihandieapped individuals liv-
ing, working and going to school in normal settings.

This type of conceptual barrier initially delayed the development of
community programs. Some people could not accept the proposal
that severely handicapped individuals could live in noninstitutional
settings. We have largely overcome this attitude by proving that
community alternatives can meet the needs of retarded citizens.

Now we have a more difficult and, in a sense, more important
challenge. We must convince parents, advocates and professionals
that mentally retarded citizens have a basic right to the opportunity
for full involvement in their community. It is not a question of
whether this approach will be successful. We must make it work;
it must be successful.

CONCLUSIONS
Restrictive environments, whether the state institution or a large group
home, have no role to play in the live's of disabled ciiiens. Residential
alternatives that are ndw valued so highly in communiti s across the
United States will have to be radically altered to allow fos.4Untegration
of disabled citizens. Group hoines, for example, will not be seelhas per-
manent residences but rathere as staging points for integration.

',/e realize that our service systems have not progressed to the point that
there is no longer a need for a continuum of residential enVironments.
We have not yet developed the supportive mechanisms and services nec-
essary to support all disabled individuals in natural environments. How-

ever, if we are to develop'such supports and services we must begin

3,ow - to plan; to develop funding sources; and educate the public.

"Can we foresee a day when there will be no need for
our residential services? Hopefally, someday it will be

3' 1



assumed that mental retardation is not the handicap that
precipitates the need for residential serviCes. It is much
too often the end product of our failure to support the fam-
ily or open the doors to existing resources. " Ed Skarnulis.
Residential Services: Support, Not Supplant, the Natural
IIome, 1975.

/
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Deinstitutionalization

FRED J. I\ RAUSE

Why is it so difficult for people to admit error in judgment? And- we
committed serious error in creating large public institutions to house
the mentally retarddd as early:as the 1850s.

We are here today because we still haven't corrected what has become
a major social problem: beeauSe of the age-old social practice of re-
jecting the mentally retarded, not just by putting them out of the way
in big buildings, but for decades partitioning them off wherever they,
are; by croSsing them'off because our society in general has been not
willing to be involved with retarded,persons.

We in this room may think we are different or more creative.. I have
heard the expression that we must continue our persistence in seeking
"mainstrem living quarters for theM" or our rejection of "traditional
approaches," sets us apart from the superintendents who run the large
mealcal institutions. But does it? Are we doing what we would like to
think We are doing? Whose problems are we solving when we move re-
tarded persons out of structures we abhor and into structures we prefer?
Are we fair in our abhorrence? Are we rational in our preierence? Do

the:people we relocate share our feelings ?

During this conference we will examine the various models c,f residences
for retarded citizens. I propose that'you must be very mindful of the
critical issues ar.d management problems in the endeavor you are espous-
ing. Yea& of study, lifetimes of professional effort have pro:luced only
partini solutions to the problems surrounclthg institutionalizationanu al-
ternatives to it.
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A beginning would be in closing the separation between parents and pro-
fessionals. in the development of policy planning and operation of resi-
dential programs.. Our starting point must be the existing repositories
of experience and knowledge.

In 1971 a national goal was announced by the President's Committee on
Mental Retardation to reduce the institutional poPulation by at least
one-third by 1980. Now let's examine progress. In 1972 this population
Was 181,035; in 1976 it is reported to be 153,584, a reduetion.of 20,351,
or 16, percent (see Figure 1). Dr. Richard Seheerenbcrger was com-
missioned by PCMR to survey the trends in mfblic residential facilities.
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Figure 1. Average Daily Population of 237 PRF's:
FY 71-72 Through FY 75-76-
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The results of the study are shown in Figure.2 (page 30 ). There are
237 operational facilities for the mentally retarded. Twenty 7one (8.9
percent) opened between 1850 and1899 and another 64 (27.0 percent)
'accepted their first resident .between 1900 and 1949. Thus, the major-
ity of public residential facilities have been eqtablished over the past
26 years. Scheerenberg-er's data indicate that while progress is evident
in 4.),Ah cleinstitutionalization and institutional reform, much rernainS to
be ticcomplished.

With regard to deinstitutionalization, the number of retarded persons
requiring residential services continues to deerease, but at a slower
rate than in former years.. Other positive indicators include a reduced
admission and readmission rate plus increased projected placement sta-
tistics for the fo:7thconthig year.

While.the resident population continues a gradual trend toward becoming
both older and more seriously affected, many less affected persons are
still being served. Admission, readmission and waiting list data also
include a relatively high percentage of moderately and mildly retarded
persons of all ages. Too many individuath returned to the community
appear to be failing because of inadequate local services. Taken col-
lectively, data clearly suggest that comprehensive community programs
still need to be developed in many places throughout the country.

Residential reform has been evident. This was reflected in the general
reduction in rated bed capacity, better staff-resident ratios, increased
enrollment of the severely and profoundly retarded in various programs,
extended programming for adults, increased parental participation
and individualized program plans.

On the less positive side, and in spite of increased staffing and program-
ming, very few public residential facilities can satisfy either the 249.12
or 249.13 regulations associated with Title XIX, and relatively few have
been accredited by the JCAH Accreditation Council for Services for Men-
tally Retarded and Other Developmentally Disabled Persons. Continued
deficits in resident programming, the apparent need for special services
for emotionally disturbed individuals and the relatively high percentage
of retarded persons maintained in locked wards during the day all indicate
that substantial residential reform is still required. Ala- the relati; e-
ly common practice of retaining retarded persons in Public residential
facilities after they are capable of leaving needs to be reexamined.

As indicated previously, gradual gains are being made with respect to
both deinstitutionalization and residential reform. Governments, both
state and federal, have increased substantially their respective contribu-
tions to meeting the needs of mentally retarded citizens. A continuation
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of this concern and effort will be required before each retarded person
can live a self-fulfilling life in the least restrictive environment.

The gc.al of deinstitutionalization can be achieved through three inter-
related processes:

The development of a comprehensive array of
residential and supportive services in the local
comm un ity. Offering uch alternative services will Make it
possible to reduce the number of admissions to institutions as well
as support those retarded individuals who are returned from insti-
tutions to community residences. ,

Acceleration in the transfer of retarded resi-
dents 'from inStitutions to the comthunity. This
would represent the major number of those persons whose com-
munity care reduces the institutional populations. Acceleration of
the deinstitutionalization process cart be achieved through such,
activities as:

A. Training of staff at public institutions to encourage residents
to return to the community and to provide preparatory habili-
tation services;

B. Selection,of residents and their preparation through special
training programs for their release;

C. Preparation of families for the return of their retarded mem-
bers;

D. Provision of responsible :tgents to negotiate the change of
residence; and

E. A follow-along Program to give support to each retarded in-
dividual during his transition to, and stabilization in, the

community.

Development of a responsive co.mmunity. Creating
a.tolerant, accepting and supportive community environment will
make it pOssible for the deinstitutionalized retarded person to survive
and progress in the community and will reduce the.demand for re-
admission to public institutions.

CAN A COi.IMUNITY RESIDENCE BECOME AN IN.STT-
TUTION ?
David Sokoloff, an architect who has designed many facilities for retarded
persons, says a community residential project often becomes an ego trip
for the people involved. He points out that "creating a building is a very
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inb)xieating experience, for the result is a tangible and lasting expres-
sion of creativity." lie also points out that buildings frequently fail

in their InIrpose. In the words of Ann Shearer, another long-time ob-
server, "Anyone who has spent time in visiting new community estab-
lishments will have recognked, with something like a feeling of terror,
that the abuses of the old system'can be reproduced exactly ant: perhaps
even more cruelly in the relative isolation of a community setting."

Attenti4m is wrongly focused on the size and location of buildings in
which retarded persons :ive. What matters more is the relationship
between the provider and the client.

When a community residence for retarded persons is established, it may
be an institution in the process of being created. It may be called a home,
and it may be regarded as such by the people who live there. But it may
be managed as an institution. Group homes, supervised apartments and

even foster homes employ labor, purchase goods and services, apply
for and receive program funds and in growing nunthers of cases these
smaller facilities are mismanaged and lack individualized program plans
for their residents.

Like health care institutions, commnnity residences have staffing prob-
lems. Low salaries, long hours and lack of privacy -- especially for
live-in personnel -- are .facts you cannot eradicate, though there are_
ways of compensating for them. Personnel need emotional and educa-
tional support, as well as outside assistance from volunteers and paid
workers.

ECONOMIC PitQBLEMS
Self-sustaining s.olvency is more likely to be a goal than a reality in a
community residence for retarded perSons. If you'plan to pay for all
the necessary services, you probably are headed for trouble. Jean
Vanier, founder of L'Arche, states flatly, "Our hOuses can only live
through gratuity, if tomorrow everybody went on standard rates for
house and salaries, our houses would collapSe."

Even under the best of reumstances it is unlikely that severely retarded
persons will he ab o contribute much to their own upkeep by working.

It has been fo c that in many communities jobs are hard to find or are
not available. Many 'retarded persons now living in community facilities
could work and want to work but' cannot find employment. And when they
do find openings, the ,wages are low.

Government support of retarded children and adults in onnniunity resi-
dential programs is presently too uncertain to he very helphil. Inequities

8



and absurdities ahriund. A retarded person entitled to support in an insti-
tutiim may not be entitled 10 the sante support if moved into the surround-
ing community.

These economic disineentiYes are irrational and unintentional, but they
have not yet been corrected. And we are on thin ice if we argue that it is
cheaper to keep rotarded persons in community facilities than in big state
institutions. In the first place. sometimes it is not cheaper. Better per-
haps, but not cheaper, dollar for dollar. In the second place, it is hard
to tell exactly how much it costs to keep People in institutions. Federal
payments for institutionalization sometimes go into a general fund at the
state level and are spread around so that it is impossible to be sure money
intended for retarded persons actually is spent to support the so-called
beneficiaries.

Everyone would like to believe that community placement of retarded per-
sons is a sound business proposition, that community residences can be
self-supporting, that goods and services can be purchased without.. re-
liance on cumbersome public funding and meddlesome bu-reaueracies.
This is not currently a reality.

Once a retarded person is "released° from a public institation and placed
in i le;.:s structured setting lines of responsibility blur. Who ultimately
is responsible fo.r providing needed services? The institution? The com-
munity? The retarded person's family? When the crunch comes, who

decides whether or not community placement is feasible, whether or not

a specific individual should be sent back to 'an institntion?

COMMUNITY RESISTANCE
Receptive communities arc hard to find. Group residences for retarded
individuals usually are tax-exempt, and neighbors may fear that erosion
of the4'communit,!.: tax base will result in higher toxes and fewer services.
Unfortunately, areas that make it easy to establish residences for disabled
persons may experience an unsettling influx of facilities. For example,
in Montgomery County, Maryland, where I live, a liberal policy on estab:-
lishment of group homes for retarded people is ih danger because neigh-
boring Counties and cities have taken advantage of the lack of necessity for
zoning exceptions. Group homes for various social problems arc spring-
ing up all over, and the citizens are beginning to worry. The County
Council is now considering legislation to make group homes get zoning
exceptions before opening in residential aretis.

..Aside from economic considerations, it cannot be.denied, and must not
be for,2,otten, that many people are subliminally afraid of the handicapped.

r
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\\ hon thci;o people say the% a n",vorried about property V;111.1es; in thp

neighlm)rhood (ir the lax keie Ifl the.conmitinity, %Vim'. they Mean is; they

re;Ir n'eutal delicieneV, they are repnIsed by disability, they feel thrtlat-
ened hy the proximity o: retarded pers;onsh of kis muSt excrt otinioiver;

I, mutorict thk ul. of pretudica%.

) :11 I.: I I T T ! 3 ?

1 lot has IK%en written ;rid said about admissions standaols for eomnwn-
II\ residences, hul thole ;ire few usable criteria. We must develop

cnattal ;Ind physical function seales that arc reasonably accurate in 1.0 re-
irlg t.iiiSC (11' difficulty of adjustment, to community living. Those pre-

tool;-1 110((!:1:4;11'y to plan supportive services. They need not
!,..,-;;:le levers for eNclusion iif cort:iin retarded people.

!'o, often coin iiumt v residence irlynawrs gloss over tlu.!. need to decide
\vhid type of person will he living in the facil-

lynn is ien ming about. In committee meetings people tend to

a..sunie that the residence they discussing will be inhabited by per-
m1 who ,Lre fairly ndldly disabled, capable at. least in some ways.'

1..vorvone I;nows s(,nic retarded people are much more handicapped than
1.1.1t no ono wants to tell Mr. and Mrs. Smith, both of whom have

;Oetive oil the committee, that possibly their child is too young or
disahled th, at this time, he placed in the residence they opened.

When the really lough problems are mentioned -- for example, physical
seven: behaviond problems such as head-banging,

yiolcrt eini)tional outbursts, biting and sexual acting out -- the planners
. "Well, this home will not be able to manage that child." Often

one is too clear on exactly who will live there, so the unspoken as-
-aimption prevails. The fp.cility is built for "medium" cases, and when

;JR, ambulatory handicapped ii6ividual has come and gone, nothing
ean !lone to zw(Jomlnociate wore severely lvtarde(.I, non-ambulatory
hr ruin hwins.

THE MANY 0001) THINGS ABOUT COMMUNITY
P T,ACEMENT

it has been :thown f hat commuintv placement does a,2complish many of

of tilt.' 11 ni,.2:s its supporters s:ty wHI. *recent ,-;Incly by Ilicharil,Scheer-
her4or of foster homes, group homes and other community facili-

ties for the ret,;..irded showed the people living in them did indeed prefer

the CoMmunity to the icstitutions they had left behind. Even,the more,
retar(leil and ntultinl\' handicapped individuals were adjusting

well. Even the older adults were showing- measurable progress toward

independence.

4 0
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-But some problems were obvious.. Por examPle, work opportunities were
few and at a low. level. Day programming was sometimes inadequate, Ac-
cess to public transportation was sometimes nonexistent. And--.home-

.)... like atmosphere.or notConfonnity was required in that residents par-
. ticipated in activities colleetively, went to bed and ate at fixed hours and

were forced to "fit" in a variety of other ways as well.

Gail O'Connor's nationwide study of homes for developmentally disabled
persons, including the retarded, ,showed that community facilities were
better than many bad feared to find if they looked. But the researehers
emphasized the need.for meticulous planning, eareful program imple-
mentation.and ongoing monitoring. They pointed out that the success of
community placement ip,creating potentially dangerous pressure in favor
of deinstitutionalizatidri. .Caution must not be thrown to the winds, for -c-
tarded clients are the ones who will suffer.

THEY CALL IT NORMALIZATION
In the words of N. E. Bank-Mikkelsen, a famous Scandinavian proponent,
normalization ha.3 become a new "ism." Without understanding,the in-
tentions and impliations of thc original concept, civic leaders of all
sorts, parents of retarded persons, politicians and even speeialists in
mental retardation jump up willy-nilly and go out to do good in the name
of "normalization." The word is in vogue. The idea is dognia. To clues-,
tion normalization is to provoke accusations of heresy.

Yet normalization is mistaken for normality. This is no excuse for the
knee-jerk reaction against examining old habits and cherished beliefs in
terms oLthe goal of normalization. But please -- consider the original
concept: Consider existing misconceptions.

COMMENTS ON DATA AND TRENDS
In Dr. Richard Scheerenberger's recent trends study clone for PCMR, hc .
comments that the data indicate that while progress is evident in both
areas of deinstitutionalization and instithtional reform, much remains
to be accomplished.

With regard to institutionalization, the number of retarded persons re-
quiring residential services continues to decrease, but at a slower rate
than in former years. Other positive indicators include a reduced ad-
mission and readmission rate plus increased projected placement sta-
tistics for the coming Year.

While .institutional populations continue a gradual trend toward becoming
both older and more seriously affected, many less affected persons
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(moderately retarded to normal) are still being served. i'tdmission, re-
admission and waiting list data also include a relatively high percentage
of moderately and Jaildly retarded persons of all ages. To,) many in-
dividuals who liavc. been, returned to the community appear to'belailing
because of inadequate local .services. Taken co.11ectively, these data
clearly sugge,st that eoniprehensive community programs still need to
be developed in many places throughout the country.

Residential reform was evident. This was reflected in the general re-
duction in rated.bed capacity, better staff-resident ratios, increased
enrollment of severely and. profoundly retarded persons in various pro-
grams, extendeil programming for adults, increased parental participa7.
tion and individualized program plans.

CONCLUSION --.

While I may hAve certain concerns about the progress of group living
in the community, I believe that evoiy i tarded child and adult who

should live in an ordinary residence in an ordinary community, with
necessary help but without unnecessary restrictions.

In fact, the proper-function of a residential facility -- whatever its size,
w;iether it is a community facility or not -- is-to provide a setting in
which the resident can find his or'her own way of relating to the external
world and to himself or herself. The task before us is no more and no
less than this.

We:are proceeding. You arc proceeding. Miller and Gwynne have noted
that as enthusiasm builds, the great,danger is that we will impose our
preferences on persons who do not share them, on persons with whom
we do not fully em)athize, though we may love them dearly.

We must watch ourselves closely and ask ourselves questions. When we
create communityresidences :hid put retarded people in them, do Nye

.serve the mentally retarded or do we'really serve ourselves? Why do

we frown so omnisciently on life apart from the so-called mainstream?
Aecording to what standards (10 we downgrade human existenee.in limitd
circumstances?

We must confront our ambivalences, examine discrepancies between
professed attitudes and behavior and try to distinguish reason from
rationalization. This is difficult, but those of !As who have responsibil-
ity for the lives of others must try.

Let's not expect a pardon from our responsibility.
4 2
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Funding Resources

SUSAN WEISS MANES
Sigbificant resources exist at the federal level to support the ongoing
operation - and to a lesser extent, construetiOn and start-up costs
of group homes and other community residences. Nevertheless, there
is a widespread conviction that these resources - alone or in cenbina-
tion with state and local funds - are inadequate.

Trie barriers to effective use of these federal funds are diverse.

Some P-.7ograrns are under-funded.

Others do not have a long-standing commitment to mental
retardation and are reluctant to become involved in something
they understand poorly, if at all.

There are gaps in coverage construction funds and start-up
support are much, harder to come by than operational funds,
for example.

Finally, and most significantly, the various fe,:ieral programs
must be pieced together into a cohesive funding package - a
formidable undertaking, given differing program managers,
operating procedures and eligibility standard.S.

ain going to Outline the major federal programs which fund either start-
up or operationa't costs in community residences and at the same time iden-
tifY any barriers which exist to effective utilization of these programs -
not to discourage you, but to help you understand more fully how these-
p fo gr-ams work-

4 3



Let me note at the outset that I have been asked to limit myself to review-
ing' those,federal programs which can be used to support start-up and
operational costs in community residences. This discussion does not,
therefore, include an analysis of federal progruns available to fund the
non-facility-based aspects of a community-baseil service system such
as transportation, vocational services, education, advocacy and so on.
Obviously, these services coordinated; part of an organized system;
with a clear focal point of responsUlity are every bit as vital as the
residential aspects of developing community-based services.

With that introduction, let's begin with the federal cash assistance pro-
grams, which can. often form -the Cornerstone of financing room and board
costs in a community residence, since the individual resident can use his
or her mmnthly check to pay a pro rata share of these operational costs.

There are two major federal income maintenance programs Supple-
mental Security Income and Disability Insurance.

SUPPLEMENTAL SECURITY INCOME

1. Program Description:

As I riink most of you know, the Supplemental Security Income pro-
gram is a federal cash assistance program which,provides monthly cash
benefits of up to S167 to low-income aged, blind and disabled persons.
To be eligible a person must hlve limited assets and little or no earned
or unearned income (certain assets and income are disregarded, howeN,;er).
To qualify as disabled, a mentally retarded person muSt be unable to en-
gage in "substantial gainful employment" as a result of a medically de-
terminable condition.

Persons eligible for SST may use their monthly checks to support them-
selves in community residences. A number of-states.suppiement the
federal payment, and this supplement rnP.y also he used by a recipient to
pay his mon], board, personal and other expenses.

2. Issues :tnd Problems:

A. There have been a number of statutory provisions which limited
the eligibility of persons in certain community residences. Until very
recently people living in publicly operated institutions were ,ineligible for
SSI and the term "institution" is defined so broadly that it includesgroup
.homes. Secono, governmental subsidies to persons in private group
residences were considered income to the resident, if used to pay for
room and board, and acted to reduce the SSI payment by up to one-third.
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Recently enacted legislation, however, has eliminated these problems
(P.,L. 94-56). This legislation, loown as the Keys Group Home Amend-
ment, was signed into law on October 20 of this year -- and .because of
the recentness of enactment no iMplementing regulations be published
for some time.

The statutory language, however, makes persons living in publicly-operated
or sponsored community residences for 16 or fewer persons eligible for
SSI benefits on the same basis as persons living in private facilities and
provides that cash or in-kind benefits provided to or on behalf of SSI re-
cipients by state or local governments, if based on need, 'will not be
counted as income.

In addition, the Keys Amendment rei,:icals.Section 1616(e) of Lie Social
Security Act, an extremely complex provision which was designed to dis-
courage states from financing substandard, nursing home care through
residents SSI payments, thus evading Medicaid standards. It did this
by requiring a dollar-for-dollar reduction in the federal SSI payment
by the amount of any state supplemental payment used to purchase medi-
cal or remedial care of a nature which could bc financed through the
Medicaid program. Section 1616(e) was.never implemented, however,
because of the complexity of its statutory language and the Social Secur-
ity .Axlministrationis inability to define the difference between a sub-
standard Medicaid facility and a legitimate social care institution. Many
persons both in ide and outside HEW felt that the statutory language of
Section 1616(6) \ ould have required all community residences providing
more, than room board and laundry to meet the Medicaid intermediate'
care faeility standards.

The Keys Amendment provides an 'alternative approach to the issue of
:,ubstandard facilities .by requiring states (effective October 1, 1977) to
"establish, maintain and insure the enforcement of standards" for the
whole spectrum of non-medical residential settings in, which SSI repi-
ents live or are "likely" to live. The standardS must be appropr:ate to
the needs of the residents and the character of the facility involved and
must cover at least admissi.-n policies, saiety, sanitaton and the pro-
tection of civil rights. The state must designate one or more state o.r
local authorities to be responsible for the development and cnfcrecment
of these 'standards.

States must annually make availabh for public review, as part of the
Title X,X annual services plan,_ a summary of the standards. In addition,
the state must provi,cle to any interested individual, on request, the
folloying:
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A copy of the actual standards;

A description of the system for their enforcement;

A list of any waivers of the standards; and

A list of any violations of the standards.

SSI recipients living,in facikities which are not approved as meeting the

standards will be subject to a dollar-for-dollar reduction in their federal

SSI payment by the amount of any state supplementary payment which is

used to pay for medical or remedial care provided by substindard facili-

ties.

B. A significant problem with using SSI payments to meet room

and board costs is that the basic federal payment - $167 a month - is

often inadequale to meet actual costs and must be supplemented by the

state or some other source. A nuinber of states supplement the federal

pay-ment only marginally, however, and some not at all.

This picture has been improved to some extent by' recently enacted legis-

lation (P. L. 94-585) which requires states already supplementing the

federal payment to continue that supplementation on a permanent basis.

This will prevent states from reducing their own supplementation levels

every time that the federal payment is increased through the automatic

cost of living escalator.
11,

C. Another difficulty in using the SSI program is that eligibility

is lin.ited to those persons whose mental retardation disables them to the

point that they are unable to earn substantial wages or engage in "sub-

stantial gainful activity" - a term whicL '1e Social Security Administra-

tion continues to interpret and re-interpret, but which remains a matter

of contention. The Social Security Adininistraticn has recently announced

that it intends a major revision of its definition Of substantial gainful

activity. I invite all of you who may have experienced difficulty with the

existing definition to share your comments witi. the Social Security Ad-

ministration or qur office.

DISABILITY INSURANCE: TITLE H OF THE SOCIAL SECURITY ACT

Program Description:

The second major federal income maintenance progran.. is disability in-

surance. Disability insurance payments, like SSI, can provide benefici-

aries with a source of income to support themselves if 1. community.

residence. Mentally retarded adults are eligible to receive monthly dis-

ability insurance payments through the Social Security system if:

4 6
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They are over age 18; and

They have a disability which originated in childhood; and

The disability results in an inability to perform substantial
gainful employment; and

They are covered for Social Security payments on.the raercl
of a retired, deceased or diSabled parent; or

.

They are covered for Social Security pa3rments on the basis of
their own employment history.

The most serious problem with disability insurance is that coverage is
limited to persons whose parents axe themselves retired, deceased or
disabled and covered under the Social Security system.

THE HOUSING AND COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT ACT (P.L. 93-383)
SECTION 8 HOUSING ASSISTANCE PAYMENTS

1. Program Description:

Another federal program which can be used to partially meet oper-
ating osts is the Section 8 Housing Assistance Payments program author-
ized under the Housing and Community Development Act and administered
by HUD.

The Section 8 program authorizes HUD to provide rent subsidies on behalf
of eligible lOW-:income persons occupyingnew, substrntially rehabilitated
or existing rental housing. Suly3idies are, paid through assistance payments
contracts with owners (who may be private owners, cooperatives or public
housing agencies). Eligible persons are those who, at the time of initial
renting of units, have total annual family incomes not in excesS of 80% of
area median income; but the Secretary of HUD may establish higher or
lower income ceilings if she finds such variations necessary because of
prevailing levels of construction costs, unusually high or low family income
or otfier factors.

The amount of assistance provided with respect to a unit will be an amount
equal to the difference between the established maximion rent for the unit
and the occupant's required contribution to rent. Aided persons will be
required to contribute not less than 15,or more than 25 percent of their
total income to rent, with .the Secretary of HUD authorized ta-establish
required contribution levels (taking into consideration the extent of medi-
cal or other unusual expenses incurred by the persons). For persons
with exceptional medical or other expenses, the required contribution level
is statutRrily fixed at 157(lof total income. Assistance is specifically madc
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available for congregate living arrangements, such as group homes, co-
operatives, and in Section 202 projects for elderly and handicapped .per-
sons..

to be approved for participation in the program, housing must meet'
certain requirements. These include compliance with HUD's minimum
property standards for congregate housing where appropriate; access-
ibility to social, recreational, educational, commercial and health
facilities; and compliance with the local housing assistance plan re-
quired under the community development program authorized by Title I
of the Housing and Community Development Aet of 1971.

This latter requirement is a verSo important one to understand. The
Commvnity Development Block Grant program, authorized under Title I
of the Housing and Community DeVelopment Act, provides funds to states
and units of general local government for a variety uf community devel-
opment activities. Consistent with the blocly'grant approach, recipient
governments are given very broad flexibilVy in deciding how to use these
funds for the diverse.number of activities which are 'eligible for funding
under the statute.

The Community Development Block Grant is not a housing program nnd
cannot generally be Used to pay for housing. Despite this, the Block
Gran_ ;:annot be left out of any discussions of housing for mentally re-
tarded persons.' This is because local communities, in order to reeeiVe
Community Development funds, are required to submit a "housing as-
sistance plan," which surveys the 4ousing needs of the communitx and
specifies annual goals for meeting these needs. By law, the plan must
specifically address itself to the housing needs of handicapped persons.

The purpose of requiring the housing assistance plan as part of the Com-
munity Development application is to foster "the understanding of housing
ard community development activities in a coordinated and mutually sup-
portive manner. "

In considering applications for Section 8 and Section 202 funds, HUD is
generally bound by the Housing Assistance Plan (HAP) and the degree to
which Section 8 or 209. applications are consistent with the HAP.

Let me return to the Section 3 rent subsidy.

In the case of newly constructed or rehabilitated housing, application for
Section 8 payments is made by owners, who must submit development
proposals in response to a published invitation for proposals by the HUD
area-office. If both the preliminary and final proposals are acceptable
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to HUD, HUD will enter'into an agreement that upon completion of the
project it will enter into a Housing Assistance Payments Contract with
the owner for a specified term. Under thiS contract, HUD will make
housing assistance payments with respect to units occupied by eligible
families.

Theprccess of applying for Section' 8 assistance in existing housing is dif-
ferent. Under this program a:, indiyidual who is determined eligible by public housing

the Public Housing Agency (PHA) will be given a Certificate of Family agency

Participation. T e Thidividual may then seek a suitable unit anywhere
within the operati a. jt. isdiction of the PHA. If the owner is willing to

_lease a unit, and the unit is determined to be in decent, safe and sanitary
condition, and if the gross rent is within the HUD established fair market
rent for existing housing, a lease may be executed between the owner and
the individual and a Housing Assistance Payments Contract will be executed
between the PHA and the owner. This contract will assure a monthly pay-
ment to the owner in an amount sufficient to make upthe difference between
the rent payable by the individual and the contract rent to the owner.

Section 8 payments can also be used by state Housing Finance and De-
velopment Agencies (HFAs), noW present in 32 states. Most HFAs provide
below-market rate financing to private developers of low- and moderate-
income housing. The regulations permit qualified agencies to receive
"set-asides" - earmarkings of Section 8 funds which the HFA can allocate
generally according to its own housing program. The Section 8 subsidy
payments with respect to an FIFA financed project are computed and dis-
bursed in the same manner as, for the basic program.

2. Issues and Problems:

A. Using Section 8 subsidies is difficult but not impossible. How-
ever, the problems with Section 8 are legion. HUD'S lack of familiar-
ity with, or commitment to, small group housing for mentally retarded
persons has created serious attitudinal barriers to using Section 8 funds.
These attitudes, while changing for the better, have responded only
slowly to educational efforts on the part of outside grOups.

B. The administrative complexities of the program constitute for-
midable barriers to the most sophisticated potential sponsors and actively
discourage less experienced groups from seeking Sectioli 8 funding. This
is particularly true with the Ser.ttion 8 program as it operates in newly
constructed housing, . This being the case, you would be well advised
to approach your state Housing and Finance Agency to serve as a broker
between you and HUD and perhaps to provide a seed grant or low-interest
mortgage, if you are interested in construction. HFAs have a history.
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of being more interested in "special housing" than local housing
authorities.

C. The minimum property standards applied to Section 8 housing
are not appropriate to normalized living. HUD has committed itself to
rewriting these standards as they apply to group homes but has not done

so to date. Draft proposed rule-making is now undergoing final clear-
ance within HUD.

D. The Section 8 program, by itself, cannot support the cost of con-
struction. Even where some other financing vehicle is obtained to support
constniction costs (from a state IIFA, for example), Section 8 Fair
Market Rents usually force a sponsor to build housing wjth a minimum
of 12 residents.

E. The requirement that Section 8 housing be consistent with the
local community's Housing Assistance Plan (which must be submitted as
part of theoCommunity Development application) means that sponsors
must convince their communities to include small group housing for men-
tally retarded Persons in their plan.0Although communities are required
by law to publicize their plan and solicit citizen comments, many ARCs
and other advocates have not involved themselves in the development of
the plan or have participated only in the,most limited way. In still other
cases, concerted efforts have been made to influence the Housing As-
sistance Plan but have been rebuffed or ignored by the responsible local
officials. The end result in both cases has been that Most Housing AS-
sistance Plans give short shrift to the housing needs of mentally retarded
persons.

got'
SECTION 202 LOAN PROJECTS FOR THE ELDERLY AND HANDICAPPED

1. Program Description:
Another HUD program is the Section 202 Loan Program for the Elder-

ly and Handicapped. Under the Section 202 program, HUD is authorized
to make direct constniction loans to non-profit sponsois of housing for
elderly and handicapped persons. The definition of "handicapped" 'spe-
cifically includes developmentally disabled persons.

Loans are made at the Treasury borrowing rate, plus an allowance for
administrative costs. A total of $3.2 billion is authorized under the pro-
gram. Appropriations for FY 1976 were $750 million and are expected
to exceed that amount in FY 1977.
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Applications for Section 202 support are made in responsc to a HUD-
initiated Request for Reservations of Loan Funds. Rating criteria de-
veloped by HUD stress experience in the construction and management
of housing and.the long-term financial situation of the applicant agency.
By regulation HUD has required Section 202 sponsors to participate in the
Section 8 program, thus imposing tenant income eligibility standards of
the Section 8 program onto the Section 202 program.

2. Issues and Problems:

A. HUD's requirement that Section202 sponsors also obtain Section
8 operating subsidies has burdened the Section 202 program with all of
the problems the Section 8 program currently labors under.

B. HUD's criteria for evaluating 202 applications stress past exper-
iences in operating housing programs and long-term financial stability -
factors which operate to eliminate many applications fox small group
housing for mentally retarded persons.

C. HUD is reluctant to fund small-scale applications, with the result
that those few projects funded for mentally retarded persons to date have
tended to be clusters of community residences on one "campus" or large
facilities in the community which differ significantly in size and physical
appearance from the typical family home.

D. The competition for Section 202 funds is very intense. This
problem will be somewhat ameliorated with the expected increase in ap-
propriation levels, but will nevertheless continue to limit the use of
Section 202.

SOCIAL SERVICES: TITLE XX OF THE SOCIAL SECURITY ACT

1. Program Description:

The Title XX program is an excellent vehicle for supporting the
service aspects of running a group home: program planning, staff sup-
port and so forth. In addition, it can pay room and board costs up to six
months, under certain conditions.

The Title XX program authorizes the Federal Government to share in
the costs of providing social services to eligible low-income per4ons.
Under Title XX there are five fundamental goals towards which services
must be aimed, including "preventing or reducing the more intensive
forms of institutionalization by providing for community-based care,
home-based care, or other forms of less intensive care..."

5 1
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hlve.ve ry great discretion in choosing which services to fund under
their Title XX allotment, providing that the service in question falls under
one of the fiv2 goals established by the legislation.

The Federal Government will pay 75(..: of the costs of services (up to the
state's allocation under the 2. 5 billion ceiling), except in the ease of

i'andly pluming services, for which he federal share is syt lt 90':.

Services may be provided free of erist to anyone whose gross income, ad-
justed for family size, falls below SO': of the state's median income level
at the state's option. A sliding payment scale is established for persons
with gross adjusted income between the SO:: median level and 115n: of the

median.

servic:es are excluded from payment under Title XX, including:

Mo re than six consecutive months of room and board;

Medical or remedial care, other than family planning services,
which can be paid for under.:ledicaid or Medicare;

Services provided directly by "medical institutions" (hospitals,
skilled nursing or intermediate care facilities) or by prisons or
foster homes to their inmates or to their residents (in-reach
services to medical institutions are not excluded. Also, se:v-
ices provided by group homes which are not "medical"
intermediate or skilled ntirsing facilities would he eligible
for support); and

Capital expenditu res.

StaH:-; a I'c required to make public their plans for using their social

services monies. Since states are given great freedom in using these
funds, effective advocacy at the state level is required to i.s.sure tlrit
mentally retarded persons are adequately served.

If the state social services program includes services to persons in
stitutions, the state is required to designate or establish a state agency
for developing and maintaining standards. The standards must cover at
least: admission policies, safety, sanitation and protection of civil rights.

Issues and Prohlems:

A. The 52.5 billion ceiling on federal social services exiwnditures
has created a very intense competition for Titl XX funds. Most states
have either reached .their ceiling or are very (2.lose to doing so. As a

result, funds for ne*programs can come only if old programs are cut
hack or eliminated. Some states are.cx-periencing reductions in programs

for retarded persons.

5 9
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Decisions on what activities to fund with its Title XX allotment
rest with the state. These decisions arc reflected in annual Title XX
state plans, wh Lch must be available for public ret,iew and comment before
being finalized. Effective use of Title XX thus requires effective advocacy
at the state level,by interested consuTher groups.

MEDICAID: TITLE XIX OF THE SOCIAL SECURITY ACT

1. Program Description:
-

Ender the Melicai(1 program the Eederal.Government wifl share with
states in the cost of providing medical and other health.-related 'services
to eligible low-income persons who mext certain -categ9rical requirements
(membership in a one-parent family, SSI eligibility, etc.). Matching rates
under the Medicaid program vary.from state to.,.Aate, but the...federal share
is never less than 50'; and, in some state.s., is ashigh as ST:. Federal
funds under Medicaid are not subject to apprbi-rilations they are open-
ended.

Some :3-; states cover intermediate care tacilitv sc*iecs,.for inentally re-
tordoi persons in their state Medicaid plan. This meanslhat the states_
make vendor pa yments to public and private facilities to reimburse. them'
for the coSt of residential services to eligible mentally..retarded residents;

The statutory definition of an ICE as well as If EW's early adMinistration
of the program clearly focuses on larger institutions. Nevertheless, a
Iruulful of states have used the ICI.' prograM to suppoTt group homes for
pe rsons who requireconsiderable habilitation and, in soine cases, for
persons who have relatively highly developed skills.

Issues and Problems:

II EW's ICE/MR regulations, while they permit some differences in
application for facilities with 15 or fewer residents, are not generally
appropriate to the' service delivery style of the typical grouphome. HEW
is currently participating in a one-year experiment in Minnesota using
modified ICE/MR regulations in group homes and h: s expressed an inter-
est in modifying the existing regulations on a nation II basis for at least
some .types of gmup homes. However, the questioq oi when a group hOzne
should be an ICE and when it should be fin-need thrpugh some other sys-
tem remains the subject of vigorous debate inside and-outside the govern-
ment.

5 3
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DEVELOPMENTAL DISABILITIES SERVICES AND FACILITIES
CONSTRUCTION ACT (P. L. 91-517 as amended by P. L. 94-103)

1. Program Description:

Under the Developmental Disabilitiek.gzsagara, formula grants to
the states May be used for planning, administration, services and'con-
struction of facilities for developmentally disabled persons.

In many states Developmental Disabilities funds have been used as seed
money grants to individual group homes and other community residences.

9. Issues and Problems:

The very limited funding level of the Developmental Disabilities pro-
gram, coupled with intense competition for DD support, creates obvious
linlitations on the role of the DD program in supporting group homes.

7
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Funding Strategies

RITA CHARRON

We must continuously strive to develop new funding resources and, at the
same time, make full use of those resources we already have. Existing
resources require considerable maneuvering and management if they are
to be applicable in supporting a continuum of residential §ervices.

Knowledge of federal and state funding systems, the
je. gulations for their use and necessary 'interfacing with Other programs
is absolutely essential if we are to design the best possible community
living opportunities for retarded people. There is no substitute for a
thorough understanding of federal, state and local funding procedures for
servide delivery systems.

Often a state will discover one convenient method for funding a particular
type of residential care. Then, all efforts are expended\to make that one
funding process support the total service needs. As a consequence, all
clients are fo-.ced to fit the regulations Of this one type of program regard-
less of individual needs. This becomes another form of institutionalization.

To'Ngin our discussion of funding strategies la us look at a sample
continuum Af residential environments, These examples are not intended
to be all inclusive, but they will give us a workable community residen-
tial ,:dan to start with.

Tuc types of community housing, methods of funding start-up of the hous-
ing, methods of financing building or renovating and procedures for oper:
flting are shown in Figure 1,on page

D )
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'approach



RESIDENTIAL CONTINUUM
COMMUNITY

HOUSING
START

VP
BUILDING

DEVELOPMENT
SERVICES

OPERATIONS

own
oeHm

SSI DI

St. & Co. MR S
Title XX
Title XIX

Foster
Ilt)nle

-....

D. I).
Title XX

SSI DI ,

St. Co. MR S
Title XX
Title XIX

,

Group
Ilome

Local
HUD Scy. -s

11:.D Se, ',):

D. D.
Farm I. Hee

HUD Sec. S
lit.!) S(.q.,. 202
Local
Farm Home

ssi hi
IlUD4See. 8 & 202
St. & Co. MR S
Title XX
Title XIX

Apartment
Supervised

_ ..

Priv:I.,.
Private
lin) See. 8

SSI 1)1

IILID Sec. 8
St. & Co. MR S
Title XX

Congregate

.

HUD Sec. s
Private

Private
HUD See. s

SSI DI
HUD Sec. 8
St. & Co. MR S
Voc. Rehab.

IC liMR Private Private
HUD Loans

Title XIX
St. & Co. MR S

Skilled
Nursing Home

Private Private
IIUD - Loans

Title XIX
St. & Co. MR S

Village Private HUD Sec,. 8
Private

SSI DI
Client In Come
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Resources which are available may not always be' easily aceessi
Flexibility in ;he %,'ay accountability is established for community service
systems wilt continue to be necessary.. A recent airvey of our states,
l'irepared l the National Association for Retarded Citizens' Task Force
on Funding, identified the variGus funds which states and communities are
eurrentiv using to support and operate community residential systems.
From these states we e,til learn strategies for using the available housing
support programs.

In spite of the laci: of clear and well define(' procedures for funding com-
munity facilities, states have independently developed a variety of effect-
ive systems. Mu eh can be lean,ed from reviewing the strategies used
hy other states. I have selected four states as examples; these are not
models. They demonstrate procedures for combining federal, state and
1,),1 rcs,,,er.,-; into a support system for (,,ommunity residential environ-
ments.

A. rather complete continuum of residential services.
Figure 2, (page 5 2 shows a wide use of (14 fferent funding mechanisms.
Most types of residential. environments are developed by both private
non-profit and profit making groups.

In Figure i (page 5 2 1 the support system shows direct simple lines Of
with dcfined mime,: flow. Not all available resources

i:sed ;iv I'enn,-;ylvania. 'nu private provider receives public fund -;
homes of all types.

;1) ) ono. : i lillift ()I nki cr,m-

tv thri),R2,i1 the local eommuniiv mental health-
r(,;:tnijiion ruc,;:yain. Seventy-five percent of these monies fnme

tho pert!,,,nt trfnn local itching fiimk.. Facility start-
11;) iHntri; croinnunity monies, although some )ovelopMental

art- :11;io used. Planning is underway to use Title XX
eomyounity hinnies. Title NX,is now used for childrenT--;

foster care :Ind Will he used to ht'lp In:tint:Lin the new Ill.!) Section
ing ,.chich is limier developnl6nt. The new !ILI) Section zs, project, devel
oned fo,- the :nate hitising tethorift, (lenends heavilv on lociti
hoard,.; to the projef.l. II ii is lug *Mit rol inft

Titic XX t.7Inds ire lit ri:1).1: tr:.(!(1.

-!riws ;h:11 fleve!oped a complete con-
r(:-*Ient cnvir)mpents with the ust, if major fundiny, nwtho,H.

0111 e,',ntinnniu se t.viee is not
st:i.te\vide.

L./

ni viv;inid
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PENM;YLVANIA COMMUNITY RESIDENTIAL FUNDING

TYPE OF RESIDENCE TYPE OF SERVICE FUNDING SERVICES

Own
Home

Public School
Co. Office MII/MH

Training
Social Work Service

Foster
Home

Child DcT,elopment

Training Home

Public School
Co. Mil/MR (Title XX)
SSI - DI

Community
Living:
Spebial

Specialized
Treatment

SSI DI
Co. MH/MR (Title XX)
Private ,

Group
Homes

Long-Term
Private Start-Up $
SSI - DI
Co. MII/MR (Title )O)

Apartment
3 Types

Supervised
Semi-Supervised
Independent

Client Income
SSI - DI
Co. MH/MR (Title XX)

ICF -
Skilled
Nursing

'ICF/MR
Skilled

Private Start-Up $
Title XDC

Figure if2

5 8
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PENNSYLVANIA COMMUNITY

SST

FEDERAL SUPPORT

Title XX Title XIX

Dept. of Public Welfare

Office of MR

rRegional. lkill-Mli

Support
Services County Office MIT-MR

90% State
10% Local

Community Living Coordinator

PRWATE PROVIDER PROJECTS

Community Residences

Figure ft3

Nursing Ilornes
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VIRGINIA HOUSING PLAN

SSI

FEDERAL FUNDS

Title
X_X DD

HUD
Sec. 8

STATE FUNDS

I

Public 1 Dept.
relfare MII-MRli

Title
XIX

I Local MII-MR Board

rPRP/ ATE AGENCY CONTRACTS

Rousing
Authority

2

75% State
5% Local

Group I'om]s

Apartment,

6 0

Figure 114

HUI) Sec. 8
Group Homes
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NEBRASKA COM.MUNIiz,Y. RESIDENTJAL FUNDING
.

TYPE OF RESIDENCE
, .

TYPE OF SERVICE FUNDING SERVICE

'

Own
IIOnie

-

Home Training
Family Support
,

MR Regional Office
DPI & Title XX
Public School

Foster
Care

Staff Service
Training
Maintenance

MR Regional Office
SSI
P9blic School

Group
I Ionle

Maintenance
Staff -Programs
Special Need

Client Income-SSI-DI
MR Regional Office
Co. Direct Supplement

Apartment
(Supervi sed)
(Semi-wpervised)
( Independent)

Maintenance
Client Service

Client Income-SSI-DI
MR Regional Office

J
, .

ICI1MR
..Iaintenance
Client Service

Ti; Le XIX
Dept. of Institutions-
Private

.

SI;illed Nursing
Home

Maintenance
Client St;rvice

-

Title XIX
Dept. of Institutions-
Private

Figure /15

6 1
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Nebraska operates with regional, control. Figure 6 shows the structure
whereby regional mental retardation offices are supported with county
dollars allocated on the basis of population. This is a form of millage
used to match state and federal funds. Administrative accountability is
quite neatly established in Nebraska.

People eligible ibr Title XX are programmed with these funds, while
others are funded through the State Department of Institutions. State
and local governments make up the 25 percent match to capture Title XX
funds. All Title XX funds are used, and they provide conshlerable
funding.to the developmentally disabled population. The institutions in
Nebraska are not pltigged into the regional commu9ity system, although
they are in the planning stages to do this. The institution uses nursing
homes for placement, but these nursing homes are not coordinated with
the regional system.

Michigan has developed a continuum of residential environments, as seen
in Figure 7 (page 57 ). Michigan uses all of the available funding streams,
discussed earlier. The State of .Michighn has no defined organizational sys-
tem for providing services, and accountability is difficult. The use of
HUD funds in Michigan is more extensive than in ether states. Title XX
funds are used to supplement some coMmimity reSidential services. All

Title XX funds are used by thess tate..

Th staie match of Supplemental Security Income (SSI) is sUfficient to
mak the SST payment a dependable support mechanism for maintenance of
Gommunitytomes. There is now al serious effort to use Title XIX to
support con munit homes in Michigan. Institutions are also using ICI,'
programs ir a flew -,ll-financed state effort.

In Michigan cummunity-based resickntial servibes may be operated by
the state institut;on, if .?. community mental health and mental retardation
board, private ,non.-profit systems and county departments of social serv-
ices.

Time doe:: not =t;low for an indepth review, but as we,look at these states,
we see that n number of people are receiving SSI. The federal base
for SSI is :i1.67:0J. in many states this base is subsidized.. An SSI. sub-

sidy is arranged i)3, the state legislature. Remember that before SSI
states usually paid 25 of the cost of maintenance for eligible persons.
When SSI came into being, some states opied out of any monetary contri-
bution toward the maintenance of handicaPped people. If we start with
551 or Disability Insurance as the base for the support of disabled in-
dividuals living in the community we have a fairly dependable start of
support. The problems of earned income, poor understanding of mental

retardation as a disability or the inability of public agencies to manage

(3 2
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NEBRASKA RESIDENTIAL PLAN

DI-SSI

FEDERAL SUPPORT

Title XX

STATE SUPPORT

Dept. of Public Welfare
State & Federal (Title XX)

Title XIX

State
Institutions

Dept.-of Institutions
State Dollars

Office of MR

LOCAL SUPPORT

MR Reg.:tonal Office
Several Counties

Community
Residences

Community
Services

Nursing Homes-
Skilled-ICF
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MICHIGAN COMMUNITY HOUSING

TYPE OF RESIDENCE FUNDING SERVICE

Ilome
Service

SSI-Fcderal & State Match
State-Social Services Federal Title XX &

State Match

Foster
Horne

-,.

SSI Federal & State Match
County MII

Group
Home

,

SSI - Federal & State Match
Social Services - Follow-up Title XX -

State + Local Funds
.Community MH Title XX (90-1.070)

Special
Group Homes
MSHDA

SSI - 'Federal & State Match
HUD - Sec. 8 - Sub. + Start-Up $
Social Services - Title XX Private Agenc.7.

Contract
Home

Title XX
State Department MIL County MH Service

Sheltered
Apartment

SSI - Federal & State Match
Local

CountY MH State

Skilled '

Nursing Home
.

Title XIX
State Dept: MII - Special Service

.,

I C F/MR

,4

Title xix

6

Figure /f7
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facilities for SSI clients are all solvable problems. Many have been
eliminated by recent legislative action, thanks to the support of the
NARC Governmental Affairs Committee.

Using the SSI funding base we can build a resi-
dential support system.
1. The state MR system adds program dollars to pay for

staff and services.

2. It is now possible to subsidizi resident maintenance cost
without it being classified as unearned income.

:3. There is potential for Title XX funds to be used to support
and maintain community residences.

.1.. The mentally retarded individual is able to receive HUD
Section 8 rent subsidies. This then adds to the support of
the home and encourages a better quality home and thq,
subsidy substantially reduces the amount of rent paid
directly by the client.

5. There are methods for using HUD funds to initiate new homes
and renovate existing homes. There is also potential here
for start-up funds and guaranteed loans.

a. These can be arranged through the assurance that
can be offered to an owner or builder when HUD
Section 8 funds are available.

b. Also, the use of HUD Section 202 offers project dollars
to private agencies to build with and then pay off with
rent subsidies (difficult to get).

G. Some states have used federal Developmental Disabilities funds
for start-up costs of community homes. In that the Office of
Developmental Disabilities considers deinstitutionalization as
a priority responsibility, there should be support for alterna-
tive residential programs. This resource has been used too
little.

7. Many states have had state funds provided to build community
facilities. In addition, county and city governments have .

authorized funds to support housing for handicapped persons.
These investments can receive IIUD Section 8 dollars and the
clients maY also be eligible SSI recipients.

8. Some states have been successful in using HUD Community
Development dollars to renovate existing housing, to remove
arehitectural barriers and to build community centers. These

6
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have aided in making the commmlity a better place for the re-
tarded person to live.

Intermediate Care Facilities for the Mentally
Retarded (ICF/MRs)
The use of Title XIX funds has been a very attractive resource to
many 'states.. The many delays in preparing final regulations have
opened doors to indiscriminate use of the Medicaid funds. As regu-
lations are developed and client eligibility for this service is firmed
up, we may find that only a small percentage of our mentally retarded
population 1.:4-q into the intermediate care facilities system. It is a
resource and must be looked upon as a useful:tool. We must consider
the many levels of need for the individual with retardation and develop
housing suitable to meet those needs.

The state's formula for financing ICFs gives-considerable federal
dollars to persons living in the ICI.' facility; 50 percent or More is
possible. Potential ICI' rates are considerably more than most other
funding sources. If the Ivies are respected only those persons with
medically related needs can use this type of facility.

Medical aspects of the certification and monitoring of Medicaid pro-
grams cause us to fear a return to the medical model. We rflust dr
fine the population that is suited for these facilities and not try to f r

all clients into a convenient "box" because of a iunding stream.

Of course, this program is popular to the private for-profit investor.
It is easier to get these facilities going because (if potential profits
when a community identifies a need and advertises for a facility. Of

course, the ICF regulations require our attention. The cost may be-
come too high to,fit into your current state allowance. If you 'Must
use ICF Medicaid funds you will be going to your state Medicaid agency
to petition for an increased per diem rate to pay for the cost of an._
expensive system.

Planning
Are you asking yourself how all the resources used by these sample
states have become available? States have worked through several
planning systems to accomplish their effectiveness. Some of these
strategies are listed:

I. Organization of ongoing advocacy activities;

Participation in state planning is a necessity. Existing median-
isMs which have been used are:

6
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Medicaid ICI.' (Title XIX);

c. Developmental Disabilities state plan;

d. State housing agency;

c. Department of MII & MR state planning.

3. Local planning that can be worked with to accomplish commun-
ity support:

a. Community Development Housing Assistance Plan (IIA

b. Community MII-MR boards;

c. Comprehensive health planning system.

I. Interagency action on an ongoing basis is necessary.

5. Assess needs and develop means of presenting these needs to
government agencies and the public through working with local
and state' planning systems.

Develop advocacy approaches to present ellen,. needs and to
support a continuum of programming.

Efforts will eontinue.by the NARCs Governmental Affairs Committee
and the Residential Services Committee to provide technical a'Ssistance
and further information on successful state systems to help you develop
a system of support for a continuum of residentiA services M. your com-
munity. "Letts get the job done" must be'come our motto. It takes com-
mon sense and a belief that mentally retarded people have the same needs
and rights as others.
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Administrative Issues

DENNIS POPP

From a management perspective I Would li-ke to begin by reviewing the
principles that relate to the conceptualization, planning and implementa-
tion of residential se 17V1 COS ;111(1 necessary support services to ensure
that the mentally retarded/developmentally disabled person can remain
in the community. The principle of normalization, togetherwith the
developmental model of service delivery, must: become the corner*one
of all agencies. Not only must'serviees he comprehensive and thereby
allow for increasing individual autonomy for the mentally retarded in-
dividual, but management must ensure that any model of a service de-
livery system must be based on the premise that: (a) human beings
develop in a sequential and predictable fashion throughout their lives;
(b) the rate and direction of development can be influenced by systematic
training; and (c) certain conditions must be met.environmentally and
professionally if the training is to be maximally effective.

Since the needs of every human being differ greatly, management must
.continue to .plan for the designof an array of services that will meet each
and every need of the individual at his own level and rate of development.
In addition to the above principles directing management, there are laws
such as the Vocational Rehabilitation Act, the-Developinental Disabilities
Act and the Education for All Handicapped Children Act. There arcr-also
ICF/MR regulations and the JCAII Accreditation Council for Services for
Mentally Retarded and Other Developmentally Disabled Persons standards
that require management to provide individualized services. These laws,
regulations and standards confront management with the responsibility
for documenting that there are programmatic goals, that staff will meet
the various needs expressed in the assessment findings and that there

basic
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are measurable objectives aleing with methodology and data reflectnig how,
training or treatment is occurring.

Individual records are management's tools to chart the activities and inter-'
ventions occurring with the individual. They also become-a tool which
lends itself to data collection for com MUD ity-wide planning Of services,
coordination of such planning and development of additional services.
hese records also lend themselves to monitoring the 4iality of Services
delivered as well as providing funding accountability.. Title XIX, ICF/MR
tunding, Title XX funding and Vocational Rehabilitation funding are all
programs for the individualized purchase of services.

Figure if 1 depicts the process management goes through in providing a
functional individual program. The client, his family, various agency
stafi and other community agencies must all be included.

Beginning with assessment, management, must determine the social and
cultural values of the individual and his respective needs. In all phases
of the Individualized Program Plan implementation, several questions re-
main: How is management to be legally and professionally capahle of
actually meeting the multiple needs of the developmentally disabled,pop-
ulation with the most cost-effective, efficient and economical approach
to delivering a multiple array of necessary services? What kinds of
state and community support are needed'? What additional laws are
needed? .What fiscal resources are required? What kinds of facilities
arc necessary? How many staff and what type of training must they
have? These questions must be answered before managemenl can pro-
vide an array of servees.

Management begins with legal and philosophical directives to meet basis
human and legal rights. If it 'is a governmental agency,it will look to

such things as state laws which mandate community services. If the

laws are not available then the agency must develop position papers and
policy statements which reflect its mission in carrying forth individual-
ized and comprehensive services. Managerrient fro:..1 the private, non-
profit or profit-making corporations generally develop a mission state-
ment refleeti-g their principles on individualization as well as state
them in their by-laws and.governing policies.

If management has the Taws, can it implement them? If wc look histori-
cally, the answer is yes. In the early 1800's management was concerned
with individual needs androvided individual services. However, as
numbers needing the se,-.1ces increased, the available financial resources
decreased, and as profc-ssional lolowledge of.new training and treatment
procedures grew too slwly, individual services deelhied. The services
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bec li1. lihtited by the envintliment :1: the buildings previously designed
for iewc; residents. Management began to fit individual people aad their
Tespectiv. necds.into mixed gToups. They went from single
bedro, ins into wards, classrooms into day rooms, etc.

flie lulu's and 7,0's managument again attempted.to develop "prog-rams"
would many needs of a'group of individuals. Such thing's as

rely:bililation "programs," sheltered workshop "programs"
:ma i cs idenijal "pregnuns" were co ijectured. National accrediting
--:-igrft: were developed for these "pTO12,Tains" so that administrators
eould iust:fy to citit.ens, in the community that what they were doing Y,tts
for the benefit :)f the individual as well a's society. `flies,' measurc.d 1)10-
..:.ranis by how many square 'feet should he minimal forclients and staff,

tvile and what number of protbssionals were required, what v,as the
il: ft t, iient ratio, etc. They measured the structure of their programs
::,tther tha i actual client devCiopment and proc'aimed that since the pro-
_a:a in had smth "high standards" and professionalism that the clients
must be getting better. Example.4 t1,--fl types oi'program.standards
:ire found in the CAM" accredit.!ion st.andards. For example, we had a
C.\ RV. revir,w in Ransas last :Neck of :III adult training facility. he sur-
ye,,ors Inoi,ed at program descriptions and safety factors suet.. as now
high was the fire 't:tinguislicr." I think they read only two el'ents' records,
'lid not speJl, to my cHents and did not speak to any staff involved in tfain-
ing clielts. In essence, they looked at ;vhat was written about tlt.c proram
not hat the pr,Lotam doin2; to the client. This type of review does
not inea--:;tre --hat eonsunicr denlrnidcd 1.11:1t illanagnient de-

toe l:undred and sixty veirs iter inan:1:.ement has come full circle and is
ag.ain loitkin- at the developmentally as individuals requiring
numerous services which are part oi variet\ ofxrwrrams zzre

perated hy a yariety of agencies :Ind located with.n numerous types r,f
Trii,!ro also nee." 1.(a...reCitation stmidarls xvIlich now are based

on services provided to individvAs. These were doptc ' in 1¶)7:1 hy the
ccreditation Conneil for:',ervices For the Mentally Retarded and ()Hier De-

Disabl-td Persons 01 [he _joint conmlission on .1ccreditation

manag'etnent atteinpt mee: 'he indiyidual's needs anfl not the facility's
nr professional stalls needs, ch:,nt,es can he s,,en, heginthug widi the
types ,,f assessirerts that are being administereo. Di:namsis now be,_:iu.--;
with a general deyerement assessment ,pf the total. person's'nce(is and

V\ct then odd to it psN.,-holo:2sv, spcech and 1u:taring, occupItion-
al therapy, social work, medienw, etc. , addiConal diagnosis, a 1.1
lookims: at the totni person. In the recent past it was ver' difficult to
deter:nine what to do with a. mentally retarded or developt ientally disabled
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indivi(kial who had only a medical or psychological .:,ses;:iment. Now, to
find physicians who made a diagnosis of mental retardation without
tne backup of asses:-.ment instruments from other diseipline is becom-
in4 nlor. rare.

Mr. Jerry kValsh, in his paper on Thc Imp len :-Itation or Community :ind
Ii"me ntrY, poi''.ts,out some or the barri, ts which affect the develop-
ment, integration :rid utilization t commu,:it,, residential facilities. Ile
points out that Cher.: are ne.gativo attitudes I:. neighho,huods. -Neighbors:
( ; desire to put t'ae relanled on a farm when, they "won't get
von," (b) fear pu1:,.ntial effect on "their property value."

'rhere are also the barr:et:. erected by parents Yho: (a) fear their child
will fail with less re:Itai:!tims, (1) are concerned that they have failed as
pareats.; and (c) continue to have feelings which they need to protect. The
third barrier for these community services is public wlministrators who:
(a) issue r gni regulations; (b) heep th1:,atening the loss of funds: (c) in-
sist upon multiple agency inspectioas- and (d) do not plan for coordinated
o ',comes.. Probably the most threatening barrier to management pro-
viding community services is the multiple regulations impacting upon
tha deliye,7 and fundimy of these servc.e.

Mapagement is constands faced with decisions. If it is a state manage-
ment system, managers must make such simple decisions as: Will a11
the needed services b.: state operated? Will some of the services be
Aate operated and some of the services regionally operated? Will most
of the services be privately operated with the state purchasing serVices
for the client? My eontarts reveal that a combination of public and pri-
vate agencies operating a variety of services has been the primary pat-
tern of service development.

Generally, state agencies maintain ownership and operational responsi-
bil:ties for public residential facilities along with some regional co-
ordinating -11.sPonsibilities.

After management decides which service or services they wish to provide,
they must carefully ieview the way in which federal laws are written,
the regulations interpreted and the funding patterns developed. For ex-
ample, if the state agency decided to utilize Title XIX funds within the
operation of state facilities, the agency must review which buildings
and programs would now meet ICF/MII regulations. In the past we had
to carefully determine which services were "medical services" in onler
to 'qualify for limited Title XIX reimbursement. We are still not certain
about limits of the "medical service" definition since practically all of
Our set.viees are now eligible for' funding. Most of our state institutions
-tier these medical and rehabilitation services because we can receive

L.,

Ldrrii,rs

flattnrns of

service
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50 to 90 percent of their cost from the Federal Government. However,
when the same rules.and regulations are applied to community nursing
facilities (which are usually 50 beds or niore) the private owners must
assess the economies of whether or not they wish to serve the mentally
retarded. Hundreds of these nursing facilities cannot meet the.ICEIMR
standards and will require a number of expensive architectural.and
staffing changes.

If thc mentally retarded person moved from a public Title XIX sup-
ported facility into a'small community-based residential facility, he is
no longer a medical recipient Or patient; he is now thought of aE a com-
munity citizen and/or client who is living in a smaller group facility.

his residential status ehanges'(not necessarily his service needs) he
also changes his eligibility for financial support. He is no longer pri-
marily supported with Title XIX funds (except in Minnesota). He now
must go through eligibility for ,Supplemental Security Income, Title XIX
for general medical services in the community and social service funds'
if that particular state has not reached its Title XX lid for social serv-
ices. Management must determine if this individual is capable of living
on :;167 per month SSI income, plus medical. That conclusion is not
difficult to reach, but it is difficult to find more funds for livhig expenses.

I.yt's throw in some other interpretations that keep management confused
in its decision making process. If a mentally retarded individual bappens
to be of school age and lives in a Title XIX public facility,, he may or may
pot be receiving tax dollars designed for_free public school education.
There is still a great deal of concern and queStion as'to who is'responsible
for his education. Are the medical services delivered in such a way as
to be seen as educational services? Does the lecal public school disLiet
have responsibility for the payment of his educational services if he lives
in a public Title XIX facility? Now, if that same individual of school age
were living in a community residential facility which does not receive
Title XIX support; he could attend a free pilblie school program. So, as
yon can see, funding patterns and the provision of residential services are
not solely determined on the needs of the individual, although this fs the
hasis for most laws.

The laws have been interpreted through regulation and practice to meet
the financial needs of management who operate "programs" 017 "facilities"
and not individual services. Programs, as all of you can well attest to,
can he defined in as many different ways as we may wish to define then..
we have today innumerable definitions of an educational program, of a
residential program, of a medical progra.m, of a rehabilitation program, )

etc. When the philosophical base and the implementation of laws conflict
with the intent of the legislation or what the consumers desired, then
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(TNDIVIDUAL
SERVICES

Multiple Relationship EN.nluation
Standards for Community. Agencies

AGENCY
SERVICES

S. D. S.--
SERVICES

Case Finding
Entry

-Follow Along
Individual Program Plan
Client Prog. Coord.
Protective Services
Personal Advocnev
Guardianship
Health Needs
Mobility Needs

Case Finding
Entry
Assessment
Developmental Needs
Employment & Work
Religious Nurture
Recreation & Leisure
Family Related Services
Volunteer Services
Research
Records
Administration

PROGRAM EVALUATION

Case Finding
Entry into the SDS
Coordination
Resource Information
Agency Advocacy
Commanity Education
Prevention
Manpower.Development

Evaluation Requires:

1) An assessment of an individual's developmental growth

2) An assessment of agency developmental growth

3) 'An assessment of community developmental growth as reflected by
relationships between agencies and the community at 1ar42,-e

Figure 112



management will not be able to consistently adnnnister the services pro-
vided. Management is continually confused about whether their interpre-
tation of the laws and regulations are correct and, If not, will they re-
eeive a financial audit exception.

would like to present my.next few remarks from the perspective of
nweting individual needs in concert with a variety of community agencies..
As specialized developmental disabilities agencies work together to
.levelop comprehensive services in a community or region they do so
based on principles generally found in the standards of the Joint Com-
mission's Accreditation Council for Services for Mentally Retarded and
other Developmentally Disabled Persons. There are three primary
principles guiding their efforts.

he first principle of "responsiveness" requires that both the needs of
the in(lividual and the.urnclue community be responded to.

The second principle is that of "availability" and ensures that the services
will he available to those 'who need them.

The third principle is that of "accessibility" which means that the com-
munity's di`asserimination practices are modified, the buildings are ac-
cessible, that there is an active community informational program and
that there is a fixed point of informati-on along with numerous referral
se rvi ces.

In July ot 1)7-1, an Advisory Core:lit:tee on the Accreditation Process for
a Service Delivery System form,A, with Mr. T. K. Taylor as its
staff coordinator. Its charg,: was tr, ..!'etermine if a service delivery sys-
tem could receive accreditation, The committee realized that a single
agency could not provide the complete array of services required by
developnentally disabled persons. Some agencies could only provide
a single service such as information and referral. Some may provide
information, referral, diagnosis and evaluation. Some provide three,
four, five or six services. The total service delivery system, there-
fore, becomes concerned with 'how to most effectively and efficiently
eoordinate :md deliver such services. Figure 2 lists services that
natir-nal accreditation staff may review when they conduct surveys of an
:e;ency or service delivery system.

When viewing the variety of community service delivery patterns we see
some agencies being brokerage firms which sit back and buy each and
every service needed. T;'is is occurring in vocational rehabilitation and
Title XF programs. Seine states, such as California, arc also sen.ing
up regional brokerage agencies. We see some specialized agencies per-
forming assesSment functions by providing diagnosis and evaluation, and
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then referring to the appropriate agencies which have One or more of
the needed educational, training or treatment services required. .Since
none of these individual agencies can be all things to all the develop-
mentally disabled within the community, together they form a nucleus
for the development o: a comprehensive community serviceS delivery
system. 3 portrays the program and service arrangements neces-
sary for the development of a service delivery system.

This community consortium of agencies must continually plan together if
a comprehensive service delivery system is to exist.. Such planning, .Jmuculensive

when coordinated by one agency or group, reduces fragmentation, isola-- sy..3tem

tion and duplication of services. It enhances the sharing of professional
resources and expertii.;e. Planning and coordination also stimulate cost
effectiveness through the utilization of all community, resources rather
than the duplication of these resources.

When these agencies act in unison they are seen as Lhange agents because
they are continuously reviewing themselves and the needs of the popula-
tion group which they set out to serve. These are -usually agencies which
are working together hut have different functionA, responsibilities, re-
sources, skills, etc. When these agencies come together as a consortium
they demonstrate a wider range of functions and services in terms of
numbers of individuals they can serve and'the age range of their clientele.
In addition, the severity of the handicapping conditions they serve is
generally broadened.

The facilities in which these services are provided are always a major
concern to the community, to the developmentally.disabled individual
hin..,elf and to the funding agen3ies. Therefore, several evaluatiye in-
struments have been designed which attempt to ensure that the services
are provided in a suitable physical structure. These evaluation criter-
ia can be found in such instruments as PASS, 1 AC/MR-DD 2 accredita-
tion standards, ICF/MR3 regulations, Architectural Barriers Act,

4OSHA Standards, State Licensing Standards, fire and safety codes of

1 Program Analysis of Service Systems
9
Accreditation Council for Services for Mentally Retarded and Other

Developmentally Disabled Persons
3Intermediate Care Facilities for the Mentally Retarded
4Occupational Safety and Health Administration of the Department of LAbor

change

agents

evaluative

instruments
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federal,. state and local governmental units, and I am sure I've left out
several, others. These types of external standards have a major impact

upon management and its planning to obtaia buildings that can meet a
varioty,of service needs.

Management has to decide the size of the buildings r,nd whether they
should be constructed, purchased or rented. Where should they be
located*? For whom should they be designed? What type of physical,
mental :Ind social needs should-the,buildings be able to accommodate?
Who is responsible for the maintenance and upkeep? What kinds of in-
surance are necessary? Are there zoning restrictions? To what,ex-
tent should the values of observation, protection and structural security
LA-L` rn the handling of individuals? What are the therapeutic effects
of eolor7 What are appropriate noise levels? How pleasant should the
environment he, either for sleeping. or day progTamming? What is the

halanee between openness and architectural stasis!? How is the
stricture identified within the community? flow does the community re-
late socially to the structure and its'programs? What are the limiting
factors for clim:itc, lighting, air conditioning, hearing and environ-
mentfll pollution? What is the physical ability to control disease, ac-
cidents and other such dangers?

When residential services are finally provided, management must de-
cide such things as how is food purchased? Who prepares the food?
What types of staff, if any, are necessary for food preparation? What .
are the laundry potentials? What arp the transportation options avail-
:,ble 7 Where can the resident find recreation or leisure time activities?
Who provides the enlploynlent, work training and educational opportun-
Lies ? Where are necessary medical services offeited? Is there an
opportunity for:;.priVacy?

Nlanagment has to go the next step by hiring staff qualified to provide
residential services. If it includes health related ,service, then regis-
tered nurses, licensed practical nurses, 'physicians, occupational
therapists, physical therapists, etc., must be available. If it includes
an educational service, there must be cdticators, ;trainers and coun-
selors. If it includes recreation/leisure-time service then there must
be recreational therapists, adjunctive therapists and aides. If it in-
cludes personal and social adjustment services, then there must be
psychologists, psychiatrists and social workers.. Then management de-
termines: What staff ratio is necessary? What salaries are competitive?
Are there unions 7 Ilow will management supervise and monitor? Figure

I recapitulates some of the issues that must be resolved and coordinated
if some mi»imal se rvi (-es are to be provided.
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A frustrating and ongoing problem faced by management is related to the
area of personnel. Manaement must determine: Who do they recruit?
What is the availability of substitutes, especially for residential services?
What are the most functional job descriptions? How do You evaluate per-
sonnel so that you do not offend unions or civil service regulations? What
salary do you pay and what fringe benefits do you offer? What numbers
and types of professionals should be hired? What should be the entrance
competency level or basic knowledge- level of staff? How do you upgrade
skills of staff?

The roles and functions of professional staff, particularly within residen-
tial programs, vary considerably from agency to agency. A psychologist
in one facility may be an administrator, where in another he is primarily
involved in assessment and in another he is involved in personal and
social adjustment training. As we identify the professionals and staff
necessary to conduct the services, we must also develop the methods by
which they communicate with one another, work with one another, plan
with one another. The interdisciplinary process-notonly must exist, b,ut
a transdisciplinary process must be developed. Management has had to
face many of these issues without a great deal of help from universities
or other traditional labor markets. They have had to develop training
programs to cnsure competence of staff working with the mentally retarded
individual. An ongoing questicin for management is, do the staff have the
knowledge to perform, or does the system which .managemcnt has developed
allow for the knowledge to be utilized? In other words, if something is not
being done that should be clone, do the staff need training or do we need to
determine how to use...the knowledge we already have (which may be ac-
complished by variOus management techniques) ?

In trying to assist community agencies with this problem, Mr. Dave
Svoboda, Coordinator of Inservice Training on our staff, has collected
various training packages that public and private agencies are utilizing
for assessment of staff and for inservice training purposes. There arc
general informational packages being developed such as one recently
designed in Kansas entitled, Basic Training Manual for Service Providers.
This training manual has thc following training progriims:

1. Overview - Etiolcigies of Developmental Disabilities and the
Current Federal and State (Kansas) Administration of the
Developmental Disabilities Program;

9. Human and Legal Rights;

3, Philosophies of Service DeliVery;

1. DiagnosiS and Evaluation (Assossment);
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5. individualized Program Planning;

(5. Systematic Learning (Behavior Management);

7. Community itelations.

In addition, the last three chapters deal with providing services in:

S. Residential Facilities;

Adult Day Training F:+,eilities;

10. Child Day Training Facilities.

Where this manual has attempted to provide some general basic informa-
tion in many areas, other packages have gone more deeply into specific
areas.

The Florida Department of Health and Rehabilitative Services has pro-
vided an excellent guide to materials for the severely handicapped. This
guide provides a bibliowraphy and listing of resources for staff to utilize
as needed. This type of guide requires staff to have some initial basic
1;.nowledge and skill. I does, however, provide a great deal of informa-
tion that staff can use at various levels of their growth and development
in such are -1 as assessment, intervention, outreach and Model projects.

The Michigan Department of Mental Health and Social Services has de-
veloped'a 456-page document entitled, Adult Foster Care Provider
TraininManual which has five chapters:

1. Adult Fo3ter Care;

2. Behavior Management;

3. Programs, Activities and Services;

4 Health Care; and

5. Home Management Administration.

The Pennsylvania Department of Education has developed a Training Model
Individual Assessment Guide. This is geared more..toward children's
assessment and takes the assessment information and breaks it into
individual units.

There have also been several packages developed on the Individualized
Program Plan. Nansas is in the process of conducting ten sessions on
now to:develop an IPP through "telenet" across the State of Kansas.
There is also a manual by Houts and Scott entitled, Goal Plannin,.! with
Developmentally Disabled Persons, that has with it an instructor's



:Lnd sulwrvisor's ,:rith cas;ette tape. :lech
!1 iver:4.1k. has dev..loped :1. tv..0-l'.our vid( tape On how to de. Ili).

pApertoek is One (titled crepar.rg
H ,Hert H. Mager.. Thf.:re ar( additional specific tr0i.ning packagos suji

Ir. If k If Enterprises, Inc. , Law'Tence,
Ther. are ,,,thers ire I have left out of this list.

ef,w,pleNity i,n)i)lems ard in,eds presented hv the devolopwental-
IV dded population, agencies must develop a contintium 1 trailiing tor

ff from the I:e..,:i1.nin++ preservicc training- activities of all staff to an Con-
:nsorvice trainirc, lo-orani which will meet the various-skill and

arews Jiut all staff require. Management i Oced with the fact.
.-taff do -lop at v:triour individual ratcs.as do their clients.

her tnat the complexity of individual needs is
fartHr complicateil hv the complexity of an agency and its one or more
-:er'.ees. This comple;,,ity Lcmands when we view a community service
.:elirerv system. Mam- times this ippeiirs as mass confusion. Coor-

ion of all of these entities into 0 non-duplicated efficient means of
Jr.:livery Iris been .,nd remains a. tremendous (ihelienge to all inzmagenieut.
liovJo.-.ir, parents and advocates eim help management establish the Sin-
dividualized :-,ervices. along with a wide range ot services by remaining
involved imd ..r.o,vledgeable.

r lii. close hy sh;iring with yoli a report from the 'Morrison As-
Medal Health and AIental Retardation lepolt, November 17th

General '.ceounting office reports sunimariz,..::1 heroin begin to
son:e hope, as a publir adndnistrator, that there may hc: some

,.+;:r.- co.ordinate all of the federal rules, regulations and funding

,\C:coun+ing office (GAlI), wi4ich )s 0 branch of the Congress,
conduetc:d a study on the "ileinstitutio.nalization" effort. In

ess:-:re, the report states that improvements arc needed to help the men-
tally disabled return to and remain in the community. The GAO examined

+. :ietv f mi 1 rionagement problems. Their report broadly defines
nsitutionalization as a process of pueventing unnecessary .nimissiens

-etentions in institut boas; finding and developing appropriate alter-
Hvcs in the comrnunity 'fbr housing, treatment, IA e:!-.:ation and
1..thilitation of (ley, opinentally disabled persons who do not ,:(:(1 to he

ir institutions; nd ' the co1ldition:5, care And trentment of those

need institutiehal carl!. otiie the following proe,-ram were reviviwod

their findinv.-- lIt .rimmarized below:

As rot the Title NIX (Mc(liciti(h program, tbe GAO telt that
the. program was not completely l....vorable to our efforts. I.ar:2,c: numbers
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o devehTmentally i.sabled person,i transferred from.facilities hay-
SI/CO. st:01 lard's for care and treatment and placed in ikilled

nursin,g iles and 'AT facilities which generally do' not have 1.11 cr,T-, ply

with the standards. As I said earlie:r, there are several hundred ;'kirs-
in._:lionle-; widch arc not goin:2 to incr4 ICI.VM11 regulations.

. The cost or meihal health and ii_lental retardation care has
been t,ilen from mentitl h alth and retardation.budgets and put in welfare
budgets. The fe 51)(Islhillty for funding has also.shifted fror ,.1tate to

!'ederal budgets. The responsibility for the care or devi,:op,ientAly
dlsabled persons is also shifting from the mental.health and r,,iarda
tion systeni to the welfare s-,tem. The (TA() re .rt poink,d
P'it, thin there is a need .tio pi-, ',Ire annual reports on the dev ipment and
implementatiin of ecimprehensive services. boeurnentatio als9
Iceded where persons were placed in En ICF,because ef the
lack of cen.i. alteniatives and the exploration of other alternatiye:;.
"F,he preparati,,ii !.elease plair_; which incIud arrangements for ap-
propriate ---,,,..1vices,4p1otee0vc supervision and follow-up are
also 1''. 1 tel ,

G.k0 report ree,.mimends that the 1 lIp:' .tnient of
E(I,:xation, rind Velfare give slates incentives to place developmentally
disabled per-, .ns in the incvl appropriate 4ting, avoiding unnecessary
placement ill IC't's and skilled MI Hg hon.,s. should
ensure that mental hospitals and 'list Ins for retarded individuals
inehided in the validation surveys ati,. revieNV:> of state utilization
od-li rot prog-ratic.i.

the report ;ktrilmied many of the proble,:is associated with
deinstitutionaltion to the lack of an effective managcnient system that
clearly delincd'ohiectives, roles. respaisibilities, actions and evalua-
tions to he carried out by the vario :igenCies in, the effective transfer
ef individuals from institutions le commmities.

A systeniat,ic vay to finance dcintitution:diz.ation is needed which welild
assu :e that persons were placefl in the least restrictive envirnment,
mosi, appropriate to their needs,.with neel.ssary services in the most
cost-effective manner. Criteria standards are necessary for defining
adequate or acceptable community placements-in the least restrictive
environment. The General Accotmting Glfice indicates that Congress
should designate a committee with responsibility to oversee all federal
efforts toward deinstitutionalization,

5. The (: \O also recdmmends to IIEW that a clear and con-
sisti:mt federal role in the mental health and retardation arei should be

hi)

budpi.
cbInge'.;



detennined and reeommendations made to Congress for a long-tenn
approach to alleviating the vohlein related to deinstitutionalization;
(111 IIEW should evaluate the need and desirability of providing other
type*of e,tri. outside (-4 lc vs: le) HEW should detertnhle how best to
ensure that state agencies administering IlEW supported progTains de-
velop and implement effective case management systems for persons
licdog released to ensure that the inclividual's needs ;Ire fully assessed,
that a rranig.einents are made for appropriate placement and needed sery-

that there is sufficient follow-up and that there is rtsponsibility
:tad accounkddity widen m; clearly defino,.

6. he reeor' looks a ocial services arc] recommends that
social serviee firlik; along with SSI to prevent admission to
state institutions. T)ciy looked at vocational rehabilitation and found
that yocat1onal rehabiE iion agencies had not been providing sufficient
services to the more severely developmentally disabled. Some states
had even adopted policies or definitions which had catogorically ex-
cluded yertain segments of the developmentally disabled populations
\vithout an evaluation of an individual's potential ar required hy law.
"rhe report also notes that vocational rehabilitation should look at the
definition of severe disability and that it be clarified as to how :t re-
lates to the retarded. Consistent procedures and criteria should be
used for classifying persons retarded. Vocational rehabilitation
must e4ablisi, criteria and pnwedures to ensure that decisions to deny
vocatienal services to the developmentally disabled on 'the basis of
oteir. inability to achieve a vocational goal be made only when a lack of

potential has been demonstrated beyond any reasonable doubt.

7. The Offico or Management and Budget has found 1 35 federal
proL,:lnis wiministered by i 1 major deparements and their agencies
dl of which potentially impact on the delivety of ser, ices to the de-
velopmentall. disabled. This is almost imposible to coordinate at
:1 -1;90 level.

They !cIsc».evh:ed the Department Of Housif g and Urban
Development atIcl recommended that d'rect their area and regional
office personnel to work more closely with federal, stale and local
mental retardation otfi,-..'als to er ,re that housing provided to the de-
yoloinnentally disabled is appropriate.

9. Thcv looked at I.abor and asked: Arc your Comprehensive
Emplcvment Training Act funds being esed effectively? Are they beim::
used f,r institutional or other reSidential programming?

lf this report and its recommendations are implemented I think \\.c. luive

;1. ell'Inee to develop, coordi-ate and deliver a ecmprehensive array of
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services which will meet the individual needs (0. the developmentally
disabled population.

.The following are.examph )f staff development materials which
reicre.nctl in the preeedin 4 speech.

MANAGING BEHAVIOR SERIES (II & II Enterprises, Inc. , P.O. Box
33.12, 1.,Ltv.renee, Kansas G(i0.I I) This series of eight paperbacks ex-
plains in detail the theories behind and techniques of behavior modifi-
catbAl. Part 1 The Measurement of Behavior; Part 2 - Basic Prin:
ciples; Part 3 Applications in School and Home; Part .1 - New Ways
to Teach New Skills; Part 5 -.A Tea. her's Guide to Writing Instructional.
Objectives; Part Summaries of Selected Behavior Modification
Studies; Part 7-- Tca(.hing a Child to Imitate; Part 8 Teacl.rg Speech
to a Nonverbal child.

EPARIN'fl INSTRECTIONAL 0I3jECTIVES By Robert I:, :Jager
iFearon vublishers) This 136-page paperback is an excellc IA guide
fo,r kar ling how to write behavioral objectives. The book di,7usses
the.purposes of objectives, as well as their qualities and components.
It contains several "feedback" exercises, so tl,o'readei knows whether
or not (s)he is on the right track.

GrIDE TO MATERIALS FOR TIIE SEVERELY IIANDI('APPLA) Florida
-ta !.G Depart-in ,nt of Health and Rehabilitative Services, 1 31 1 Winewood

Blvd. , Ta1lahasse,2., /32301. This guide comes in four parts -
Assessroc. , iltervention, Outreach an1:1 MOdei Projects. . The assCss-
mcnt p irt ovci 30 different aSsessment scales and checklists.
There is a :....-erfererc^ index where each assessment is subdivided

cim2gorie3 with aa indication of the number of items for each
cateory represented in the instillment. The skill categories include
social, cogiiitive, drcsslng, eating, toileting, working, gross motor,
fine motor, language, numbers ;Ind reading.

The intervention part contains si :..2eetions. The first section Is Oa in-
dividualized prot:ramming and discusses the elements of an IPP, includ-
ing goals, task analysis, behavic.ral objectives, instnietional strategics
and qvaluation. The second section is an annotated bibliography of Cil)
publications. The bibliography is diy,ded into two sections containing
books on lehavior modification and instructional materials. The third
section contains a list of 99 articles from various periodicals. The
articles are divided into eight subject areas, including %-ocatioMtl,
self-help, motor, language, cognitive, behavior modification and general
topics. The fourth section lists a. few of the many vendors of toys, equip-
mt:nt and adaptive dev'.ces. The fifth section is another annotated biblio-
graphy of 45 instructional programs. Thes? programs .contain materials

staff
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materials



1.1:1 been :leycl,)pi,d for n chiidren (hirth to six years)
allaptahle for section is a tov guide

cl.Hren boty.een oni arid fivt .:ear, 'Hi, re Arc lour g'ai(Ii:s
do,,,,n into olle-1,o-p.yo, three--to-feor ;cad fon r-to-tive

'.nerernents. IN,j0.2.; inaterH1 the ot each

tvl.e and lial 1.ised.

THe Horre,!clt part cetions, h.)tli Vhi.'h

pahl:cat itH at:H(' it) tnd 1,arents %,:hose children
rst st.t,1 jr )11 v. WhiCh a re .J.nn,,:nfod.

.,ect1-0 contaii eot rics %%HA :Ire iii:-.,tructional
v.hich are ann()tatd bct niany

H :mnolated Ife hlleryention part of the

h Hirt "f t _rt is.; it 1)". 101 Projects. part
lhe other three in nol hibliographic restPirce

, 'tint pre:-;ent.; r;icies tut tive federally Plialcd projects
s,1 '12,-; t HI -;eve1vly hanlicnpped. "rhe:,;e articles descrihe r-

ffort.-; Eh il0411()Ut the cieintry ill the development of ne\V and effective
Hlatyri,,h-:,. Tile ;our areas Of curta,,nhinl ,lovelopment, public school

rural ,,,incation inols and andio-vistril materials are presented.

Arv,_. F(;STER-cARE i1t(1\11);.:I NIANUAL - 'Miehign

Departillent:-. Health alv. :--;erviccs. 'Phis 15(i-page docu-
ment is. a verv good program for pre- and in-service training. It contains

five eliaptco I) Adult 1:oster 2) Pehavior Alanagement; :3) Pro-
a;rams, Activities and '..crviees; ';. Health Care; and 5) Home Malr,!;4'ement
Administration. The first chapfer gives an overview of some of the
complexities involved in providing care to adults. Chapter two is ht,)hen
;nto eight parts and is a pretty thoreugh description of the principles,
i-chniques and legal. and ethical issues of belcv,ior control. The third
cli,.:4er is hr %-..en into three main areas: the .,tat.e assessment plan,
cc;Iy,munitv-hascd pro:,...arns and in-lionie, J:ams. The -Jiird trca
thft, eilapt:.-ir is further divided into tia:-;ic ,,:elf-,iare and hasic
secti.ms. Chapter four h-s seven sections dealing with medical 'records,
irttrition, exorcise, accident lovverticri, nursing procedures, diabetes
and drugs. The last chapter is (1)Inp().31 f',1 SeCtiOnS including
budgetirg, accounting, personnel roliele-, urchasing, client account-;
awl insuranc:C. .\n index assists in quiih reference for many yic

TIZAI\L:G
Penti:iyh.ania Department oY Educa ,ion. The Pennsylvania Traillin AL)de.

,..;ducational Planr.ing Systea: is desig,-ned to assist _teachers in the de-
'elopment of specific programs 1.ir the severely and profoundly mentally
ret: -led and multi-ha:Hicapped from. a broad assosment orNe indivi(luaPs

cs 8
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t.o.:11 needs, There .ire 1.,ur !nit'livr steps in the.toodel: First, an over-
er the ehtith; ti li develerni,nt is obtaiped froin the Curriculum

Assess)) lent t;uide; stq.ond, eAch f th.: major are:Is of interest are
br ikon into smaller developmental units from the CoMpetency Chcch-
lists; third, the smaller developmental units of interest are then further
rodueed into sequentially. -aii:dler steps thtough task analysis; and,
lourth, atieducational objective is written and a prescriptim teaching

h is ,,riphived to achieve this objective. Should the individual
pro..;r(ss at the rate desired, the system provides for :4 functional

.:nlysis of :d1 the variables involved to provide the teacher with the
informatiion to mcdify the proz,rant.

;( 1)1..\\NIM; \\Tull IdNEDipmENT,\ 1,Ly DisABLED pF:RsoNS
Peter S. flouts and I:..)hert A. Seott. This is a five-session training

t.hc ieilocedures involved in developing an individualized
or)iJ r: 1 Flie handbook for learners is very well written and easy

It ottcrs .iiternatitros for record-keer/ing.
The entire pacia:.,e cit.)) he ordered with an Associate Instructor's Manunl
apd Supervisor'.: ".litnual on evaluating 1.1!ns. There" is also a casset'..e.
Line v:hich adgment the instnictor's efforts.

..\NNING Flansns State I)ivision o:* Alentn1

Ih'aith 1 "I trainin1;. Prograrn which is (esigned
pre.-a:n nixel;( ro:1 elogical precepts of the 1111) and then ohs-

tion and through a treatment team, including
ehnirines and proeedl.yes. iF a package of ( yid( tapes

c,Ilection c,f written materials ti U ,;ment the tap-s. ic it-1(11\1dr:-

of the pr,)12;rani include: 1) an overview of individualized
11: 21 pro;.;rain eirdination ,tid family invol :einent; 3) tea .n

niod ::-Jrategies; 1) a.ssessments; 5) behavioral ,assess-
mcnts; (lbinctive; 7) data collection- 8) teach in3 strategies;
Irol !)) revie-,,, and revIsion of objectives and proyt-ram placements. The

was d.,.-;igned to present inforniat.ion to reflect uational accred-
Lindard5 (,1C111, (.:.\ RV, etc.') and I'. I_ 1-1 03 (the Develop-

cnt ai 1.)i-;abil-ics Act). These tape:: arc em-eted te be available for
in JrUlltart" 1977.

M.ANFAL iUR sEI(Virt: PlicrlIDERS - K19sas Stitte
>ivisior of Mental I icaith and Reta,dation. This manual was designed to

provite staff with some basic information on providing- quality services.
The manual does not provide indepth training in any area; rather, it

provides an oVe rail philosophical and procedural guide wAich s1L)til
as a startin;_; point for an agency's inservice pro-rain. The H 'osophies
of normalization, the developmental model and i: itin!ion run through-,
out the ten chapters. The chapters oontitin inforriation on: I) eti.11ogie:;
of developmental disabilities and "'e current teder;Il and state (Kansas)
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:tdmini:-;tration of the developmental disabilities program; 2) human and
legal rights; 3) philosophic: ,f service delivery; diagnosis and cvalu-
aii (assessment); 5) im.fividualized planning; G) systematic learning
(he:lavior management); and 7) community relations. In addition, the
last three chapt(' rs (leal with providing services in: S) residential;
.?) adult day training programs; an(l 10) child day training programs.
Each chapter contains a list of suggested readings for further informa-
ti,m the content discussed in the chapter. This manual is expected
t,) he made available by Pelnutry 1, 1977.

CL)MMI'NITY AND IIOME RE-ENTRY
Ill) :,iternational congress of the interiationa1 Association for the
ticienti fie Study or Mental Deficiency, by (;. F. Walsh. Aogtist 197G.

0
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Laws and Regulations

PAUL FRIEDMAN

From a lawyer's point of view there wasn't an area called "mental health
law" or "mental retardation law" before the 1970's. Judges and legal
scholars paid minimal attention to how people got into and out of inStitu-
tions, but virtually no thought went into what happened after the doors
of the institution closed behind a person who had been committed, or ad-
mitted, or what services these people.might be ,entitled to in the com-
munity. It would have been fair to say at the beginning of the seventies
that mentally retarded persons, like other underrepresented and powei.-
less minority groups -in our society, had virtually no rights at all. A 1( t
of institutions were so severely understaffed and underfinanced that
people weren't even safe in life and They weren't protected agaiast
harm, let alone given some kind of affirmative habilitation program.
And in the community mentally retarded persons were denied a whole
gamut of basic rights and privileges that other citizens in our society
enjoy. There was a kind of blanket, .stigmatizing presumption that men-

retarded persOns were incompetent to vote, to drive, _to get insur-
ance or to be educated. There was a unitary all-or-4lothing notien of
comp Aence which the legal system had adopted. The legal system, with
its rules and pripciples, tends to lag, sev.f--,ral years behind Professional
understanding of new models for delivering services. Even now, some
of the modern notions about habilitation, normalization, deinstitutional-
ization and professional competence are only beginning to work their way
hito law's and presumptions in the legal system.

Over the last five years or so, two important trends, or movements,
have merged. As a consequence, the area of mental retardation law has
assumed a great deal more importance o judges, lawye2s and to the

la md
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(..)iiiintinity. Mentally redardet1 persons now have a relatively different
legal status than they did before. One movement involved civil rights.
The mentally retarded came in as a minority group, and what's happened
is that it has been a kind of systematic test case campaign, along with
other strategies, to try to articulate and implegient the rights of this
rather powerless, under.represented group of people. At the same time,
mentally reta`rded t.ersons, their friends, families and advocates have
taken their place in the general consumerism movement that we have
seen in other areas, like product-safety, the environment and general
health. Mentally retarded persons and their families are now seeing
tii )nselves as the consumers of servxes which should meet certain
standards. They are learning to assert their rights to these services
ritner than seeing these services as sonic:a:Mg they liave to plead or beg
for, like an alms-seeker. Services are no longer viewed as something
that might be bestowed by the superinten 'H-t- of a shool, or a legislature

its generosity, but that families don't .ove any legal right to.

The beginning of this change came in the right to education and
right to t reatment areas. 'n -11)71 a very courageous federal
judge in AlabiOna, Franh Johnson, ruled for the first time that persons.
who are involuntarily confined in Alabama's institutions for the mentally
ill and its state institution for the mentally retarded, Partlow State
School, had a constitutional right to treatment. And that vas the first
tilde a federal, or for that matter a state, court had recognized !he
cmstitutional right to treatment. The mental retardation aspect of that
,:tse was decided on the theory that persons confined at Partlow State
School had been d'i)rived of a basic constitutional right to libery, and
the duo process clause came into play. The due process clause say;
that no one shall he deprived of life, liberty or property without due
process of law. Of course, the Constitutio,1 nowhere speaks directly
;111.:tut the right to treatment, but Cne right to treatment was constructed

tf ,-)f the due process guarantee. The court then held that residents of
.\labama mental retardation institution system had not committed
yrim':, were gi ilty of no :inti-social ccnduct and hadn't even been provi
the lisual pre,_,edural 'roeess sa fe.,,mards available o persons in the

erimin:u. system.. To e ine them without meaningful programs and

-:ervices lesi,4ned to t;ive ;t realistic opportunity to learn those skills
17ecessary for i-Hur: the (...orntnunity would amount to imprisoning them

n.:ithout due process. And, the .fore, the court held that there had to Iw

.:.;o,ne kind or ilther purpose or rjuid pro quo in exchange for the deprivation
eN.citing process began; a process which gave

abstrl et n, t. a right treatmen some specific

ntent "1'he court held several ,many-day hearings and e-
ft ,rofeLtsional arid consumer .4.roups, including NAllE,

t'ne lean' Ps.vchol,)gical :up.; rican )rthor

!et!
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Associations, came and gave expert testimony. Some of the most power-
ful testimony, :unl it was the beginning of My education in this fiehl, came
from people like Gun!mr Dybwad, Phil Roos and Jim Clements, who
had to start frmi scratch and educate the court by dispelling a lot of myths
held by lawyers, judges and other members of the public..about mentally 4
retarded persons and what might be done for them. This education process
eventually resulted in the court recognizing.that. with active programming
people could be moved out of institutions, back into communities; that
their functiOning could greatly improve. The court also learned that in a
custodial institution, without some positive efforts at programming and
an individualized aHproach, the functioning of the residents would inevit-
ably deteriorate, ;Hid they would be harmed.

renlember ..;unnar Dybwad explaining to the court how, after touring
Part low Stax School and reie% reconls, he lind seen many residents
who had kn(0 n how to walk and had lost their walking skills, or who had
known hoY .o talk but Inn! stopped talking. There was no stimulation td
encourage learning, and residents lost basic skills instead of learning
°new ones.

Out of the Alabama ease caine a whole series of detailed standards in
three general areas. The right to treatment was seen as involving an
adequate soiff repr,senting hi ficrent training and different skills and in
numbers large enough to asslire some reasonable likelihood of interaction
with all the residents.

t'Ond fea had to do .th th,e need for an ind:vidualized treatment
plan and program for e. resident.

Finally, under an umbrella con .opt--that it wasn't really possible to give
adequate habilitation without a hunlane, psychological and physical envi-
ronment the court ordered basic nutritic-al standards, physical plant
standards, the right oto privacy, the right tc get outside itul have exercise
certain numbers of hours each day and s rth. These standards have
been picked up and modified as appropriate in a c,umber of other cases
around the country. The Wyatt ease is a prototype or model like other
cases in different areas. There .are, in process now, maybe 20 right to
treatment cases around the country, and we have either consent judgnients
or court rulings supporting a right to habilitAion in a number of states in-
cluding Massachusetts, New York, Nebraska, Minnc:sota, 1 exas and Ala-
bama.

The Wyatt case was followed 1)y a very import:a.- ease using a slightly
different theory in New York. Shortly after Wyatt was decided, legal
assistance an. civil liberties lawyers in N, York, working with the state
association for retarded citizens and son in clients, filed suit
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in the "Willowbrook" case in New York (New York State Association for
Retarded Children v. Carey) and that caso has had a different, very sig-
nificant development. The judge initially was skeptical that mentally
retarded children would have a right to habilitation under the Constitution.
The reason for this was, he said, "The reality is that as had as the Willow-
brook School may oe, there is a M, aiting 11 it ten years long and parents
and their children are queued up. ..tlere are really no alternatives.; that's
why the pacc iind their children get in line for admission. Now how can
we fairly sa doat these people are being involuntarily deprived of their
liberty by the state?" This was a verrdisappointing initial ruling by the
court that came on plaintifrs motion for protective preliminary relief.
in most of these cases, to he good test cases, they should be brought
where the facts are most striking and where a court can he motivated to
take the rather exceptional action of becoming involved and beginning to
take up some functions that really the administrative branches or the
legislative branches of government should be performing but for some
reason aren't. So, in most of these cases there is usually an early
motion for preliminary relief which wouldn't be. as extensive or complete
as the ultimate relief which plaintiffs arc seeking from the court but
would safeguard the physical safety of residents at the institution while
litigation ,goes on. The plaintiffs came into the Willowbrook case asking
for some basic improvement in attendant level staff, the fire safety of
the building, etc., and that is when the court said, "I can't give you pre-
liminary relief because I'm not sure you are going to prevail on the
merits. And the reason is, it seems to me that these people are really
here on a voluntary status."

Fortunately, bY the time the case ended a year ago, the court had been
convinced otherwise. The case was actually settled with a consent de-
cree that was ratified by the court. A successful stratea was to con-

court that even under a lower standard, a protection from
andard, the residents here had basic rights and that from a fune-

t. 1:oint of view the kinds of relief the court would have to order un-
der protection from harm theory would be more or less the same as
what other courts had ordered in other places under a right to treatment
the(,rv.

What the court said in Willowbrook initially was, "I don't know whether
there's a right to treatment, !Rif: I do know that when the state agrees to
take custody of mentally retarded children then it has to guarantee them
at least the same kind of minimal, safe, humane environment we give
prisoners. Otherwise, that would be a gross violation of equal protection."
At a minimun, institutiona7 residents are entitled to protection from harin,
and the strategy used was to again bring in distinguished experts from
around the country to convince the court of the fact that if there aren't
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various kinds of affirmative input and services and staffing ratios there
will be deterioration. By the end of the full-scale hearing the court was
convinced and was pleased to affirm a very detailed consent judgment that
was functionally akout the same ldnd of judgment the court had issued in

Alabama under right to treatment theory.

The Willowbrook ease is particularly notable because the right to protec-
tion from harm theory applies to all residents regardless of status; re-
gardless of whether they're labeled voLntary admissions or are seen as
persons involuntarily committed. Therefore, the po4-ential range of that
decision, its impact, is greater.

At the same time, there has been an attempt to Convince the court that
however voluntary those achaissions were from the point of view of the
parents, they ought to have the same due process right to treatment as
other persons involuntarily committed. The court, in its final order,
gave the residents all the relief they would be entitled to under either
theory.

Now th:u's history, and we can tPlk about some significant current events-.

There is a major effort in these institutional cases to neither legitimatize
institutions nor to undercut efforts at deinstitutionalization which -.rould
provide a full range of services in the community. I was having lunch with
someone who asked about this and was very concerned about the effect of
these cases--that no matter how well intentioned the people were in bring-
...4mg themthey would inevitably force state resources to go to institutions
to bring them up to minimum standards and therefore take away energy and
resources from the efforts to provide treatment :n the commanity.

At lartlew School there was a number of negligent homicides from drug
overdoses because no ci-te watched the medication, deaths by scalding
water in the showers, people getting injured in fires, etc., and one had to
first try and make these buildings safe because, in reality, people were
going to live there for some time. The principle of least restrictive al-
ternative was mentioned in these cases, but it wasn't the focus.

A case was filed almost four years ago in Washington, D. C'. , called
Dixon v. Weinberger which tried to take the right to treatinent one step
further. That case is about the situation of persons confined at St.
Elizabeth's Hospital in Washington, which is mainly a facility for the men-
tally ill, although there are a number of mentally retarded residents as
well. The staff at St. Elizabeth and N pm conducted a study which sug-
gestedthat somewhere between 69 and 80 percent of the residents would
do better, from an habilitation or therapeutic point of view, in sonic kind

ins titli Li .ns
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of less restrictive facility in the community. Those residents hove been
kept. at St. f:ii.-abeth's Hospital because there simply aren't enough pro-
gram:, n. c. community to which they could be released and be-
cause total role!,.3e with no followup services ("(lumping") would be equal-

ly or perl..p: alore dangerous to the residents th:m continued confine-
ment at St. Elizabeth's Hospital.

The Dixon case was brought under the theory that resiclents had a right
to treatment, which was not limited to treatment in a .specific facility,

or setting, but included the kinds or services thRt wolad be appropriate
to each person on an individual b:isis. IF that ufe;mt living in a gmup home

or foster home and going to the wg-pi,f r school system, or if it meant liv-
ing in some kind of a structur f tpai 'Inent situation and i2,oing to- vocation-

al rehabilitation in the comfy ity, or living in thy rommunity in an inter-
mediate or skilled nursiu- ' t-bi.tH the kind of tt.,;ttment these per-
sons were legally entitled .

In Washington, I). C. *f pens to be, as there is in so-, ral states,
a statute which provide.: it *hi Li treatment. A court ruling last year
broadened this statutory ri!,:b I to) treatment to include treatment in a

conummity-bascd facil , .hcre appropriate. Wtther we will ultimf,te-

ly be successful in imulei,-.;oting this decision is still an open question
and that is the stiekie.- ;)art of all of these cases. Lawyers really don'l

have the special kind of training or expertise to do community organizT
ing and political lobbying and the followup to make some of these very
important legal deciSions become a reality. For this law,yers have to
work with the managers and the consumer groups, and we have to find

structures to monitor and enforce implementation. Some structures
are being experimented with around the countrythings like the human

rights committees to review and monitor implementation of Judge John-

son's order in Alabama or Judge Judd's order in Willowbrook. In Wash-

ingten, D.C. , we now have :1 master to study the school system and
recommend-basic cnanges because the D.C. government didn't respond

to the requirein-ents_of the court's order in the Mills right to education

ease.

Other recent develortn:Tts in r it to treatment law involve a very .2;ood

right to 11ilitation decision in a Minnesota ease called Welsch V. Likins

The decision came down in 1973 and again set staffing ratios, require-
ments for individualized evaluations and program plans, minimum pliNsi-

cal plant conditions, etc. Some of these requirementr; were complied

with, and others, espeeially.the f-Aaffing requiret.....nts, have not been
complied with in the two years since the decree. After giving the state.
officials ample time to come into.cafifortnance, the court took a radical
sfep recently arts] enjoined all of the hiring and fiscal control -stat:utes
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th:h every stath., has for instance, "that the Commissioner of Mental
hire no more persous than are allotted by, the legislature

in any\ of the i:ollowing categories, or shall spend money only up to the
line ;ihOunt budgeted for in the most recent budget and only in the cate-

gories c:;15idere(1." This is an exapple of the-court taking extreme
action to trV and enforce its constitutionzd rights decrm) by telling admin-
istrative officials that they should go ahead and hire and allocate resources
above and beond what the legislature has called for. These statutes are
obviously necessary for state administration-and not unconstitutional in
and of themselves, but they are unconstitutional insofar as they prevent
the implementation of a decree that a court shaped after it-had found a
violation of fundamental constitutional rights. Needless-to say, the State
of Minnesota hit the ceiling when the court came down with its most re-
cent order, and the legislature has hired a very distinguished professor -

of lay.' at the University of Chicago to write a brief on itS behalf. The
State.of Minnesota has been joined by about six other state governments
in an amicus brief. They are arguing that prkinciples of separation of

powers of government, of federalism and of state's, sovereign immunity
hs,Le it illegal for the court to have interfered in the way that it has.

There is also a strong argument on the other side. There's a long-
staniling tradition-in the law that where constitutional rights are being
violated the absence of funds is no excuse. The underlying premise h9re
is that whether or not the State ofMinnesota, in its wisdom, chooses to
ran mental retardation facility is entirely its business, but if the state
does choose to operate such a facility, then it must be operated so as to

eonsistent with the rights guaranteed by the Constitution. Once the
erart has found that constitutional rights to habilitation and protection
fsom harm have been violated, then the State has to decide either to put
in ;:he necessary ftinds or to go out of the business, So-we don't have a
sithation v.-here t.he court is really telling a state exactly how to allwate
its fhnds ,-)r what to tlo, although that's the way the state is trying to make

if sohnd in its hricf. It's really a situation wher, the court says whether

o thhs so is up to Yoh, hut it vc4l do, then it has to he consistent
siinieshn eonstitutional standards.

This issue Ihi.s 1)een onrilcit in all of the eases that have been brought,. be-

_shnihs; 'e,vatt and the Park. hases hack in 1971, and it was kind of
hrillihnthy and polernh!allv highlighted by George Dean, lawyer for the
;)laintiffs, in die Alshama case. This same excuse was eorninh---"We
Hsi don't have ;he moucy, \\*(.!'il like to do better'bkit we don't have the

sive these people their bssie rights," and t-z-eorge Penn re-
he-Lrehed the hudget for the next year. I found that there were apprh-
hriatihns Inc a livestoel., colh-hnith, a feothall hall of fame ;tad a 'Miss Aln

hshst with fairly suhstantial anio:;nt, Whiti!

I
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of the Confederacy, I think, already appropriated for the State of Alabama
for the next year. Then George Dean wrote his pleading and said that he
thoug-ht his clients "would be better treated in the State of Alabama if they

were athietiC or photogenic cows of Confederate ancestry."

o this Welsch ease is on appeal to the Eighth Circuit Court, and we're
waiting anxiously,to see how the court rules. It will probably go right
on up to the Supreme Court either way. The issue is really one of fiscal
priorities, how states allocate resources and whether the Constitution
places limits on the otherwise free reign of legislatures to decide on fund-

ing priorities for welfarc, :dueation, nighways, wars or habilitation and
which are more important and to what degree.

Now, another case that was Lrgued in the Supreme Court recently relates
to these other cases in that better treafment could be given in our resi-
dential facilities if all the residents really needed to be there; and one
way to do that is to control.who gets admitted in the first place. The
case I'm referring to is Bartley v. Kremens, and this is the case which
challenges the traditional assumption that parents automatically repre-
sent the best interests of their children and that parents can voluntarily
place their children in institutions without the need for any kind of neu-
tral hearings by sonic kind of administrative or judicial tribunal to asSess

the need for that conmiitment. There have been lower court rulings
recently in Tennessee, Pennsylvania and Georgia, all finding that because

of the enormous costs involved the physical and psychological pressures
on families and the fact that a community doesn't provide ample backup

or support, it can't be assumed that when a.parent is finally driven to the
decision to institutionalize a child that this decision is voluntary on the
child's part or in his best interest. In Pennsylvania a three-judge dis-
trict court has ruled that before a minor can be committed for indefinite
institutionalization there he some kind of a basic due process hearing and
that the child have a lawyer to represent him in the process; that there be

ahearing; that less restrictive alternatives be explored; etc. This de-
cision undermines a very majorlegal tradition favoring family autonomy

in almost all situations. It was kind of foreshadowed by the decisions
.last term in the abortion eases where the Supreme Court held that chil-

dren wanting an abortion had a right to some kind of a hearing and there

couldn't be an automatic parental veto. The court noted that children
had a strong independent interest which must be attended to.

Perhaps this is the beginning of review and reform of our civil commit-
ment process for mentally retarded persons and, coming closely with it,

a look at the process by which we classify persons as mentally retarded
and also the process by which we give mentally retarded persons guard-

ians and think about their incompetency.
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Just very briefly, what seems to be happening here is a rethinking in the
law of the way things have operated for some time. We are beginning to
realize, for instance, that classification has very important consequences
for mentally retarded persons. First of all, to bc labeled mentplly re.-
tarded still brings a lot of stigma and a whole series of self-fulfilling
prophecies which can have a very negative impact on the person given
that label. These individuals are frequently stigmatized as in some way
inferior. Labels tend to put such value on intellectual and verbal skills
that an assumption is generated tl2at people labeled "mentally retarded"
aren't really human like the rest of us. There has been a lot of good work
done in attacking this stereotype and in changing public attitudes. There
have been some interesting studies recently.showing attitudes in the em-
ployment sector by co-workers towards mentally retarded workers.
Where there used to be an incl. Tble amount of prejudice towards mentally
retarded workers, the recent

r
,llup study clone for PCMR shows that

these attitudes are changing. But still, there is a lot of prejudice, and
even apart from the stigma of the label, it's just a fact that very impor-
tant consequences, both positive and negative, follow from the classifica-
tion as "mentally retarded." One might have the right to special education,-
for instance, or special services or programs, but, on the other hand,
one might be denied licenses or insurance.

Beg-inning in the area of education, we've gotten decisions which say this
classification is so important we have to have due process both in terms
of fair substance of standards and in terms of procedures to make sure
the label is applied correctly. There have been several school cases,
one called Larry P. v. Riles, challenging the classification of pea-sons
from minority racial or ethnic groups as mentally retarded on the grounds
that the tests are culturally or racially biased. Now, in the federal Edu-
cation for All Handicapped Children Act we have standards that were ofdered
earlier in the Park case and in the Mills case to ensure that before per-
sons are labeled mentally retarded and before decisions about placement
following from those labels are made, there be minimum due process
procedural protections, like a right to notice that the classification dcci-
sion is coming up, to be present, to have an advocate to assist you if you
wish, to question the label or the placement, etc.

Closely related to this are some very interesting decisions attacking the
notion of unitary competency that is, the notion that mentally retarded
persons are either competent to do everything or coml. ,ent to do nothing,
and also attacking the notion that jUst because a person has been in an in-
stitution he is automatically incompetent. That's a notion which has
existed in the law .and is patently ridiculous. A lot of mentally retarded
persons do, for instance, voluntarily admit themselves to institutions,
but in many states, as a matter of law, anyone who has been in a state
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institution loses all of his basic rights and privileges as a citizen and is
considered incompetent unless there is a special judicial hearing to re-
verse that status'. What's now beginning to 'evolve in the law is the notion
that a .person might not be competent to handle detailed monetary affairs
but might be perfectly competent to make personal decisions even about
such things as marrying or having a family, voting or driving.

With this is corning a whole different system of guardianship that tries to
give a person a guardianship tailored to his individual needs. A person
who is moderately retarded but-needs some assistance will not lose any
rights by.being declared incompetent. He could be given some kind of
advocate service he can rely on or could have an ombudsman he can go
to or perhaps a facilitative guardianship which pi ,vides an advisor if
the retarded person wants it but not a guardian of the person and estate...
who will have full power to act on behalf of the mentally retarded individUal.

Just as the right to education in the public schools, or placement in a
community facility, is a less restrictive alternative to institutionalization,
so, too, is having a limited guardian less restrictive and allows for the
opportunity to exercise autonomy as fully as is possible.

Now there is a lot to say about right,- in the community, but Pm going to
conclude because I know time's up. Let me end With zoning, which I
gather is an issue of some importance to this group.

After beginning With the extreme cases of abuse of mentally retarded per-
sons in institutions, the trend now has been to focus on the more subtle
and pervasive, perhaps even more important, issues of the rights of these
people to be full citizens in the community. One of the crucial areas has
to do .with zoning.

There was a Supreme Court decision a couple of years ago in a case.
called Belle Terre which seemed to be very ominous for mentally re-
tarded persons. This was a case in which a group of college students,
unrelated by blood, tried to form a functional family, a commune, in an
area that had been zoned for single family re,sidential zones. The Supreme
Court upheld the right of the local coinmunity to zone,as it wishes and
said that this group didn't meet the requirements for being in a single
family residential zone and that they couldn't live there. At the time the
court's language seemed very ominous in terms Of the ri ht of mentally
retarded persons to live in a group home or foster 1The .in communities,
but I am happy to report that there's been a spate of cases in the last
year which seem to be upholding the rights of retar ed individuals to live

in family-like situations in the community. There sas a very good case
recently in New York which is called Little Neck Community Association

10



v. Working C.).ganization for Retarded Children. There was also a good
decision called Anderson v. City of Shoreview a little while back in Min-
nesota. There's been another important decision in Los Angeles. Tak-
ing thc New York case as a prototype, the community, in trying to reject
thc mentally retarded persons, made the argument that only families re-
lated 'by blood were allowed. The court rejected the argument, and it was
affirmed on appeal within the state court system. There was a state Tol-
icy, as is the case in many states, that normalization and deinstitution-
alization were to be fostered and filat mentally retarded persons were to
be accepted as. fulI citizens in the community. The court held that it
would violate state policy and constitutional riOts for local zoning ordi-
nances to be used to keep such persons out.of the community, and although
it was reasonable to have areas that were zoned for families, it was im-
portant to look at the 'family functionally. So long as there was a sense
Of stability and continuity, regardloss of whether the persons in this group
home were related by blood ties or not, they had a light to be in this sin-
gle family residential zone.

I haven't begun to be able to cover everything. I h.ave been trying to give
an overview of the legal rights movement. Although a lot of the early
cases began in the institutional area, the focus of attention and energy has

clearly shifted to the issue of how mentally retarded persons can function
and be protected as citizens in the community. The legal effort should
dovetail very nicely with the efforts of other planners and persons trying
to promote deinstitutionalization.

Editor's Note: Mr. Friedman has just finished an inexpensive and quite
comprehensive paperback entitled An American Civil Liberties Union
Handbook: The Rights of Mentally Retarded Persons which is published
by Avon Books and is available both at local stores and through Avon
Books, Mail Order Department, 250 W. 55th Street, New York, New York
10019, at the price of $1.50 plus 25 cents per copy for mailing. This book
covers the full scope of the rights,of mentally retarded persons, including

an introduction, and major sections on the problems of classification,
overview of civil commitment, competency and guardianship proceedings;
rights of mentally retarded persons in institutions; rights of mentally re-
tarded persons in the community; rights of mentally retarded persons in
the criminal process; and the right to a legal advocate, plus a select glos-
sary,' select bibliography, list of ..-esource organizations and other appen-
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Accountability and
Monitoring

ED SKARNULIS

"Watch what we do, not what we say." John Mitchell, former U.S.

Attorney General, 1969.

INTRODUCTION:

Eleanor Elkin's historical review vividly portrays the frustration of

parents in trying to unlock the doors of institution snakepits in the 1950's.

She relates how difficult it was to get information and how all of you

worked alone or in small groups. How nice it would be if the efforts of

those early years had brought an end to the exploitation and abuse of

mentally retarded persons.

But Willowbrook, Part low, Johns Hopkins HospitAl, Sun land and other

horror stories of the 70's remind us that two and one-half decades of

work didn't end blatant abuse and neglect. In fact, with the advent of

public support and awareness a different set of problems has emerged.

New resources provided by enlightened government representatives
have spawned a breed of service providers who must charitably be called

mercenaries. Unctuous, glib, smooth talking--they prey on families

who have had no help before and are wining to place themselves in the

protective hands of charlatans offering relief, however inappropriate.

Tired, burned-out ARC members who got part of what they fought for

have become more concerned with preserving what they've got than push-

ing for more. This makes recruitment for monitoring committees dif-

ficult. It, on occasion, even results in one group of parents actually

1 0 2
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defending dehumanizing conditions and incompetent service providers
against another group who are trying to upgrade those conditions and
remove those,providers,

We're not alone. These are logical .outcomes reminiscent of the mental
health, civil rights, "War on Poverty," and other human rights move-
ments. They tell 1.19 that monitoring is still terribly important and that
we need a more mature parent organization with, a permanent commit-
ment to Robert Frost's Stopping by the, Woods on a Snowy Evening: "Hut
I have prom'ises to keep. Ancl miles to go before I sleep, and miles to
L2;o before I sleep."

WHAT IS MONITORING?

Three words will appear frequently in this paper. The word "monitoring"
simply means "to watch, observe or cheek." Someone acts as an over-
seer who warns when a job isn't done or isn't done right and instructs
on how to do it the way itshould be done- Note the dual task of both
warning and instructing. The second word is "responsibility," by which
we mean "...liable to be called upon to answer as the primary cause,
motiye agent.. , " (Webster's). Third, "accountability" refers to the one
answerable for a jou not being done, the place where the buck stops.

Thus, when we monitor (watch, warn and instruct), we're concerned with
identifying who is responsible for doing something or,seeing it gets done
and knowing if it isn't done who wilLultimately be held accountable.
Remember that a ward aide may be responsible for doing a job but may
not be the one to hold accountable if it either isn't done or isn't done right.

.That may have to be the superintendent or director.

REPRESENTATIVES IN THE PROCESS:

The most difficult part of monitoring is the need to focus energy where
it will do the most good. For example, it would be wasteful if every
local unit of NARC attempted to set up a lobby in Washington, D.C., to
influence legislation at that level. Instead, each local Association could
serve on a network when NARC's Washington office needs people to con-
tact individual congTessmen and senators (which is, we hope,, exactly
how the system of ARC units operates). The following arc some approaches
to monitoring that have been used':

A. Level of Power

1. Local
9. State
3. National
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13. Population Served

1. Private organiz: tions
2. Public

C. Location in Hierarchy

1. Internal monitoring, e. g. , as a board member
2. External monitoring, e.g. , as a consumer looking in

D.. Authority for Monitorirg

1. Standard Setting, voluntary, (AC/MR-D1) ,1 PASS 2)

9, Standard Setting, legal or involuntary, (Health Dept. , Welfare,
Licensing, Zoning)

This paper looks at rnonitorir4 as a "vested interest. " Consumers, the
people who pay (funders) and tthe people who serve (service providers)
have something to gain by good monitoring. Whether one is employed in
an aency, receives services from the agency or is the benefactor who
pays the bills, a person can monitor. Too often we approach this suLject
solely from the point of view of the consumer watching, warning and in-
structing the service provider. The consumers are depicted as noble
souls and the program employees as devious miscreants: No one has a
monopoly on morally correct behavior. Many residential aides, nurses
and administrators have been outspoken advocates for mentally retarded
citizens, risking their jobs to bring problems to the attention of author-
ities or parents.

More and more service providers are willing to look at themselves and
invite others in to do the same. Often it is a person in the system that
exposes a bad situation. Dismantling institutions may be facilitated more
by progressive superintendents than by demands for reform from the
outside. (The Macomb-Oakland, Michigan experience is a good example.)

1 Standards for Community Agencies Serving Persons with Mental Retarda-
tion and Other Developmental Disabilities. Chicago, Illinois: Accred:-
itation Council for Services 'for Mentally Retarded and Other Develop-
mentally Disabled Persons, Joint Commission on Accreditation of
Hospitals, 1975.

2Wolfensberger, W. & Glenn, L. PASS III. Program Analysis of Serv-1

ice Systems. A Method for the Quantitive Evaluation 01 Human Serv-
ices. Field Manual and Handbook. Toronto, Canada: National
Institute on Mental Retardation, 1973.

vested
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The people most conce nied with monitoring slmuld be the consumers of
the service. Consumers include mentally retarded persons, the "primary"
consunwrs, or his parents who also receive services but are "secondary"
cele.mmers since. the help givepetnin is almost always a way to help the
retarded adult or child. We s\Iruld include in tins category consumer -

representatives, such as courts, citizen advocates, ARCs, etc. They're
also cencerned that the interests of a mentally retarded citizen arc
safeellarded.

In an era of "tax-payer's revolt" it would be naive to ignore the public and
private funding groups who increasingly want to participate in monitoring.
These are not our adversaries (although they may have been viewed that
way), hut partners. Wouldn't it be interesting to see the reactions of

people if our press releases took a new approach, devoid of the predict-
able demand for More funds for more services'? We could join with
people who provide financial support for our programs to move beyond
quality to fiscal issues as well. Arc schools that put all handicapped kids
into special education cost-effective? Can we afford two'separate sys-
tems, institution and community-based? Who, is responsible for re-
directing funds appropriated by Congress away from deinstitutionaliza-
tion toward bigger and better institutions? Do monolithic agencies
established 'to serve several disability groups achieve that goal? (Many
times we find/Programs helping one group at the expense of another.)
Is Developmental Disabilities working? Why or why not?

Private funding sources, such as United Way, need to be told how ef-
fectively their money is being used. Far better for us as consumer
representatives to lead the way in analyses than for them to make assess-
ments based on incomplete data.

It is easy to monitor agencies that have clear-cut responsibilities. For
example, one agency, in a defined geographic area and clearly desig-
nated as accountable for all mentally retarded citizens of that area, can
develop a system and be accountable for:

coordinating their own or other agency services;

monitoring their own and other agency services;

backup or filling gnps.

This is usually not the case, however, ana many agencies may share in
serving mentally retarded persons. Generie agencies like the "Y," Boy
Scouts and others need much help to understand how to be most effective.
Once educated they ean become very skilled at overseeing their myn oper-
ations.
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"HOW TO" roll CONSUMERS;

What follows is; a simple listing of ways that consumers, funders and
service providers can iimnitor themselves or others. Some safeguards
should be mentioned. Please don't deny service providers the same
rights you safeguard for mentally retarded persons. Monitoring need
not be an adversary procedure. You'll get far more cooperation from
_people if you begin by assuming good intentions rather than evil. Often
the "watchdog" approach to monitoring degenerates into a Machiavellian
approach with the rights of providers trampled on to help mentally re-
tarded persons. Surely it is naive to believe that we ever gained Tights
for consumers by denying them to others, it does matter that a resi-
dential employee has inadequate funds to do the job properly.. It is
important that in a public condemnation of a decrepit Tesidential program
credit be given to those who tried to .change it. Assertiveness, yes.
Incisive questioning,. yes. Seeing before believing, yes. Facts and
documentatron, yes. But subjugation of one group for the sake of an-
other, no.

Thus, carefully select your committee members. Be sure they know
whose needs are to be met by their work on the committee; those of the
mentally retarded, not their own.

A. Be in a position to influence others.

1. Form agency boards/advisOry committees.

2. Represent your agency in standard setting groups; e. g., United
Community Service, D. D. Councils, etc.

Insist on written contracts for services provided. This should
include agreement on the nature and quality of services.

4. Parti.cipate in established grievance procedures or propose them
if they don't exist.

5. Gain representation at all levels. For example, an ARC member
at every facility or on a program advisory committee could help
ensure good programs.

B. Ad Hoc Participation.

1. Legislative hearings, City Council meetings, County Board
meetings.

9. President's (Governor's, Mayor's) Committee on Handicapped.

3. United Way Fund Committees

) 6
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1. itle XX Public Ilearings.
Accreditation Council for Servi('es fer 1\1ental1y Retarded :ind
( )ther Developmentally Disabled Pe rs(ns (A( /MR-I)D) public
nu..,ctings Developinental uroup.

C. Establish Ombudsperson positions.

D. Ensure distribution of volunteer forces through:

1. Specialization (somebody with skills in finance, residential serv-
ices, education, etc.)

2. Division of labor. People at national levels (NARC) influencing
Accreditation Council for Services for Mentally Retarded and
Other Developmentally Disabled Persons, Developmental Dis-
abilities, federal legislators at thatdevel; state ARCs at the
next level; and your local ARC at point of service.

Traditionally consumers who monitor are viewed as "troublemakers', or
people who look only for problems. This leads to resistance by those
being monitored. IF this resistance is innocent, your positive comments
about What you see that is good should serve to reduce the barriers. If

it is resistance designed to hide intolerable conditions, the booklet by

Ifogdan, Observing in Institutions, should be helpful. 3

One last comment on reSidential monitoring by consumers. Residential
'services are often viewed as the most simple to provide. After all,

"everyone lives in a home." This simplistic view may get you into trouble.

It's easy to look at the cleanliness of the residence and not the way people

relate to each other. Parent complaints about missing socks in the

laundry take on exaggerated importance; and the quality of social life
becomes diminished. The temptation .todreeommend bulk food purchase
trid.turning off lights to save money becomes irresistable, but often
ignores realities like the exposure of residents to community by buying

at the local grocery store or the insignificant percentage of costs saved
through such efforts (personnel almost always accounts for 75% or more
of the costs). Encouraging providers to go pick up a donated pool table

may be unrealistic in view of inadequate s;affing levels.

"HOW TO" FOR FUNDING .$OURCES:

Whoever pays the bills commands a lot of power. You have a right (and
responsibility) to know why a service is provided, how much it costs,

3 Bogdan, R. Observing in Institutions. Syracuse, New York: Iluman

Policy Press, Syracuse University.
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3. Citizen adVocates.

4. AC/MR-DD, .PASS4 FUNDET, etc.

C. Mandated internal monitoring.

1. Visits to residences by all levels of administration.
9. Client/paient grievance procedures.

-.

3. Internal affairs committee to review allegations of misconduct
by stat...r make recommendations to management.

1. Built in safegudfds against abuse or neglect, e.g. , stqf
rotation, regular personnel evaluations, mandatory training,'
per'Sonnel exchanges with other agencies, mandated vaeations
and relief to prevent burnout.of staff.

D. Merting legal requirements.

1. City inspections - zoning, health, fire.

2. Welfare licensing, health department regulations.

3. "State rn4ital retardation office regulations.

. 4. Local, State protective services regulations.

SUMMAPY:

ARCs have historically advocated for the rights of all mentally retarded
4citizens. Sometimes they met resistance from the service providers

or had to fight to obt7ain funds for needed services. The funding sources
have ikot always responcied kindly to such efforts.

This Paper has tried to illustrate' that natural tension which exists among
servtce providers, funders and consumer groups may be either beneficial
or-pathological. As long as all groups agree to focus on mentally retarded
-persons, 'we'll stumble through our differences and work together. This
is called looking at the product rather than the process. A fewyears
ago I watched a.courageous grouP of counselors, 'vocational and residedntial
employeus try to get their admintstrators to stop an employee frpm
physically abusing the clients in lia residence. The administrators ad-
tonished these advocates by refusing to intervene. The reason? The
administrators were piqued because their fellow supeawisor '(whose re-

-1
s-nonsibility it was to monitor and prevent such abuse) was ptiblicly

4Residential Services: Position Statements of the National Association
for Retarded Citizens. Arlington, Texas: National Association fof,
Retarded Citizens, October 1976.

fir
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ernbarra'sed by the group's revelations. They were more concerned
with process than product.

As consumers, providers and funders let's join together to keep each
other honest.

1 0
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Public Institutions
Elisabeth Ludeman

Developmental Center

GEORGE F. GARLAND

The Elisabeth Lucleman Developmental Center is part of the Illinois De-
partnient of Mental Health Developmental Disabiiities and is accredited
by the Accreditation Council for Servibes for Mentally Retarded and Oi.her
Developmentally Disabled Persons (AC/MR-DD) of the Joint CommiF,sion
on Accreditation of Hospitals.:.

METHODS ..ND CRITEMA USED TO DETERMINE TNDIVIDUAL NEED

FOR ADMISSION:

During the past several years The system for.admitting a client to a state
residendal faeil)ty in Illinois has gone through coasiderable change. In

the early 1960's referrals were made through many avenues directly to
the State facilitY.- During this time there were lengthy waiting lists and
a three to'fOur year waiting period before residential services could be

It offered to th _ client in need. Howevyr, 'this was partially clue to the fact
that thn-e were only two state-operated.resiclential facilities for the men-
tally retarded in Illinois and very few community based programs.

In the late 1960's the Department nf Mental Health adopted a "zone con-
cept. " The state was divided into eight geographic zones. Each zone
was administered by a zone director and had the responsibility of seeing
that appropriate services were provided to clients in need within the
designated geographic areas. Introduced within the zone concept was the
beginning of a "case manager" system. This 'permitted rrferrals for serv-
ices to be made to the zone director. The referral information was then
passed on to the general office, whcre a central waiting list was estab-
Hshed for each of the facilities providing residential services-to the mentally

I
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retarded and mentally ill in Illinois. The case manager within each zorie
would attempt to discuss the individual needs of the client with appropri-
ate personnel and family members to determine the best programs avail-
able within that zone prior to making a referral to a state residential
facility. In the early 1970's the State of Illinois was reorganized into
seven regions. Thc regional,organization was a modification of the "zone
concept"; an added feature of the "region organization" was that all state
agencies would recognize the same boundaries in providing services.
For th.- most part, this has been done, which allows agencies to work .

more eifectively together in providing services to clients.

The Chicago Metropolitan Area is one service region, subdivided into
nine subregions, each of which serves a specific geographic arca. Each
subregion has services for both mentally retarded and mentally ill, which
provide for better monitoring and followup of services.

,1n0the1' aspect of the region organization was the designation of an indi
vidual within each region whose responsibility was to see that services
were provided to the developmentally disabled, This has helpt.fd a great
deal in pinpointing specific service needs in each region.

During this time, in the Chieago area, a central referral agency was
adopted, this being the Illinois State Pediatric Institute which is now the

liribis Institute for Developmental Disabilities. This facility would
screen and complete cornprehensive evaluations on prospective clielits
needing service in the Chicago area.

After the initial screening, the Ingtitut( would then contact the appropri-
ate state facility for possible admission. It was soon recognized, however,
that it was becoming increasingly difficult for a single referral agency to
operate effectively. TJAis facility was having difficulty in handling the
large ease load and was not able to effectively utilize the number of com-
munfty services,which were availabl, throughout the Chicago Metropoli-
tan Area.

In 1973 the Department of Mental Health was able to abolish its waiting
list for admission to state-opc -lied residential facilities. ,This was due
to the building of new facilities throughout the state, increased commun-
ity programs and additional funding appropriated for individual care grants
which allowed the Departmentlo purchase care outside of state-werated
facilities.

In early 1975 the Chicagn Region also began using a ease manager system.
Within this system clients are referred for services to the case manager
within the subregion. One of the specific responsibilities Of the ease

2
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manager is to begin to deal effectively with the parents and to find the least
restrictive environment possible. to ,provide the needed services to the client.
If it is felt that services needod can best be provided in a state facility, the
ease manager then contacts the Coordinator of Placement for the region who
passes on the referral information to the appropriate residential care facility.
Upon receipt of the client referral at the facility, staff will meet to review the
referral and begin to determine appropriateness for admission.

The next step is to set up a pre-admission staffing. This staffing includes
parents, a representative from the appropriate subregion and an interdis-
ciplinary team from the unit in which.the client will reside. This interdis-
ciplinary team inelt,des a physician, :a nurse, a psychologist, an activity
thei:apist, a behavior specialist, mental health technicians and any other
appropriate personnel, depending-con the individual needs of thvPent. At
the pre-admission staffing the final decision is made as to whether or not
the client does need admission, and initial plans are made fer an, thdividu-
al habilitation program. Also established at this staffing is the'beginning
of a very close working relationship between the staff, the parent(s) and
the .cl ient.

THE DEVELOPMENT OF INDIVIDUAL PROGRAM PLANS:

Before describing methods and procedures of developing individual habilita-.
tion plans for residents at Luciernan, I would like to.takea minute to gen-
erally describe the organizational stnicture of the Center. The Center is
administered by a Superintendent, with the assistance of an Executive Com-
mittee which consists of all the top management personnel. The facility
operates within a "unit system" anti is divided into five administrative anits,
each functioning under the direction of a Unit Administrator (who is a mem-
ber of the Extcutive Committee). The uniVis the base of operation, each
unit being comprised of ten homes, eight/residents to a home, one neighbor-
hood house and approximately 120 s.taff wIlo provide direct care, home
management and specialized services t6 the residents who reside in the
unit. Approximately 96 staff members are mental health technicians whose
responsibility it is to work directly in the homes with theresidents 24 hours
a day, sevep days a week. The remaining staff members are from a variety
of disciplines and eaeh,unit typioally has a physician, educators, speech
therapist, nurSes, psy ologists, activity therapists, social worker, a
self-care specialist and a fogram coordinator who is primarily respon:
sible for seeing that effective pi=ograms are developed and implemented.
Also, within each unit is a supervisor for each of the homes.

Notv let us talk about the development of indiv.idual habilitation plans and
begin with fol!owing a Client who has had a pre-admission staffing, and the
decision has been reached that admission to the Center should take place.

I
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Within 72 hours after a resident is admitted a post-admission staffing is
held, at which an initial treatment plan is prepared.

Within 14 days after. the implementation of the initial treatment plan, a
more detailed staffing is held and a revised plan is entered in the resi-
dent's record, in.keeping with the AC/MR-DD Accreditation Standards
and Illinois Department of Mental lIealth and Developmental Disability
rules.

At this time all services within the unit are represented and a summary
of their evaluations concerning the resident is presented. For' example:
a pSychological evaluation - a hearing evaluation a speeelLe.6luation -

'a physical therapy evaluation - an educational evaluatiOn etc. arc pre-
sented. From these evaluations and a discussion with the home staff and
the parent an initial treatment plan is developed.

During these staffings, short-term and initial ld-ng-range goals are set for
the resident by the interdisciplinary team, which includes the parent(s).
The _team determines the basic needs of the resident and prioritizes these
needs. This is a very important,part-of.developing an individual pregram
for each. resident. The interdiseiplinary team must focus on identifying
the developmental needs of the resident and avising wayS to meet them.
Porticipating team members share all information and recominendations
so a-unified and integrated habilitation program plan is developed. This
allows the staff to look at the resident as a total person and also allows
all staff to work towards the same end with ca.:sh resident.

Following these Staffings, all programs on each resident are reviewed at
least once every .30 days in aMonthly Review.which is conducted very sim-
ilarly to the post-admission staffing. Various staff members are involved
in accordance with the individual needs of the resident and the programs
which are currently-,being implemented. Parents and other invoivpd rela-
tives or guardians are invited to attend each Monthly RevieW, as well as
the representative from the subregion, if programmatically indicated.

During this Monthly Review each current program in Which the resident has
been involved is reviewed and progress noted. Problems are discussed
and treatment programs recommended. Additional goals are established)
or present programs may be deleted or modified ,. either bechuse they
have riot been successful or because staff has succeeded in accomplishing
the goals.

In additOn_to the-Mbnthly Review, an Annual Staffing is held for' each resi-
dent. During the Annual Staffing the entire interdisciplinary team must be
present. This team includes the parents and/or guardian and the subregion

1



staff representatives. During this staffing long-range goals are revieWed

and objectiVes set for the coming 12 months. The evaluation of these pro-
grams in regard to their success, failure, need for modification and .So
forth, can be clone in a variety of ways. Some of the more traditional means.
Of evaluation, such as comprehensive educational evaluations, speech and
hearing evaluations, psychological evaluations, etc. are completed for
each resident and are usually presented at the formulation of the initial
treatinent plan and the Annual Staffing. This gives staff updated informa-
tion cOncerning individual programs.

However, in addition to the more traditional means of -waluating a program,
the individual training programs are reviewed at each Monthly Review.
During these Monthly Reviews the data can be evaluated by staff present
and discussions take place to determine success of the program and the
prognOsis for the resident who is participating in that program. lt is felt
that this is a very important part of the continuation of the evaluation
process. Should there be need for program iodification or change, this

can be initiated and followed through as a result of the Monthly ReView.

If new programs are indicated the new programs are then designed by the
specialist in the appropriate disciplines working within the unit, in cooper-

,.ation with the home supervisor,and the mental health technicians-who work
direetly with the resident. In further aiding the Staff in the develOpment

of individual programs', a program format development sheet is used.
This takes into consideration relevant aspects of developing and reviewing
a program which tells af a glance what the specific goals are.

At the Center other means of reviewing specialized programs or evalu-
ating program outcomes are alsO utilized before they are individually im-
plemented. Thfs is done through review by various committees such as a
Human Rights Comtnittee and a Utilization Review-Committee. ludeman
has a very active Human RiOts Cominittee. It meets twice each month
and is involved in the process of previewing any specialized behavior man-
agement programs recommended for the residents, The Pornmittee con-
sists of four staff members from the facility and four parents. It is the

-Olt staff's responsibility to present the specialized program before the
Human Rights Committee which then reviews it to ensure that all rights
of the resident involved are protected and offers suggestions to the unit
staff before the program is implemented. The Human Rights Committee
is used as an advisory cornmittee to the Superintendent and to the unit staff
concerning the appropriateness of specialized treatment programs and
procedures.

The Utilization Review Committee functions to evaluate each unit's ef-
fectiveness in providing adequate services and appropriate programs,
according to the needs of each resident. This committee looks at the total
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needs of the resident and ensures that recommended habilitative procedures
are being implcmented. If a program is going to succeed, it must be sup-
ported by the interdisciplinary team. Additionally, the daily implementa-
tion of each resident's program by the Mental Health Technicians is criti-
cal and must be consistent to ensurc the successful development of each
resident.

Programs are carried out within each unit and/or within the individual
home where the resident lives. A homelike setting is beneficial in de-
veloping normalized programs which include the development of appropri-
ate behaviors, self-care skills and social development. This is not to

- say, however, that the residents are not involved in speciailized programs;
in fact, most of the residents in each unit are in some type of a special
eclucationProgram each da: - an activity program a speech program -
or other types of specialized programs, depending on the individUal needs
of the resident.

Lucleman, upon being surveyed by the Accreditation Council, ;las been
accredited for the pasftwo years and, upon a recent resurvey, was reac-
credited for an additional two years.

Now that the resident has been taken through the various stages of program
development, let us take a look at a typical day at Ludeman and some of
the programs in which a resident is involved.

AN OVERVIEW OF VARIOUS SERV/CE COMPONENTS ASSOCIATED WITH

THE CENTER, ALSO DIFFERENTIATING BETWEEN.THOSE. SERVICES
PROVIDED THROUGH OTHER SERVICES:

\\Then the Ludeman Center was constructed, it was constructed totally as
a subdivision to become an integral part of a south suburban community
of metropolitan Chicago. Park Forest is a progressive village of more
than 30,000 people'.,When the State of Illinois Department of.Mer.tal Health
decided it would like to build a facility in the Park Forpst area, repre-
sentatives apprOached the village trustees concerning available land. As
a result of these negotiations, the village agreed to welcome a state facil-
ity for the mentally retarded in the center of their community. The
trustees were impressed with the architectural drawings and the overall,'
program plans that had been developed for the Center and felt this Center
would blend nicely into their community'.

The Center does not have apower plant or central dietary complex, as
exist in most traditional state facilities. These types of considerations
were well planned prior to its construction. As the facility was developed

as a subdivision, each home or living unit is totally self-sufficient. Each
home is supplied with gas and electricity from public utilities and receives
its own electric acid gas bills. 1,6
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The food service is contractual and food is provided to each home, much
in the same style you would receive while taking a lengthy airplane flight.
The food is delivered daily in portion controlled packages and is then re-
constituted and served family style in each home. Technicians are able to
eat with the residents, allowing for training and modeling to assist in de-
veloping good eating habits.

The Center also contracts for pharmacy services.. This allows for an in-
k. clividual unit close prescription for each resident. No prescription at the

facility may be written for more than 30 clays. This ensures that all pre-
scriptions written for the resident must be reviewed by a physician and,
in Some cases, the interdisCiplinary team, at least once every 30 days.
This system has helped in solving various medication problems so many
facilities sometimes encounter.

Additionally, the Center does not have central housekeeping staff, and '
therefore, must contract for its housekeeping service. ,..The housekeeping
contract provides daily cleaning services for the large administrative build-
ings and a service to each home once each four months:. This service is
a very thorough cleaning, such as stripping and waxing the floors, wash-
ing the walls, etc. which is in addition to the regular routine cleaning
which is clone daily by the technicians. Ite:31

Another major and innovative Step in providing services to the residents
is that each resident who is capable is taken downtown to shop so as to
help select his or her own clothing. Clothes are purchased in the same
manner you wouldpurchase your own. This allows residents to be dressed
much more appropriately and in current styles.

Also, since laundry is done in each home, this allows the staff and resi-
dents to take better care of and keep better track of the clothes.

7he Center does not have a hospital or a medical/surgical building. There
is, however, .a ten-bed Health Center, which provides basic first aid mea-
sures and short-term eonvalescence for common illnesses and injuries.
Beyond that, the resident is transported to a local community hospital for

treatment, which helps assure the residents of receiving the highest qual-
ity medical and nursing care.

Additionally, since the facility is located over 60 acres of ground, there is
ali.enormous job of providing adequate grounds maintenance. The Center
has foUnd this service can best be contracted for and, therefore, the grounds
maintenance, lawn care and snow removal is handled by a contractor.
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The village of Park Forest also plays an important part in providing
direct and indirect services to the Center, its .staff and residents. Some
of the security is provided by the police department of the village of Park
Forest. As the Center is part of the village, the police do patrol the
streets, providing security as they do any other area of the village. Row-
ever, for hours throughout the night and in the early morning, a contpctual
agreement was established with a security agency.which affords the resi-
dents and staff even more protection during theSChours.

The village also provides the Center with an excellent fire protection pro-
gram. The Center fire alarms are hooked directly into the Park Forest
system and should assistance be needed from the fire department, they can
be at any location within the Center within approximately three minUtes
after the alarm:has been sounded. The fire department has continually
assisted ,us in training staff in proper fire.prevention methods and in sur-
veying the buildings to make sure we age meeting the necessary fire codes.

Additionally, the fire department provide's the Center with a paramedic
program. The ambulancecan also be at any location within the Center
Ixit:hin approximately three minutes fo transport a resident to a local com-
munity hospital, if needed.

Another program and service provided to the Center and its residents is
the Foster Grandparent .Program. This program, .totally funded by the
Federal Government, provides a service that benefits many of the resi-
dents individually. At the present time foster grandparents' services are
provided from two surrounding counties - Cook County, which encompasses
the Chicago area, and Will County, just south of Cook._

The Center also provideS for religious education experiences 'through con-
tractual services. This service is called SPRED, which stands for
Special ReIigous Education. This is a .division of the religous education
program of the Archdiocese of Chicago. SPRED titilizes only volunteers
is interdenominational and attempts to prepare residents to be able to
attend appropriate religous services within the surrounding community.

Due tO the enactment of public school, legislation relating tO special educa-
tion, many of the Center's residents are attending schools within.the sur-
rounding communities.

The Center provides needed central or specialized services to the residents.
These include: physical therapy, dental, tonsorial, audiOlogy and a large
supportive role from our engineering service. Even though.the Center has
contractual agreements for glass -replacement,- pluMbing, carpentry, etc.,

1.8
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it is Engineering's responsibility to see that the homes operate efficiently
on a day-to-day basis. ,Therefore, all minor repairs and modifications
are handled by Engineering.

Another integral service provided is staff training and development. All

staff working in the direct care area must complete an extensive training
program before being assigned to work directly with the residents. This
includes 120 classroom hours and 400 hours of on-the-job training. This
type of training is required as personnel advance or receive promotions
while working at the Center. This extensive training helps to assure that
the residents are receiving quality care, training and education from the
staff. Many instructors utilized .also work directly in the unit, which al-
lows them to have first-hand information nnd teach from current experi-
ences as \yell as theory.

As has been explained, the Center does have a variety of contractual serv-
ices and must rely heavily on the community around it. It is felt that by
utilizing theSe types of contractual services the Center is able to operate
more efficiently. It allows for a more effective management of affairs in
the direct care areas; in other words, those areas providing direct care
to.the residents. Because of this, approximately 85% of the staff is as-
signed within the five programmatic units. Contracts are bid annually
on a c )mpetitive basis and have an option renewal for one year if all as-
pects of the contract remain the same.

THE SOURCES OF FUNDING

The Elisabeth Ludeman Developmental Center is a state-operated facility;
therefore, the budget is totally dependent upon State of. Illinois tax money.
However, the Center does receive some funds through federal grants -
these being Title I, Special Education Programs The Comprehensive
Employment and Training Act, as well as the Association of Rehabilitation

,
iFacilties, N...,hich provides additional funds for staff training and develop-

ment.

The Elisabeth Ludeman Develop Mental Center was recently certified as
an intermediate care facility for the developmentally disabled by the
Illinois Department of Public Health. As a result of this certification
the Department of Mental Health and Developmental Disabilities will be
receiving matching funds through Title XIk of the Social Security Act from
the Federal Department of Health, Education and Welfare.

In Illinois the'Departinent of Public& Aid is the monitoring agency, and to
receive certification tkefacilitymust meet the standards for licensure
of intenriediate carcilities and have a licensed nursing home admin-
istrator on the staff.
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As of this time, it is undetermined how much the exact yearly reimburse-
ment will be as a result of Lucleman's certification.

In regard to strategfes related to program development and assessment,
it is recommen(Ied that you request to participate in either the AC/MR-1)D
Accreditation survey or the Intermediate Care Facility Certification sur-
vey, or both. Just participating in these two surveys gives and provides
each facility a tremendous-amount of insight into quality of programs and
overall services bem ng. presented to the residents. This provides a moie
objective viewing of.programs and services and provides you with invalu-
able information as to where, when and how services and personnel need
to be upgraded and added. Therefore, it iS re ommended that even if itc

is felt ac.creditation and/or certification stai
,td)

ards cannot be totally'rnet,
a survey should he requested.

THE RELEVANCY OF FEDERAL,. STATE AND LOCAL LAWS,
REGULATIONS AND ORDINANCES AND CODES UPON THE OPERATION
OF THE FACILITY:

The establishment of local, state and federal laws, regulations and codes
had the most impact prior to the construction and implementation of the
Dickman Center. The facility was built with the intent of becoming .ac-
credited and providing the highest quality programs and services possible
to the retarded. The impact of these regulations and codes has been
posit:ve and.hclpful in maintaining a most unique physical plant and for
the Center to continue to be able to provide quality services and programs
to the residents. Certainly those rules and regulations affecting the
Center the most arc our own Mental Health Codes and Department of
Mental 'Health and Develop7nenial Disabilities rules and regulations; right-
to-treatment suits issued in Cook County; the AC/MR-DD Standards;
Minimum StandardS, Rules and Regulations for Licensure of Intermediate
Care Facilities for the Developmentally Disabled; public school legisla-
tion; and state and national fire codes.

To summarize the historY and development of the Ludeman Center and its-.
programs, a slide presentation will conclude my part of the program.

Following the-question and answers session, there are handouts for your
information which include the Monthly Review format, the Annual Staffing
format and the Program Development format.
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Group Homes

Pennsylvania .Department of
Public Welfare

r2^

MEL KNOWLTON

The Pennsylvania Office of Mental Retivelation has considered various
alternatives for providing the mentally retarded citizens of Pennsylvania
with living situations that will enable each individual to reach his or her
maximum social and developmental potential. With this goal in mind,
the following is an outline of the residential priorities of the Office of
Mental Retardation:

Priority I - Support Services Necessary to Keep a
Child at Home with Parents or Adults Living Inde-
pendently:

1. Public Education, pre-school training, vocational training;

2. Family training and education;

3. Family relief or respite care;

4. Homemaker services -
Babysitters,
Family aides,
Homemakers;

5. Visiting nurse services;

6. In-hoine support (developmental training);

7. Transportation;

8. Leisure time activities;

9. State or federal financial subsidy to parents.
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The Offico of Mental Reta rdation funds all the preeeding support services,
eNeePt for numbers 1 and 9, through a program calledTamily Resource
Services. The develwinent of the59 programs is based on priorities set
by.the, counties and cntingent on the' availability of funds.

countY priorities and funaing availa!lility determine the eNtent to which
cach support service category is developed.

priority II .- Adoptive aud Foster Homes
,

.

Adoptive and foster honlos for children offer the same type of home en-
vironment as would natural horne. Whereas sge consider adoptive
homes as being sYneuyinous with the natural hoine, we view foster
hornes as providing opportunities -for foster par,ents to,get.acquainted
-with mentmly retark,d children before eventually adopting thew ;All-

a the support serviQes
available in priority I are also available to .

adoptive and foster parents. .

'priority lIl - Community Living Arrangements

In April 1972, the pennsylvania Department of Publie Welfare (DPW)
initiated the Community Livin,g Arrangements Program (CU:). Though
the CLA continuum osidential services was based on the residential
continuum developed in Omaha, N k in the late I.C.)GO's, it wasebras--na.,a
somewhat revised to more Pennsylva 1 ecific.

In contrast to the 1.7 million dollar budget for the first year of the CIA
program, the budget for the present fiseal year is 16.1 million dollars.
This program eurrently has over 2,200 people in residence and has
served another 1,200 individuals who have left the program to live in-
dependently in the community or to move back home with their families.

...

The Pennsylvania cLA program is 100% state deficit funded with the
basic knding being dollars. Though,far less than flie state monies
earmarked arT-payments

for the eT.A Prograni, a souree of outside income is resi-
dents/ rOom and ix)

mental seeuritY
marily from their Supple-

Income (SSD benefits or from
derived pri

any other souree of in-

come, providers enrrentlY charge residents an average of $130 a
month for room and boa course, those residents Who lease their

directly
rd. Of

rsvn
apartments from a landlord may pay more than this amount.

, iiThe c/..,A program is progam funded; that is, each agency providing
I resideraial services receives an annual eash grant on a quarterly basis
froni the counties. provider agencies reeeive the first quarter

(
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at the beginning of the fiscal year; however, from the secona quarter
they bill the county monthly for approved line-item expenditures.

Initital funding is predicated on the submission of a residential services
plan by the county. After approval and funding of the plan, the county
may decide to provide residential services itself or contract with a pri-
vate provider. With a few exceptions, counties in Pennsylvaqia elect to
contract with private providers, most of which are non-profit. We do
allow counties to contract with pro:int-making providers. At present we
have two such providers in Pennsylvania.

After the counties receive notification of available funding, they may re-
quest private provider -agencies to submit applications indicating their
willingness and ability to provide the necessary residential services,
Actually, a qUestionnaire based on the sophisticated instrument, P ro -
gram Analysis of Service Systems (PASS)is used to -

evaluate CLA programs. The approved applicalion is all that is neces-
sary for a private provider agency to receive funding. It need not have
private funds, staff or a facility.

Also tied into the resisidential funding; beginn:.g July 1, 1976, is the auto-
, matic funding of 901;' of the cost of vocational (workshop) training for
residents entering newly funded CLA prograMs. The county is respon-
sible for the remaining 10% of the cost for this training.

The following three major criteria niust be met to receive these voca-
tional training monies:

All residents must atter_t day programs outskie their living
accommodations;

To the greatest'possible degree, natural parents and/or
the family should be kept involved in the vocational develop-
ment of the "CLA resident; and

Because of our concern with deinstitutionalization and pre-7

ventiuii of institutionalization, we ask that.50% of the CLA
residents be from public or private institutiocis and 50f'r
from the community.

The CLA Program was developed to provide a continuum of community-
based residential services as alternatives to institutionalization. This
continuum for residents of all ages and functional levels is as follows:

Developmental Maximation. Unit:

Medically complex or multi-handicapped individuals live

z2:3
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in this type of CLA Program because they need special medi-
cal care along with basic developmental training.

Intensive Habit Shaping:

To acquire adequate personal-care habits and to change
severe behavioral problems, severely and protoundly retarded
persons live in this type of program but only on a temporary
basis approximately 12 to 18 months.

Structured Correctional:

Difficult-to-manage retarded persons, especially those with
anti-social behavior, participate in this type of program.

Child Development:

The primary goal of:community placement for retarded in-
dividuals ranging in age from birth to approximately 18
is to provide both developmental training and also the teach-
ing of skills normally learned at home.

Adult Training:

Retarded adults -- aged 18 and over -7 participate in this
CLA program to develop and, if possible, to master the
soc;al skills necessary for integration into the mainstrea:q
of the community.

Adult Minimal Supervision:

After having developed and mastered the skills necessarK for
integration into the 'community, this type of CLA progTam en-
ables.retarded adults to have minimal staff assistance before
moving into 'completely independenqiving situations.

Family Relief:

This kind of CLA program offers an alternative to in3titu-
tionalization for persons who require short-term emergency
or relief care for their retarded family member(s).

Regarding the community residential situation most conducive to a per-
son's development toward his or her greatest potential, we consider -
as emphasized earlier - the natural home for children and independent
living accommodations for adults asOeing our first priority. Neverthe-
less, sinee.many individuals with special needs have not been able to
have these nee,ds filet through living either in their natural homes (if
'children) or in independent living situations (if adults) we developed
supervised resRlëal alternatives.

121
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In our early years most of these settings were group homes for six to
eight residents and an appropriate number of live-in staff. Eventually,
however, many group home providers recognized the need to expand .

from group homes to smaller and less restrictive residential settings.
While providers of adult group homes were largely responsible., for ini-
tiat'ng this movement, providers of children's programs soon followed,
with Mercer County ARC implementing the first children's apartment
program in Pennsylvania.

Tftis trc.nd has caused a draniatie change in the overall appearance of .

the CLA Progr tm. For instance, in the first two years of operation we
funded 100 group homes and only 50 apartments; whereas, in the pasi.
xvo and one-half years we hove implemanted Over -WO apartment and

F,:nall Mine prograns and onl 25 group homes.

Since 01. If providers have demonstrated that they can provide better serv-
ices in smaller, less restrictive environments than are found in group
homes, we prefer to fiffid few new group home programs. As regards ex-
isting group homes, we have no policy to phase them out. The future of
exoup homes, however, would seem to fall within the following parameters:

To provide residential services as originally approved and
funded;

To provide residential services of a more specialized
nature;

To serve as core residential progTams to less restrictive
satellite residential programs;

To be sold or leased to other agencies providing services for
non-retarded individuals mho have special residential needs.

Priority IV - Nursing Homes
This type of living situation is for the aged mentally retarded individual

.

who has no other more appropriate (or available) residential alternative.

Priority V Institution
When the social services system doesn't offer the preceding four prior-
ities, the public or private institution would be a residential 'alternative.

The following section diSeusses the PennsYlvania Base Service Unit func-
tion, Mental Retardation Unit function and the procedure to place individir--
als in CLA programs:

cildren's

apartment

'group

humus
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At a minimum, the Base Service Unit, a component or the County Mental
Ilealth/Mental Retardation System, performs the following functions:

Intake study;

Referral;
t Development of an individual comprehensive program;

Coord Ilion of client services; and

Monitoring of client service.

.

The Base Service Unit may deliver the service either directly or through
.arrangement with other resources; however,, the' Base Service Unit main-
tains responsibility for ensuring continuity of program for each client
by coordinating resources toward that end.

The Mental Rea.rdation Unit, a component of the Base Service Unit,
provides the above services to individuals with mental retardation. This
Specialized unit has expertise in the provision and delivery of these
services and develops long and short-range goals and program plans for
every life sphere.

Procedures for placement of an individual in the CLA Program include:

Referral of the potential client to Base Service Unit/Mental
Retardation Unit;

I3ase Service [nit/Mental Retardation Unit intake and client
interview;

Transfer of current evaluations and records1

.11 Base Service Unit/Mental Retardation staff Meet to develop .

individualized.program plan;

Referral to the CLA Prrigram;

Meeting of Base Service Unit/Mental Retardation Unit staff,
project director and potential resident managers;

Interview with client and all involved persons;-

Client's.trial visit for a minimum of one evening and one
weekend*

Communication to set up day program for the client;

Meeting with Community Living Arrangements staff. and Base
1-;urvice Unit/Mental Retardation Unit staff regarding final
decision;
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Placement if appropriate; and

Follow up and involvement of agency, institution and/or
family in the client's program plan.

Many of the above activities take place in a simultaneous, rather than in
sequential, order. This allows the greatest degree of cooperative.plan-
ning.

The client and/or his legally appointed guardian are involved in each aspect
of this process. Decision making by the client takes place at each step.

before ending this overview of the CLA Program, a key issuev- account-
ability merits emphasis. Because the CLA Program of Pennsylvania
each yearhas its own identity in a specific legislative appropriation, .it
is critical that we demonstrate the highest amount of quality at the lowest .
possible cost. To accomplish this end we have developed the following
three accountability mechanisms:

Individual Assessment through the Use of Assess in g Basic
Co mpe ten ce , an instrument specifically developed for the
CLA -Program;

Program Assessment tIdough the usQof Program Anal-
ysis of Servide. Systems (PASS); and
Fiscal Accountability through the annual use of a fiscal audit
format that staff of the Pennsylvania Auditor General's Office
designed specifically for the CLA Program.

As regards the future of the CLA Program and the role that the Pennsyl--
vania Association for Retarded Citizens (PARC) will play in that fuiure,
we envision that PARC -- so instrumental in the initial development of
the CLA Program -- will have the even more important role of monitor-
ing and insuring that the "system" being used enhances the quality of life
for mentally retarded citizens of Pennsylvania.

accountability
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A Community System

Eastern Nel?faska Community
Office of Retardation

BARRY LAMONT

This presentation will give an overview of the Eastern Nebraska Commun-
ity Office of Retardation (ENCOR) service system. Brief overviews will
be given pertaining to eligibility,criteria for service and program com-
ponents within ENCOR. The main emphasis will be on the,management
model for the ENCOR Residential Division. How and what type of resi-
dential services are provided, funding sources and issues surrounding
them will be discussed in relation to residential services. In addition,
a brief description of regulations, standards, codes, laws, etc. that af-
fect the operations of ENCOR's Residential Services will be presented.

ELIGIBILITY FOR SERVICES

ENCOR is designed to provide services to mentally retarded individuals
in a five-county geographic area of Eastern Nebraska. The criteria for
services is met by a diagnosis of mental retardation as the primary
disability. In addition to the major disability being mental retardation,
the individual must be a resident of the fiVe-county area in which ENCOR
provides services. However, inter-institutional transfers from other
states, when families move to the five-county ENCOR area, will also be
considered for services. Only when all service needs are met from the
five-county area would services be considered for persons outside the
catchment area for ENCOR.

The process of obtaining services for individuals has been through in-
quiries to the agency's Guidance Division. Once inquiry has been viade
an advisor is assigned to assist in completing application forms and
c011ecting the proper information to determine eligibility. Again, the

-12,8
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main question for eligibility is mental retardation which can bc determined
through review of current psychological examinations. In addition, resi-
dency withiathe five-county area is also considered. If there are no
current psychological evaluations, appointments will be made with generic
services within the community to provide an assessment for the prospec-
tive client.

The inquiry should provide a basic profile of the person who is seeking
services from ENCOR. Further profile information will bc collected
through the use of other professional evaluations such as medical, be-
havioral, speech and additional specific areas according to the, person's
basic needs. Not all prospective clients applying for services will be
evaluated by speech., occupational or physical therapists. Only those
clients who; through physical and psychological examinations, have been
identified as potentially needing service in specialized areas such as
speech, phys1^.al therapy, etc. will be evaluated by those professionals.
'The inviry also determines from guardians, parents and the mentally
retarded individual what they consider to be their service needs..

Once this profile has been completed and a needs assessment of the in-
dividual outlined, the advisor and additional professionals from specific
service areas will determine if there are services available within the
community outside the ENCOR systein. It has been a main goal, since
ENCOR's development in 1969, not to duplicate services. If services
are available through generic agencies within the Community, those
services shbuld be sought out and used rather than developing and luplir
eating such services. ,In some instances, this may require that profes-
sionals in the field of mental retardation assist generic agencies in de-
veloping service continuums which adequately provide for the mentally
retarded persons in the community as well as other service populations.

If it is determined that there are 110 othcr services available within the com-
munity that meet the needs of the client, ENCOR services will then be pro-
Vided. All these Services, _most prominently Residential Services, will be
provided in a least restrictive fasnion. It is ENCOR's intent to support,
not supplant, the natural home. The best atmosphere for a mentally retarded
person, or any person, is his natural home. If services can be provided
to the family which alloW that family to maintain their son or daughter at

home, this Service is much more appropriate than removal of a person from

his/her natural home in order to provide services.

In considering least restrictive services it is imp'ortraitto provide only

what is .ne2essary. For example, an individual could live in the communi-
ty on his own except that he is unable,to balance a chee:tbook properly or

.grocery shop independently. Itwould be overkill to provide 24-hour
residential services to this person. Why not arrange for an advocate or
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staff member to stop by once or twice a week to assist the person in
balancing a checkbook and in menu preparation and grocery shopping.
The goal is to provide only what is necessary for the person to live in
the community. ENCOR is attempting this type of service delivery
through its alternative living unit (ALLI) program..

An ALU'is anything the mentally retarded person needs, not just what
the agency has available. It is a tailor-madc living situation. This
living Situation is designed by the mentally retarded person, his family,
ENCOR Residential staff and other professionals Such as psychologist,
physician, nurse, teacher, etc.

PROGRAM COMPONENTS

In addition to the Residential Division within ENCOR there arc four other
divisions or departm 'ts. Those departnients fire Vocational, Educa-
tional. Guidance and ..dministration. The Residential Division will be
described fully in the remainder of this presentation. The lbur other
departments will be briefly discussed at this time.

ENCOR is part of an umbrella agency system called ENHSA (Eastern
Nebraska Human Services Agency). Through this umbrella agency, .

ENCOR receives its administrative seryices. These services include
Personnel, Payroll, Bookkeeping, .Maintenance and Transportation.
Services. ENCOR contracts for these services from ENHSA and an-
nually pays the umbrella agency a percentage of its ,revenues. . This per-
centage is based on the percent of use by ENCOR of each service pro-
vided by the umbrella agency.

The Vocational Division within ENCOR provides-a continuum of voca-
tional services, starting with the Industrial Training Center (ITC). The.
ITC provides basic skill training in six broad areas: work skills,
socialization, academics, self-management, communication and corn-

,munity access. The next step in the continuum is Northeast Industries,
which provides advanced industrial training in a machine-intensive,
productionoriented environment. ThiS intermediate step provides for
more complex skills training before individuals move to Skilled employ-
ment. From the advanced workshop the continuum flows, into Work
Stations in Industry. The agency contracts with ,an existing industry to
provide speelfic services on th.e floor of the industry. From Work Sta-
tions in Industry the continuum goes to placement into competitive eril
ployment. Staff are assigned to assist mentally retarded individuals
who are eligible for competitive employment. Placement staff assist
persons in.finding n job and provide follow-up services to these persons
to assure that their transition to competitive employment will be -sue-
cessful.
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The Educational Department prO,rides two basic types of services. Since
there is mandatory education presently enacted in Nebraska? the Public,
School SystemS are required to provide educational services to all in-
dividuals regardless of their handicap. ENCOR's Educational Department.
is concerned with eclueationalptervention for preschool mentally retarded
children. One program is the integrated preschool program'whdre the
Educational Department of ENCOR contracts with existing preschools
within the community to provide services to mentally retarded children.
The agency, in turn, provides additional staff and funds to assist the pre-
school in providing an integrated program., The other program provided
by the Educational Department is a program called CEEP (Coordinated
Early Education Program). The CEEP Program provides home trainers
to visit families in the community who have Mentally retarded children
still in the home. These home trainers provide families with teaching
methods and programs to assist in helping their mentally retarded son
or daughter to develop.

The Guidance Division provides an advisor to each mentally retarded in-
dividual who is receiving services from ENCOR (many individuals receive
only guidance service from the agency). The advisor is a liaison for the
mentally retarded person between ENCOR and any generic service agencies
within the community that an E/CCOR client may be seeking serviceEkom...
One of the main functions of the department is for advisors to act as the
chairperson or leader for an individual's .IPP (Individual Program Plan).
This planning process occurs formally once every six months and is
reviewed every three months, or more often if necessary.

INDIVIDUAL PROGRAM PLAN

The individual program plan (IPP),..is the tool used by the agency to design
a program to meet the needs of each individual served. This is the most
imr;Ortant process that takes place for a client. It is designed to deter-
mine exactly what an individual's needs are in all.areas (residential,..
vocational, educational, etc.) and to establish goals accordingly. This
proceS's also nionitors an individual's progreSs and, from that progress,
determines further goals or options available for the client. ,

Naturally, the client is the first person ,involved in this planning process.
To ensure that all planning and service delivery within the system of
ENCOR follow the principle of riormtdization, i.entally retarded individu-
als receiving services are the primary concern in any procest. In ad-
dition to the mentally retarded individual himself, any family members,
guardians or advocates can be participants on the IPP team along with
agency para-professional and professional staff and odier community
professionals involved in the person's program. Agency para-profession-
als and professionals would include residential staff who work with the
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individual on a day-to-day basis as well as vocational staff or education-
al staff and the c1i vidu al 's advisor, who acts as the chairperson for the

IPP team. Outside professionals may include nurses, physicians, psy-
chologist:3, psychiatrists, etc.

As mentioned earlier, dle IPP process is used to developgoals and re-
view progress for an indiyidual. Objectives must be measurable and a
means for measurement established. Mapy means of measurement can
be used to determine growth toward objective:3, including precision
teaching, daily logs and activity sheets.

goals

Data may indicate that an individual is ready for a less restrictive resi-
dential setting. This might involve the individual moving to a smaller
residential setting where he could afford to live by hithself or with one or .10251

two 'other roommates. It might also mean that residential staff presently restrictive

living with the individual move out and/or provide fewer staff hours to
the client. The reverse could occur if an IPP review showed 'that the in-
dividual Was having trout* reaching specific goals and that a more
structured setting was required. In this situation, the client might move
to a more structured living arrangement or additional staff hours could
be provided inAhe present residential setting.

In determining staff requii4d for a residential setting, it is the client's
needs that are considered. Any pattern of staffing that best serves the
client's needs is planned for. This could result in apart-time staff for
one, hyo or three clients or one, two or three staff for one client: --The
type.of staff for an ALU is again dependent on the client's needs.

RESIDENTIAIT. SERVICES

The ENCOR Residential Division provides services through a continuum
of residential programs. The Division is set up on a geographical basis;
.i.e., the five counties are divided into specific geographical areas.-
Within these areas one individual, a Residential coordinator, is in
charge of-all residential settings for both children and adults. The
residential settings. are divided into &asters. A residential cluster
centers around'a core residence. This residence serves as an evalu-
ation center and highly structured living environment in addition to
being the administrative hub, or mother house, to Satellite residential
settings called Alternative Living Units (ALUs).

ALUs are smaller, individualized, residential locations housing no more
than three mentally retarded individuals. These settings take the form '-
of apartments rented houses, duplexes, etc. They are most often rented
by the mentally retarded individnals themqelves or in conjunction with
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Residential staff members who live with the clientS. Each id' the Al,t's
is a small residential setting which has lice!, specifically designed and
staffed to serve the individuals there.

-';ilee attempts are made to tailor residential settings to specific individ-
uals' needs, none of the 95 residential locations U,INCOR provides arc

exactly alike. The differences axe due to the sperific service systems
each location has developed to meet the needs or the mentally retarded
persons living in these residences.

The residential clusterls managed by a Residential Manager., with as-
sistance from two to three assistants. Assistant Mana:2;ers have specific
responsibilities for management and monitoring or either the core
deuce or the administratively attached Ald's. The number of A Li's at-
tached to any one core residence determines the number or Assistant
Nlanagers operating within that residential cluster.

The residential cluster makes up part or a residential area. In all resi-
dential areas there are at least three, and as many as six, residential
clusters. These clusters are supervised by an Area Coordinator. The
Area Coordinator acts as a monitor for his area as well'as a resource
person for the residential staff. The Residential Coordinators are re-
sponsible to the Director of the Residential Division.

The Diyision Director acts somewhat the same as the Residential Co-
ordinatoxs do in monitoring all or the residential areas and Serves as
a resource to the Area Coordinators, in addition to maintaining ad-
ministrative data and providing management necessary to maintain the
Division.

MONITORING

The 10st:important p4rt or ENCOR's Residential Division is the
toring( function. Monitoring is clone in a variety of ways. 'Flie most
basic and common monitoring activity in the systei5 involves v:sits by

residential staff to residential settings.

On aresidential cluster basis, visits arc provided or completed by
Assistant Managers and the residential cluster numager. Visits occur
no less than one per week to every residential facility within. that cluster.
These visits include a review of all administrative paperwork plus a
survey of the living conditions within that residence. The monitoring
supervisor also provides any resources necessary at this time and as-
sists the resiaential staff in problem solving or in acquiring the appro-
priate professionals to assist in problem areas. ir addition to on-site
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visits, the residential staff have a cluster meeting each week to dissem-
inate information within the system. The cluster meetings :uul site visits
are documented in "contact reports" and minutes which are provided to
the Area Coordinator,

The Area Coordinator, in turn, pmvides exactly the same type of moni-
toring, visiting every residential location within his Or her arca at least
once every three months. The Coordinator must visit all core residences
in his area weekly, writing contact reports-on each visit. These are then
provided tO the facility visited and the Residential Division Director. In

addition, weekly area meetings are held by the Area Coordinator with his
management staff to disseminate any information upward or downward
throeugh the system and to provide a forum for decision making and prob-
lem solving on an area level.

The Residential Division Director holds weekly meetings with the Resi-
dential Coordinators to disseminate information within the system as
well as to develop division policies, procedures, etc. The Director also
makes unannounced visits to any residential facilities within the system
like the Residential Manager or Coordinator. Ile monitors and acts as 'a
resource for the residence staff and clients.

FUND1G

The ENCOR Residential Division receives funding from four basic sources:
federal funds, state general funds,'county and municipal government funds
and fee schedule payments from primary and secondary consumers.. These
four basic areas will be briefly described.

The- federal funding sources include Title XX, federal grants and SSI
monies. In addition to these funding sources, the agency is Presently in-
volved in determining eligibility and acquiring Title XIX funds. The
major .funding source for the agency and the Residential Division is
Title XX payments.

State general funds are provided through the state's Office of Mental Re-
tardation which acts as a monitoring, consulting and funding body at the
state level for all regional comt-iunity-based programs.. Annual budgets
are submitted to the Office of Mental Retardation where funding alloca-
tions aredetermined for ENCOR as well as the five other community
service regions within the state. State general funds, through the Office
of Mental Retardation, are the second largest funding source for ENCOR.

The county funds provided to ENCOR arc paid from each participating
county and are' determined by the separate County Commissions. An

inter-looal agreement was originally written which stipulated funding

itIdural funds
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maximums and minimums for the participating counties. These county
tUnds are used mainly as matching funds for state and federal monies.

Fee schedule payments 1)y primary and secondary consumers are the
fourth major funding source within ENCOR. Foe schedules are deter-
mined by the state through 'the Office of Mentnl Retardation and apply to
secondary consumers or parents. Primary fee schedules involve room
and board payments by ?venially retnrded adults. At present, these pay-
ments are $175 per month.

In total, these funding sources provide a fiscal budget (197(;-1977) for
the ENCOR Residential,Division of approximately 2.2 million dollars to
provide services to 200 existing residential clients and a planned 30
new clients. The agency, on a. whole, provides services to 1,000 men-
tally retarded individuals within the five-county area.

FUNDING ISSUES

Stability and divability of funding is always a concern in social service
systems. This concern ustially results from the requirernent to fund
long-term programs with short-term monies. In budgeting for residen-
tial services on short-term money there is always the qUestion:

be able to provide these residential services to clients next year
if our present funding sources modify or change?"

Stability in the amount of funds provided for residential services is a
concern, since service systems grow the system grows the amount
of funds required to implement new services and maintain administfttive
structures increases dramatically. In addition to the regular growth rate
causing increased costs in residential systems, there is the inflation
rate, which directly affects thc cost of housing, food, utilities, etc.

There are also problems in funding sources which are earmarked for
specific types of residential services. These specific services often do
not meet the needs of the clients within the system. This often results
in specialized sefvices being developed or provided to individuals which

do not fit the funding body's criteria for use of funds. This, in turn, re-
sults in lengthy negotiations with funding sources and apply for excep-
tions in funding criteria to propde services in a fashion other than their

recognized uses.

Many times stringent earmarking by funding agencies creates a situation

in which the nature of the services provided is determined by the funding

source's as opposed to the needs of the clients.
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Throut,Th (e;perienee of developing different residential service
systems and continuums it Ims become apparent that funding sources must
be channeled for use in a wide variety of innovative residential services
rather than specific service types. An example of the limitations these
fu»ding sources are creating in the provision of residential services is
the very small percentage of funds available to provide services of a resi-
dential nature in a person's natural home. .The ultimate goal of ENCOR
is for all mentally retarded individuals to live in the least restrictive resi-
dential setting possible or, in the ease of children, to be able to return'
to or remain in their natural home. Funding sources, as they now exist,
:Mew for very few services to be provided in the natural home. In-home
services would prevent the mentally retarded person from having to leave
the home to receive appropriate services. If sources were properly ori-
ented funds could be used in a preventive fashion rather than in specific
residential service types requiring a person to move from his home.

REGULATIONS, STANDARDS AND CODES

There are a multitude of standards and codes and, of course, evaluative
bodies to measure the compliance with standards in residential systems
throughout the country. ENCOR is ,by no means exempt from these eval-
uations. Annually the ENCOR Residential Division can count on a minimum
of six major program evaluations to determine anything from funding eli-
gibility, licensing capability and/or renewal of licenses to accreditation.
These regulations and standards are derived and.implemented from three
basic governmental levels: federal, state and local. There are also in-
dependent monitoring bodies in existence which.the ENCOR agency and
Residential.Division participate in such as AC/MR-DD (Accreditation
Council for Services for Mentally Retarded and Other Developmentally
Disabled Persons.)

The federal level involves monitoring to assure compliance with wgula-
tions of funding sources. Compliance with Such standards and regulations
allows for continued funding from such sources as. Tide XX and Title
XIX. The regulations cover a wide variety of areas' including adminis-
trative, programmatic, environmental, health, medical and safety issues.
These evaluations are usually required on an annual basis.

At the state level ENCOR must maintain compliance with life safety codes
maintained by state and local fire marshals, Office of Mental Retardation
standards and regulations and Developmental Disability Center licensing
regulations. These regulations arc similar to those mentioned above,
covering a wide variety of areas.

J(i-
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Local regulations involve such things as zoning ordinances which require
us to seek zoning exceptions or rezoning petitions in order to implement
progl:ams in specific areas./.

-.-

The impact of these many different evaluating groups and sets of Stand-
ards, regulations and codes is quite devastating to the Residential Divi-
sion of ENCOR. This is due to the voluminou amount of time_ required
by staff to prepare for evaluation visits. The data eolle-ction and organ-
ization to meet an evaluating group's foj'inat-often takes ip.aiw more hours
of staff time than the actual on-site evalization. In the long run, this is
detrimental to service provision due to the long hours direct service
staff must put into preparing for the evaluating,grouPs instead of provid-
ing direct care to residential clients. Althouglf evaluations and monikQr-
ing of the ENCOR Residential System are 1%;elcollied and encouraid,' it is
often felt that a cooperative evaluation by several evaluating groups at
the same time would be.as precluctive in assisting the agency to-develop
and improve service delivery. ThisNformat would be less time con-
suming and more efficient for the operation Of the Residential System.

In summary, the ENCOR Residential Di 'vision is a highly complex serv-
ice deqvery system providing a wide varietyof residential Ckontinuua.
The syLtem does work although it is not perfect, and problems-do oceur
as in all 3oeial service systems..

The most important thing to be done by ENCOR in the near future 'will
be to develop serviees to support families and allow theM to maintain
their'mentally retarded soil or daughter in their home and avoid the use
of re5idential services requiring the mentally' retarded family member
to leave his or her natural home. Until these types of services are de-
veloped, ENCOR and other service delivery systems throughout the

country always be playing a cateh-up game in providing services.
If proper preventive Services are initiated, the ugly and presently un-
preventable waiting list for residential services may eventually be

eliminated.'
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Foster Families

Macomb Oakland
Regional Center

GERALD PROVENCAL

The recent history of deinstitutionalization shows a elear preference for
four types of community residential settings. Rosen and Callan reported
in 1972 that the highest percentage of community placements were made
into the homes of the client's parent or guardian. Nursing homes, group
homes and foster homes, respectively, were the next most frequently
selected institutional alternatives.1 Two years later Scheerenberger
foundikat these same four residential options continued to receive nearly
80 percent of all institutional graduates.2 A significant difference, how-
ever, was in the area of group home growth. The percentage of people
entering gToup homes from institutions increased by 124 percent between
1972 and 1974. Group homes represented the institutional lternative
most often turned to, other than the client's own home.

While the number of institutional people finding new homes in the larger
community has been increasing, foster homes still remain the least uscd
of the major residential possibilities. To put it another way, of the "big
four," foster homes are solidly in last place.

1Rosen, D. i& Callan, B. Trends in Residential Services for the Mental-
ly Retarded. Madison, Wisconsin: National Association of Superin-
tendents of Public Residential Facilities, 1972.

2Scheerenberger, R. C. Current Trends and Status of Public Residential
Services for the Mentally Retarded. Madison, Wisconsin: National
Association of SuPgrintendents of Public Residential Facilities, 197-1.
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That foster homes should occupy such a lowly position is somewhat puz-
zling. professionals within thc field popularly espouse the normalization
principle, and deMstitutionalization is frequently championed 33 evidence
of f his tenet in practice.

In ke,,ling wit. normalization, it would seem that the qualities inherent in
a smail foster home would be strongly championed by professionals.
Certainly, for children, any comparson between foster home and group
home characteristics must find the former in closer proximity than the
latter to the Wolfensberger definition of nmalization. . .

"Utilization of means which are culturally normative as
possible, in order to establish and/or maintain personal
behaviors and characteristics which are culturally norma-
tive as possible."3

Rather than dromoting foster home strengths, however, professionals
frequently turn attention toward its limitations. The following are four
commonly attributed weaknesses of foster homes.

Foster parents can only cope with easy clients.

Foster parents might give love and good physical care, but
they can't give program.

Foster homes are too difficult to monitor.

It's impossible to find good foster parents.

This limited acceptance does riot appear to be confined to professionals.
When scti.v to natural parents that their son or daughter might be
well suited for a foster home, it is not trim:-:.ual to experience stronger
opposition to this than to any other type of placement. The following
reason, given by a parent recently for her lack of confidence in foster
care, is representative. "If he can't be cared for in his own home--
and we have tried everything--how an he be eared for in someone

home?".

In the summer Of 1973 the Macomb-Oakland Regional Center began a de-
institutionalizatiOn project. Basically, the objectives were to move as
many institutional residents as could benefit to the larger community and
to provide community-based residential options for individuals seeking
traditional admission.

It was clear from the beginning that if the objectives were to be met
maximal utility of existing resources was a necessity. It was just as

.).Volfcnsberger, W. The Principle of Normalization in Human Services.
Toronto, Canada: National Institute on Mental Retardation, 1972.
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clear that new models of residential service and new approaches to old
models would be needed if the project were to be successful. Agency
Studies were subsequently undertaken to determine how to improve upon
the availability, versatility and quality of all operating cornmntity resi-
dential models.

This paper focuses .on an innovative variation of the foster home concept.
Specifically, it describes the Community Training Home. The features
which make this model different from the traditional foster home and
provide the basis forits increased potential as an institutional alternative
are discussed in dett4

The Community Training Home is a community-based residence built upon
the foster home model. Approved foster parents, or parent, provide room,
boarrl, supervision and in-house programming for one to three residents.
Additional, and separate, funding is available for the in-house program-
ming which is contracted for by the service agency. The latter provides
case manager and consultative services and requires foster parents'
participation in a skill training program. Written monthly reports by
foster parents provide valuable monitoring tools.

IN-HOUSE PROGRAMMING
One of the constant companions ofJosEer parents has always been meager
payment for services. The common inadequacy of remuneration was put
this way by a New Jersey woman. "The mon y the state pays is barely
enough to manage and does not compensate for the time and attention
(which) should be given to the three new.members of (my) family. I do it
because 1 like it, and keep doing it until I can't. But don't get in it
unless your heart is in it.

The recognition that payment for services was inadequate, when combined
with the criticisms leveled by professionals that foster parents lack train-
ing and primarily offer only tender loving care, helpd bring about a yr-
tial solution to both.problems.

A separate distinction was made between room, board and supervision
and a new category of foster parent services called "in7house program-
ming." The expectations of the former three services remained as they
always had been essentially to provide housing, meals and guidance to
a resident.

4Widow, J. Families help retarded escape institutional life.
Star-Ledger. Newark, New Jersey, .February 23, 1975.
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In-house programming, on the other hand, encompassed an entirely new
set of expectations. This service can best be described as "training
within the home given by the foster parent to the client resident." The
focus of training is determined by the individual needs of the resident and
must be complementary to other active programs. Specific.behavioral
objectives, linked to habilitative goals, are selected by an interdisciplin-
ary team for each resident, and these objectives are determined only
after reviewing all of the client's needs.

In addition to the designation of certain training objectives, .behavior-
ally specific methodologies leading to each particular objective are pro-
vided to the foster parent. These methodologies are individualized
and are written in non-technical language.

it is essential to emphasize the fact that all persons in community place7
ment are actively involved in.daily activities outside the home; i.e. ,
school, work, sheltered employment, prevbeational training. These
day activities arc seen as carrying the primary.responsibilities for
formal program, with the in-'aouse programming concept viewed as a
complementary supplement. As a result, assuring a positiveinter-
relationship between the client's life within his or her home and com-
munity is vn extremelyjmportant part of the case manager's respon-
sibility.

Funding
Separate funding sonrces and mechanisms were arranged for, in keep-
ing with the distinct categories of foster parent service. The result was
that payment could be made at the usual rate for room, board and super-
vision, with an additional amount made available for in-house program-
ming.

While budgets vary, a simple description of payment to the foster parent
follows:

Room, board and supervision costs a.rc coverer for all Macomb-
Oakland Rtgional Center clients by Supplemental Security In-
come (SSD'grants. There are two possible levels of SSI payments,
depending upon a particular client's level of need: $7,62 per diy
for a client "9quiring domiciliary care an-I $9.95 per day
for a more inVolved individual requiring personal care.*
(Virtually all elierts receiving in-house programs require the
personal care level of service.) In order to receive the care
amount specified the foster parent must satisfy the room, board
and supervision expectations stated previously.

*These figures represent typical costs as of July 1976.
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In-house program contracts are written for amounts in addition to that
paid for the provisions of domicillary or pursonal care.

A. typical in-house program contract will call for the foster parent to
spend two hours per'day working on four predetermined individual client
cojectives. Payment for the two hbUrs spent in program is made at a
standard $2.50 per hour rate or $5.00 for the day. This daily $5.00,
added to the typical.$9.95 for room, board and supervision for an individu-
al with a personal care level of need totals $14.95 per day, or approxi-
mately $105.00 per week.

Contract Agreement
In order to assure clear understanding of responsibilities, a contractual
agreement is drawn up between the agency and the foster parents (See
Appendiz I). The contract includes all areas_of service _to be rendered
the client and purchased by the agency. Specific habilitative objectives
are a part of the program contract as well as the daily amount of time ex-
pected to be spent on each. Of course, the responsibilities inherent to
room, board and supervision are 'also part of the agreement. Exact dollar
amounts to be paid the foster parents, as well as community programs
the client will participate within, are part of the contract. While individu-
al objectives are reviewed no less than monthly, the total program con-
tract is renewable on a yearly basis. Contracts may be dissolved by
eithk..r party at any time.

EXPANDING FOSTER PARENT SKILLS
In an attempt to ex/end the foster parent's ability beyond the focus of
"ten& loving care," formal education and training.proF, urns were es-
tablished.

The degree of emphasis given to preparing foster parents for their job
in the Macomb-Oakland Regional Center model appears to differ signif-
icantly from many deinsUtutionalization efforts. The American Associ-
ation on Mental Teficiency's Mental Retardation publication helps in
recognizing this difference. A review of the periodical, over the past
five years, reflects a better than twenty-to-one interest in preparing
the client to move to the community in contrast to preparing any of those
people (natural, fostev, group home parents) to receive the cliert. While
I am not suggesting the curtailment of Client readiness programming,
there obviously needs to fi k. much more attention placed upon readying
natural or surrogate parents to live and work wfth the individual who is
reentering the greater community.

Experience at the Macomb-Oakland Regional Center has led to the belief
that the likelihood of a client making a 'successful adjustment in corn-
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nutnity placement is dependent more upon the degree to wnich the parent
is prepared than the Client is readied.. There have not emerged, for
example, any absolutely essential client skills, intellectual levels or
behavioral .controls which arc prerequisiteS to successful community
adjustment. What has emerFged as essential is simply that the parent,
whether natural or surrogate, must be prepared emotionally, intel-
lectually and behaviorally to accept the client where the client is.

The education/training requirements for foster parents operating com-
munity training homes call for their participation in inservice
continuing education programs. The former encompass' from five to
eight sessions of approximately thrce hours each.. The topics covered
include:

An Orientation to Mental Retardation

Normalization

Maintaining Safe Environments

Fire and Safety Considerations

Changing Behavior

Administrative Considerations

Leisure Time Activities

Community Placement

In addition to the inservice component, .participation in monthly meetings
for the purpoSe of continuing education and increasing skills acquisition
are foster parent requirements.

Treatment of subject areas within either inservice or continuing educa-
tion remains consistently serious and ambitious in scope. Learning ob-
jectives, discussion stimulants, demonstrations, role-playing', simulated
exercises are all given active parts within each session.

The linkage between foster parent training and in-house programming
for clients is obviously a critical one. The individual objectives which
make up the heart of the program contract can only be pursued by people
who have a foundation of skill training. It is difficult to imagine one
being present without the other. Clearly, the intent and emphasis of this
education/training and in-house programming is to radically alter the
previously stated preconception of "Foster parents (who) might give
love and physical care but (they) can't give program."
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MONITORING
The demand for accountability is frequently heard in mental retardation
services today. If there was ever a mood that allowed programs to be
financed primarily because there was an obvious need, that mood has
changed. There are very real and pervasive pressures being placed
upon agencies-to become more conscious of where their budgeted dollar
is going. While the presence of such auditing/management type constraints
is sometimes viewed as an undesirable intrusion on the domain of human
service delivery, it can be useful.

Historically it has been difficult to monitor,foster homes. That diffi-
culty was not because satisfactory provision of room, beard or super-
vision was too elusive to determine; rather, it has been problematic
because inadequate funding of foster homes made it hard for the case
manager to be critical about what he or she saw. As asocial worker
pointed out a few years ago: "It is very hard to corret a foster parent
for 'spoiling' a resident when she gets about the san-ie amount of money
to care for that boy as it costa to board your dog."

The added funding and formal contractual agreement between foster par-
ent and service agency has given the case manager a more defensible
vantage point from which to monitor foster parent influence on the client.
This includes the eff'et of subtle nuances as well as more open action
and reaction patterns.

In addition to the in-house program contract, which introduces a positive
monitoring advantage to the role of the case manager, there are.distinct
advantages to the foster parent as well. The foster parent has an oppor-
tunity to increase skills through formal training, receive fair remtmer-
ation for fair labor and presumably watch the clkent develop at greater
pace than if there were no specific program in the home.

Monthly Reports
In order to keep the case manager current on progress being made toward
in-house program objectives, monthly reports are completed by foster
parents. These reports (Sec Appendix II) are either given or mailed to
the case manager on a monthly basis. While there is more information
contained within the report than just the status of in-house objectives,
this does provide a focal point for review and discussion.

The monthly report provides a veritable chronical of the client's activity
over the previous four weeks. Degree of movement toward objectives,
unusual problems, social-recreational participation and medication
changes are just a few of the areas consistently reviewed between the
case manager and foster parent with the assistance of these reports.
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Rather than perceiving monthly reporting as useless paperwork, foster
parents can take this opportunity to give themselves credit for all the
effort they have in tact put in with the resident. This scheduled require-
ment of recording client progress, activity and overall status is typically
seen by the foster parent as a direct reflection of their commicment to
the client.

The combination of separate payment for in-house programming, month-
ly reporting of effort spent on the behalf of the resident and frequent
visitation (an average cif 2.5 visits per month) with the case manager has
upgraded the service rendered the client as well as the relationship be-
tween agency and provider. The martyrdom so cbmmon to traditional
foster parents has been replaced by a more equitable sharing of respon-
sibility and reward.

There are additional advantages to combining the distinct features of this
model. Both case manager and foster parents alike appear to raise the
expectations they hold for one another's behavior. The contract, bol-
stered by the frequency of written reporting and meetings for progress
review, requires more from each than previously was the case.

Periodic Revi-ews
While individual client objectives can be altered whenever the case manager,
consultant and foster parents agree it advisable, they are discussed month-
ly and all habilitative planning is thoroughly evaluated on a yearly basis.

FINDI-NG FOSTER PARENTS
The reservations about foster care which were stated earlier, and at-
tributed to professionals and parents, indicated that this institutional
alternative suffered from an image problem. In order to maximize its
potential it became clear that foster parents' roles needed a rather dra-
matic upgrading. With the addition of the in-house programming concept,
accompanied by payment and skill training, the position of the foster par-
ent has taken on an increased respectability. A direct benefit of improving
the image and rewards of foster parenting is that possibilities for re-
cruitment took on a new optimistic dimension. Increased payment, in
particular, opened the doors to individuLds who have long had the skills
and perhaps even the desire but not the income that would allow their
staying home and making a major habilitation commitment to a retarded
person.

Under the present system potential foster parents can look forward to
making a financial contribution to their household (average weekly lmount
for one client = $105; two clients = $210; three clients = $215) as Well as
making a positive impact on the life or lives of retarded persons.

4 5
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Let there be no mistaken notion that being a foster parent is an "easy" way
to make money. To be sure, the demands on the foster narent participat-
ing in this program are tremendous. The requirement. as previously
detailed are far greater, for example, than those placed on the more
familiar "room, board and supervision programs." In the commtinity train-
ing home model foster parents are regarded as paraprofessionals. Fre-
quently they become so skilled and knowledgeable about clients that case
managers respond to them as co-equal colleagues.

Home Development Staff
Efforts to recruit foster parehts often seem to be fragmented within agen-
cies. Social workers, intake workers and others with major ongoing re-
sponsibilities are also given the task of screening foster home applicants.
In only the most atypical agencies are there any staff with sole responsi-
bilities for actually promoting the growth of new homes.

The Macomb-Oakland Regional Center program has had consistently good
recruitment results which can, in significant measure, be attributed to
the creation of a specialty "development staffitop Over the past three and
one-half years there has been an average of slightly less than two persons
working on the single task of finding new community training homes. Be-
cause their roles and time have been protected from secondary assign-
ments development staff have been able to perfect a variety of techniques
which have resulted in over 175 community training homes.

Recruitment Approaches
While the development staff have employed a variety of novel approaches
to stimulate interest in foster parenting: a single theme has been main-
tained throughout. All proptional efforts highlight the advantages of the
job and not the plight of the retarded. There is a substantial difference
between the two. Whatever the particular medium used, emphasis is
consistently directed toward the challenges and rewards of foster care in
the MacombOakland Regional Center program. Mentally retarded per-
sons are never, under any circumstances, made to appear in desperate
need of charity or personal sacrifice. This fact assures both the main-
tenance of respect and dignity for clients as it establishes a context for
the future relationship with the foster parents.

Classified Advertisements
Of the several productive methods utilized to reach potential recruitS,
none has proven so consistently effective as the classified ad. Before
actually placing the first advertisement in a local daily newspaper, the
merits and demerits of this approach were discussed at great length.
Whether such a method would compromise the integrity of mentally re-
tarded persons, or when.er it could be presented in such a way as to be
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respectfullY received, were questions that were debated well into many
nights. The eventual decision to utilize "want ads" was primarily based
upon the belief that, if worded properly, the message would communicate
that the advertisement was for a job and not benevolence.

The experiment was an unqualified success. After more than three
years since the first ad was placed, 65 percent of all new foster parents
continue to be recruited by this same technique. To the present day,
on the same pages where exciting new positions are announced in ac-
counting, nursing, sales and skilled trades the following type of message
appears:

"As a foster parent you can,
Be part of an individual's growth,
Work in your own home,
Earn $300 to $900 per month,
Contact the Macomb-Oakland Regional Center,
286-8400"

The absence of "mental retardation" within the text of the ad is quite
deliberate. The reason for the omission is that it gives recruitment
workers an important opportunity to talk with people who might other-
wise avoid making an inquiry because of misconceptions about mental
retardation. This opportunity is very beneficial in that it allows the
time and place for painting an accurate description of both mentally re-
tarded persons and the responsibilities which are a part of being a
foster parent. When someone responding to the ad relates that their
real interest lies with infants, juvenile delinquents or other groups with
similar needs, the caller is helped in making a referral to the appro-
priate agency.

While some question might be raised about the matter of emphasizing
monetary advantages to foster care, the emphasis has served an im-
portant purpose. The individual giving thought to participating in the
community training home program should be aware of the positive ele-
ments from the earliest possible moment. The strains, demands and
the general difficulties of working with retarded persons will, undoubted-
ly, occur to the interested party without coaxing. Too often the intro-
duction to this kind of program has been by way of its difficulty and its
privation requirements rather than its benefits. Experience has shown
that people who enjoy the monetary rewards of the job can also make
good foster parents. Simply wanting to earn money for a job well done

is not necessarily mercenary nor distasteful: By thoroughly screen-
ing applicants and stringently monitoring each operating home there-
after; those individuals who are attracted to foster care only because

--orthe money are easily identified and excluded from participation.
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While classified ads have been most effective of all techniques, several
others have brought positive results as well. The others presented here
have also been consistently productive.

Adoption Agencies
Communication is maintained with adoption agencies so that foster care
for retarded children or adults may also be considered by individuals
inquiring about adoption. Many restrictions which eliminate adoptive
parent applicants (e.g., couples over 40) are not necessarily grounds for
elimination for foster care.

Public Service Announcements
The Federal Communication Commission strongly persuades radio broad-
casting stations tr, air public service announcements free of charge. These
announcements must have the best interest of the community in mind.
The Macomb-Oaldand Regional Center calls on area stations to use ad-
vertisements for foster parents. To assist the station, announcements
are written, and sometimes read, by agency staff. A variety of an-
nouncements are provided, differing in time (i.e., 10, 30 and 60 second
--nots) and are always well written, being succinct as well as interesting.

approach has resulted in good relations with the broadcast media
and numerous follow-up calls to the advertisements.

Bulletins and Posters
Contacts have been maintained with a number of school systems for pur-
poses of informing personnel about community placement efforts. Bulle-
tins and posters describing the opportunities in community training homes
are periodically distributed to public and private schools where they are
circulatedimd/or displayed. The response to such initiatives, while not
being large in number, has resulted in several outstanding placements.
Posters have also been circulated to libraries and generic service agen-
cies, such as Big Brothers, with similar results.

Foster Parent Referrals
Foster parents are approached from time to time to ascertain whether
or not they might know of new potential participants for the program.
While this has been an unpredictable source of referral, it has made
positive contributions.

Information Booths
Education and information about the Macomb-Oakland Regional Center
In general, and foster care opportunities in particular, are occasionally
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disseminated from booths within shopping malls, art shows, antique,
fairs and other similar gatherings.- A aloft slide and audio presenti-
tion is part of the package. Descriptive material is passed out to people .

who show an interest, with follow-up contacts available afterward. This..
approach has proven worthy of the effort for community training home
recruitment. While there is no supporting empirical data,. the informa-
tion shared in this manner with the public about mental retardation and
normalization trends appears to positively affect attitudes..

Natural Parents
Coinnumications hn ye been nrade with natural parents of retarded persons-
to inquire about possible interest in being a foster parent. Though ft may
initially seem like a very remote likelihood, some parents have joined
the program. The fact that they have learned much about developMental
gTowth and behavior modification, among othertopics. and generally.,
are confident of their skills in working with mentally retarded persoris
makes some parents good candidates for community training home particL.
ipation. They likewise respond favorably to the opportunity to introdulce
a new member of the household as a companion to their son or daUghter.
This method has produced limited but high quality results.

Articles
-

Each year an average of over 160 separate Macomb-Oakland Regional
Center news stories appear in local newspapers. While most of theSe
stories focus upon some new development within the agency, many high-
light community placement. Invariably with each of these,articles there
is an opportunity to speak with the reporter preparing the story. Such
contact affords good opportunity to give information about the campaign
for foster parent recruitment, positive community training home features.

and the successful adjustments of clients who have reentered the greater.
community. On numerous occasion§ extensive articles have been ex-
elusively devoted to the variety of challenges and rewards inherent to
the"foster care program. Again, as with so many other apprOaches, the
gains are measured in positive changeS in public attitudes "as well as
new homes.

Miscellaneous
/

. Several techniques have been used which are aimed at large undifferenti-
ated audiences. The information given here is always extremely short
and to the point. Bumper stickers with the simple message: "FOSTER
CARE, CALL 280-8406" have been modestly successful in stimulating
interest in the program. Billboards and electric signs have also carried
similar advertisements with like results. Television appearances on
talk shows have been very reinforcing to the participating staff and also
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important for generally educating the public about current trends in the
field of mental retardation, as well as generating interest in the com-
munity training home program.

FOSTER PARENT QUALIFICATIONS
The-licensing requirements for foster parents in the community training
home program are both objective, i.e. , "a home shall not belicensed in
which any member of the household is mentally ill or on convalescent
status from a mental hospital, "5 and interpretive, .i. e., "members of
theA family shall be of good character." 6 Likewise the physical structure

'7. of the home must undergo similar objective and interpretive evaluation.

In many respects the more important requirements aj.-e thc interp tive
ones directed toward the appD,pant. Here the individual develop] nt staff

.-'.in-,A;Tiber has the responsibility for determiningille relative "quali y" of
the,applicant and the personal characteristics of the entire htius old.

7.:k.q.ile there are a number of indivillually'Rreferred ways of proceeding
t;t-sf; ors,creeningl]otential foster ka5ents,- the process itself is

extremely defnandino. Asidefrom initial contacts with a person inter-
. ..

estedin- the prograpt4.1}119dst three to four visits are mad'e-to the appli-
cant's tpe pul-poSe of these visits is as much to obscrxe knily
Vtteractioti,s;i-is t6-1.1R1fSi"-squareT footag6' .cequirements. The following
cliscussio hi!IhLs interpi'etive aris whidh home development staff

",-feel are essgentral to evaluating-9: fbst ,nt applicant.*

5Rules fbr Lieens,in-Toster Fain'il,y Homei-apd F. jSCer liffaftily Group
Homes'. LanSing,' Michigan: State Of Michigin.,' DepartOnt of,.
Social- SerVices.,, lylarCh 1975. R. 400. 19`§-:'" , 1 -c.,

, t.
.. . .

...\.,,,.....,----.

Rules-for rioensing: Foster Family Homes and..Foster Fdinily Group
- Homes. lAnsingl, Michigan: State of Aichigan,.. Department of

SOcial Services, Marci).1975. R. 400.193. .- :... ,,.,

*Much of this discussion on Ba:sic Qualifications for Cominunity Train-'
ing Home Program for fosterparents was written with Urbano
Censoni, 'M.A., -and David Evans, M.A.T. , and previously appeared
in the Community Placement Plan.for the iiriemb6rs 44ipthe Willow-
'brook Plan in NYSARC and Parisi vs. Carey. Prepared under the
direction of the WilloiVbrook Review Panel, Jas. Cle ents, Chair-
man, p. 135-7, 197. ." ic
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Some of the desirable characteristics to be considered are: patience,.
adaptability, understanding, warmth, openmindedness, acceptance,
maturity and stability. Other factors to be considered.should include
physical aspects of the home itself; i.e., housekeeping habits, environ-
mental enrichment, pleasantness of atmosphere arid degree of organiza-
tion. Location should be considered to be assured.that there is an ea'sy
access to community recreational facilities, churches,-stores, schools,
employment opportunities and similar integrative sites. 'In general
terms, the de0 opment staff worker should determine:

Why an indi idual is interested in foster care; i. e.'; the reason
for motivation.

Whether the individual has had any previous exposure to or exper-
ience in providing similar services and, if so, in what capacity?
Whether individwds have ever been licensed in the past for foster
or day care. Was the service up to high standard?

Whether there are certp'.1 preferen: as to the degree Edi-
.cap the family is able u accept in the new member of their home
(e.g., complete mobility, exwessive language, self-care skills).
Is the family able to deal with a person who has a seconddrr handi-.
cap?

What arc the applicant's expectations of the individual who will be
the new resident in his or her home?

.What Methods of discipline are used in the home? Is the applicant
refrairi from using physical punishment with a new resi-

dent, even though it is used with his or her own children?

Wheiher the individual is consistent in handling his or her own
affairs. Is the apPlicant considerate to others, dependable, etc. ?

Whether the individual is willing to learn how to be an outstanding
foster parent. Is he or she apt to look forward to education/train-
ing sessions and seek to gain from them?

Wn,:ther the individual deals with present family members in an
appropriate manner. Ikw flexible is the applicant when things are
not going well?

Would the potential foster family fare any reservations about tak-
ing a resident with them on shopping trips, recreational outings,
restaurants? liow would foster pt rents react to negative comments
by ,thers? Ilow difiicult would the adjustment be for other family
me m be rs ?

Whether the applicants wou141 respom;ilily in a crisis situation"!
Would they tend to l)0 ove 1.1) rotective ?

;)
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Whether the family coull make a contribution of time and energy to
the life of a new member.

While the varied recruitment approaches interest large numbers of people
in the community training home program, very few individuals are actually
accepted. In the words of an experienced development staff member:
"We interview individuals who are applying for a rewarding, important
yet extremely demanding job. We look for people who, are able to raise
adults not children. People like that are riot easy to find."7

CONSULTANT STAFF
In order to assure foster parents and clients of appropriate professional
follow-along support a team of consultants is available to exclusively serve
the community placement programs. This team consists of a variety
of disciplines built around physician, nurse, psychologist and educator.
While individual consultants do provide direct 4,-!rvice whenilett,esairy,
they also spend considerable tir7e in c.-;'.hlishing and maintaining con-
tacts with their professional count i. rparts in the community. All com-
munity training home residents, for example, have their own "family"
physicians.in the community, who serve the mentally retarded patient as
they would any other patient. The physician also is aware that any assist-
ance he or she might desire is available through the Macomb-Oakland
Regional Center medical consultant.

I3y making consultants accessible for in-lionio programming and foster
parent training the client is assured quality follow-along. By making
themselves available for referral the consultants help the client integra-
tion process by supporting service acquisition from community-based
resources. Each of these assurances brought by the consultant group
results in the foster parent feeling more secure in backup and better
directed in their contribution of room, board, supervision and in-house
programming.

CONCLUSION
When examining the strengths and limitations of the community training
home it is understood-that inevitably someone will detract from design
or structure. With this, as any other model, one hundred reasons can
be.given for weakmess and for the concept being unworkable. The fact
of the matter is, however, that it has worked and worked well.

7 Roberts, S. Macomb-Oakland Regional Center Development Staff
Supervisor. Discussion on foster parent requirements. Mt.

Clemens, Michigan, November 10, 1970.
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In the three and one-half years since the Macomb-Oakland Regional Center
refurbished the traditional foster home model, over 175 commumty-train-
ing homes have been developed. At the present time there are over 184
children and adults living in some 135 placements. Clients here vary in
level of handicap from mild to profoundly retarded, with 50 percent being
in the severe range.

The linking of payment for in-house program centzactual agreements,
skills training and close monitoring procedures have in combination un-
equivocally expanded the versatility of this variation of the foster home.
Over 34 percent of alr individuals initially seeking institutional admis-
sion receive preferable placements in community training homes instead.
For these people the institutional step is thus eliminated altogether.

Specialization of recruitment roles and marketing, rather than charity-
like, approaches, has resulted in the home development staff having the
luxury of being so selective as to accept only one out of every 30 initial
applicants.

The limitations, stated earlier as being frequently pointed out by profes-
sionals, are not resolved in every community training home. There have
been individual home failures, and clients have had to be moved. Such
occurrences are extremely rare, however, and the percentages would
indicate that placements are well worth the risk.

Natural parents and guardians have become so accepting of the program
that after visitations with foster parents in their individual.community
training home and a review of all the features of the program rejection
of the placemeat is virtually non-existent.

In the Macomb-Oakland Regional Center hierarchy of institutional alter-
natives the community training home is not in last but first place in
numbers of clients in residence. It is also viewed most often as the
preferred option outside of the natural home.

The community training home is certainly not the single answer to com-
munity placement. Much more work must be directed toward supporting
natural home living, and additional models for specialized living arrange-
ments are obviously required before we can even begin to get within
reaching rlistance of any ideal answers.

Our experience with the community training home model has proven it
to be a desirable normative setting, adaptable to a multiplicity of needs.
Much of the model's potential as a promising residential alternative lies
within this capacity to be both versatre to the agency and sensitive :o
the individual.

5
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DNTH-121s
COMMUNITY PLACEMENT

PROGRAM DESCRIPTION
Completion Instructions
on Back of White Copy Appendix I

(neck Facility Type -
[11 Foster Family Care 7 Community Living

2. No. Beds
Contraetod -

3. No. Residents on
This Program -

4. Agency Name 5. Agency Code

Home/Fdeility 7. Home/Facility Code

S. General Description of Home/Facility -

9. Charaeteristics cf Residents Being Served -

10. Specific Program Objectives -

11. Activit- and/or Services of Program (Specify Estimated Time for Each)
A. Provided Through This Contract

B. Provided by Other Community Agencies (ISD,54REL, ETC.). -

'
12. Per Diem Costs for Activities and/or Services Listed in Sect. 11.A. Above -

Activity/Service Hours Per Time Period Rate Per Time Period Per Diem Rate

Total Per Diem Rate

13. Supervision (Specify Evaluation Proeedures to Monitor Above Activities/Services) -

Blue Copy - Central Office Gre,3n Copy - Agency White Copy - anage r 06-01-73

1 5 i
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APPENEX ii

t'7):( It< not oompleted mst he explained

COMMUNITY TRAINING HOME MONTHLY PROGRESS REPORT

(M,O, II, C.
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1)cAor, Dentist, Name Date Reason

Therapist or other

Professional Contacts Speciality 'Ireatment

Name Date Reason

Speciality Treatment

Name Date Reason

Treatment

Please 1:st

current meli'ations: Type (i.e., Dilantin)

1,

3.

5,

Amount (i.e., 5 milligrams) Frequency (3 times per day)

'Were any cf these medications changed in type, mount or frequency, during the past month? Yes No

If yes, what was the change?

Who ordered the change?

Do you belive current amounts of medications aro appropriate? Yes No

nc, please exlain:

Social and Recreational Contacts:

7,

2.
8,

3.
9.

14.
lo,.

11,

(,
12.



Have you had contact with the school or workshop? If yes, Describe

Have you had any contact with the resident's family or guardian? If yes, how many?

Did the resident's family or guardian visit during the month? If yes, how often?

'elas the resident oriployed at anytime during the month? If yes, where?

Was the resident informed as to nis progress in reaching program goals for this mbrith?___.

Yes No

Sy whom, (i.e., Home operator, scoial worker)

Are you presently sltisCiod wit). any or all aspects of the coraunity Training Home Program:

1, %t is fled 2, :at lfied
. Not :Itisfied 4. Very Dissatisfied

?lease exollin i:' 3 CT 'iftrP !ht,:Vd:

16
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The Village
Innisfree Village

HEINZ KRAMP

In 1971,
7on a four hundrec! acre farm adjacent to the Shenandoah National

Forest in the foothills of the Blue Ridge Moimtains of Virginia, a com-
munity called Innisfree Village came into being. The name conies from
the Yeats poem in which a primal and profound song draws the poet to an
island of peace--a sensation bound closely to the passing day's beauty of
sound, color and light. The Village was formed as Innisfree, Ine. , a tax
exempt, charitable and educational public foundation to provide, in many
cases, a life-span facility for mentally handicapped adults. Dedicated to
creating an environment where volunteer workers would live and work with
mentally handicapped adults eighteen and over, the Village grrw from a
few workers, their families and two -villagers (a term used to distinguish
the mentally handicapped) to a community that is now inhabited by 30 vil-
lagers and 20 co-workers and their children. The basic intention behind
Innisfree's creation was to provide a home environment that would foster
the development of the mentally handicapped person and lead him on a
course where his full potential as a human being would bc actualized.
Decisions by the Village's management are made in response to this ob-
ligation.

The purpose of this discussion is not to trace the historical development
of Innisfree, which would cover the evolution of the community sociological-
ly, economically, ethically and in every other way in which a society grows,
but rather to try and delineate those elements within this intentional socicty
which act as catalytic agents for growth. The importance of this kind of
theoretical identification lies in the possibility of replications of the vil-
lage model in different locations and across a span of timc.
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Several prenases govenied Innisfree's beginnings, and they all attest to
the fact that society was not meeting the needs of the adult retarded,
brain-damaged, autistic or chronic schizophrenic person. Either he
was shunted off to near "non-existence" in a jarge institutional setting,
or lie found-himself confined in a narrow world of home, a prisoner of
his family's embarrassment and overproteetiveness an adult condemned
to a child's life. In some eases he found employment and an independent
living. situation, but one that was bereft of social contaets and meaning.
A pew kind of society was envisioned by the founders of Innisfree; one
which would be somewhat removed from the hectic flux and flow of
modern urban life. Specifically, a farm community was begun where

ni there was more time, more freedom of movement, more directness of
rewards, but. also where the number of conflicting stimuli were con-
shlerably reduced.

n:

The Corporation has a Board of Directors whose selection is based on
their interest and background in the field of non-institutional care of
mentally handicapped individuals. The Board is responsible for estab-
lishing policies and overall guidance of the Village, including capital
and operational financing, general administration and the admission
procedures for villagprs and co-workers. The Board elects corporate
officers to fulfill the responsibilities of President, Vice President,
Secretary and Treasurer and has created an Executive Committee con-
sisting of several Board members who are authorized to act on behalf
of the Board.

The Village has an Advisory Board whose members are highly qualified
in several. medical and psychiatric disciplines, and their pi.ofessional
(...ounsWing has been of inestimable help to the Village.

Day-to-d:, ninistration is delegated to the Executive Director and the
Assistant r, :or, who are responsible to the Board for the operation
of the Vi Clearly, the fundamental obligation of the Village is to
serve its residents, demonstrating that this pioneering, effort is a small
but viable response to a problem of immense proportions.

. It is important that one is aware that the Village has had to obtain,-and
must maintain, authorization ,and approval from federal, state and local
overnmental agencies. These approvals, which are manifestly essential

to the continuation of the work of the .Village, are subject to regular and
close review by the granting agency which has the right and, in fact,
(luite regularly exercises the right, to modify the terms and conditions
of their continued approval of Innisfree's operation. We are pleased and
.proud that the Village hs been successful in meeting the requirements
of the various taxing and licensing offices that permit us to operate, and
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it. is obvious that Our continued operation requires complianee with all
future reqvirements of these agencies.

Another important constituency to whi en innisfree has a continuing obliga-
tion is that group of benefactors whose generous economic support has
allowed the Village to create an outstanding physical plant as well as to
support the significant annual operating deficits that have occurred each
year since its founding. While we are most grateful for this past support,
we are acutely aware that the Village must continue to attract contribu-
tions and grants to create scholarships, to reduce its present debt level
and to provide facilities to permit the contimiing development of the Village.

The Village, as it is today, consists of a number of self-contained living
units; in some, villagers and co-workers live as fully functioning extended
family units sharing all household chores and responsibilities; in others,
co-workers or villagers live in --teparate smaller houses, functioning in-
dependently but offering each other mutual support when needed. EverY-
one in the Village shares in the work of the community: in the weavery,
where serapis, mats :unl blankets arc woven; in the bakery, where 1,500
loaves of bread can be bakod each week; in the woodworking shop, where
wooden toys and furniture are constructed; or on the farm and in the gar-
dens, where much of the food used by the Village is raised. One of the
goals of the community is to move towayd greater economic self-sufficiency.
The Village has a director, who is also the co-founder of the community,
a governing committee with a rotating membership of villagers and co-
workers and committees for various functions of work and life in the
Village. Social life is varied and active both in the Village and in the near-
by communities, involving folk (lancing, hiking, play reading, dances,
etc.

The key to Innisfree's continued development is its ability to attract and
retain a group of dedicated co-workers who combine a concern for the
handicapped with a desire to contribute all of their talents to the challenge
of creating an environment that best meets the needs of our handicapped
villagers. Working with the handicapped can be emotionally drainMg but,
at the same time, the rgwards of helping another climb the ladder of dig-
nity and self-worth can be tremendous.

The serious responsibilities that arc assumed by each co-worker warrant
an intensive analysis of each candidate's maturity, motivation and ability
to cope with a wide range of challenging problems on a continuing basis
before a commitment is offered or accepted.

A prospective co-worker should be aware that while a large measure of
self-governance is encouraged through several co-worker committees,
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the obligations of t:ie Village to its various constituencies necessitate
the observance of certain guidelines. These are desioied to assure
con formxice with standards that are normal in the field of non-medieal
residential care of handicapped persons, as well'as to provide reason-
able solutions to administrative problems that have Occurred as the
Village grew. .

A co-worker's decision to come to lnnisfree is made only after a month's
trial pc nod at the Village has been successfully completed aml implies
agreement to conform to the guidelines of the Village, including:

An accepted co-worker 1 expected to make a c : initment to
serve the ,!ommunity for at least one year.

Co-workers are entitled to three weeks' vacation during the year.
It is expected that one week of vacation will be taken approximately
:m days after arrival and the balance after six months at the Village.
The Village must always be adequately staffed and vacations desired
during the Village holiday periods (Spring, ThanRsgiving and Christ-
mas) must bc coordinated within the community to assure that
enotigh assistance is always available to meet the requirements of
the villagers who remain at Innisfree during these periods.

Co-workers are provided with food, clothing, personal incidentals
and lodging under the prevailing budgetary allowance; Blue Cross-
Blue Shield medical insurance, S10 a day while on vacation and a
severance allowance of 525 per month, which accrues and is paid
only after six months of service, when the co-worker leaves the

Thu Village's responsibilities as a long-term residential care facil-
ity require close coordination between house parents, the Village's
Director, professional advisors and the parents or guardians in all
decisions that might affect the villager's development and progress.

A description of this kind is only cursory but does offer ; background on
which the particular growth inducing elements can be i:i:miinated. In

rm-ving through a hierarchy of needs 1 it is established that once the
phy:-; i cal needs are .met and his relative security assured,

the whole area of the need for meaningful employment and the need for
love come into focus. These basic needs are universal: with the handi-
capped person they are often unmet needs. The effect of meeting these
needs has had a dramatic effect on the lives of the p3ople at Innisfree.
Though tlie mentally handicapped person has greater needs for immediate

1Maslow, Abraham II. Toward a Psychoion- of Bein,g. 2nd Ed. New York:
D. Van Nostrand 19GS.
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meaaing to whatever he does, many work situations for the handicapped
individual involVe meaningless, repetitious tasks. The villager who
bakes bread in the morning at"Innisfree sees it on the table at the even-
ing meal; if he or she weavesca:blanket, it will probably also be sold at
the local crafts fair. The house hc lives in will\krobably have nails
which he has pounded into the walls. There is a definite sense of im-
mediacy -and of being a cause in The tptal environment. A sense of pride
is developed in seeing the community grow because of the individual's
effort. This spills over into the whole category of need for love, approval
and relationships. Innisfree offers, .in its supportive environment, a :
place when:. the.handicapped person can develop dyadic relationships in
a purposeful W a y so that hc enriches the lives of the people concerned
and those around him. The villager also experiences the fact that hc; is
a person valued by a whole community of people for being himself. Ili:=;

development of self-worth grows as he heays his own voice in Village
meetings and his suggestions ing implemented into actions. As he
walks thc two to five miles a id thc Vithige that his daily routine of

Asi

work, rcst and socializing requires, his body becomes stronger and
his initiative is ieinforced. Most handicapped persons who have conic
to Innisfree have never experienced the "right" to visit their neighbors
or to transport themselves to where they needed to got The freedom of
movc ent around the Village again enhaaoes the need of the person to be
effec ve; literally to be able to effect where his body will move and the
choice, lecision and subsequent implementation' that involves. In Mas:.
low's hieiarchy, the villager might be fulfilling a lot pf his higher neels
for self-a tualization throu0 simple actions, such as going to sce-a
friend down the road after dinner.

The dramatic growth and development noted over time in the people who
come to Innisfree can be attributed partially to the physical and structural
factors that constitute the commu ',;e), Certainly the ihtensely beautiful
setting, thaT,00ds and farmland le mountains contribute, as do the at-
tractive houses, the simplicity of k and the relatively uncomplicated
nature of a life which is somewhat like a nineteenth eentifry rural commun-
ity. HoweverJ what distinguishes the thinking that shapes Innisfree's
impact on th individual?

Innisfree grows out of thA tradition of, milieu therapy and Maxwell .Jonco!----
notion of the therapeutic community.- The emphasis on the -;heltered zi.s-
oect of the environment and the-importance of .allowing theindividual free-
dom to influence his world are common to all three approaches. Implicit
in Jones' theory is the idea that the traditional hospital, or other institu-

2Jones, Maxwell. Social Psychiatry in tice: The Idea o 1;erapeutic
Community. Baltimore, Md.: Penc....:in Bo6.ks Ltd. 11.



Con, tebs the :ndividual of his right to choose, to effect, to initiate, to
!.)te-enic and, ii fact, his i çt to be. In the sense that Innisfree provides
a total environment it goes beyond the concepts of the therapeutic com-
munity. Jones points o'ut that any hospital, and most institutions, suffer
from the hierarchical, authoritarian nature of the training of the pro-
ft_ involve0 whenever any attempt is made to creatc a democratic,
thea atic milieu. Innisfree's co-workers, as non-professionals, have

noi preeonthtioneel into this authoritarian mold, and this has allowed
ft- deVelo-1,ment of a democratic therapeutic atmosphere. The point to
be uniphasized here is that Innisfree eomes out of, but is different from,
the traditional concept of therapeutic commuriities.

The teost salient factor of the theoretical framework underlying Innisfree
seen-1s to be that it is a total society involving-the person in it in a holistic

;t is ilied-in other therapeutic communities that' there will be
intervention strategies at particular times. Here the intervention is con-
tinual, woven intricately into I hours of the dav. -;i.econdly, the villager
contributes to bis own program thre,gh JLLg irvolved in a living" situa-
tion which allows him room to exo,v. Since the:co-workers are not pro-
fessionals, resources for "treatment" come from an interweaving of
individual and community needs. A constant regenerative inventiveness
is required by life e.veriences which are always changing. The eontin-
u.rig change in living arrangements exemplifies this idea, Another way
of expressing this notion is that the person at Innisfree is involved in
shaping the community aLall levels, therapeutically, sociologically,

vie
politically and ceon-omically.

:1.rieing from litu: being more thaii any of the:-.0 other ideas is tne fact
that the theory is open--its gestalt is always changing even thOugh ideas
are basicallv_arrived:at throng)) empirical '-)s-ervations. As the villager
learns new dhysical and social sains, the pafterns of his or her. :.elation-
ships change. An open and democratic soci,a1 structure evolves naturally
from this growth. Movement is seen, wiithin the inJi dual and the com-
munity, from a need for authoritarian structure to a self-expressive,
democratic mode; also, movenient from a supportive, sheltered environ-
ment of living toward one which involves risk taking. The community
'scqs up new situations lib- new gtowth needs demand them.

Ano Aier precePt underscores-Innisf-ee's long-range aspect. Vie stability
and pensistence inherent in the fact that many people come to live at
Innisfree for the rest of their lives is quite important. Some people, of
course, become capable of returning to live in iie rreater community,
but they are also stre?igly affected by this stability factor. Another of
the powerful forces toward self-actualization in the Vfllage lies in the
Not that twerything that happens affects everyone else in the si-itne w--.



The sense of inclusion and interresponsibility affects ev-.;n the non-verbal
people, since communication will occur through multiple contacts in many

,situations.

The ).ature of the idea:i just discussed is certainly heuristic. Innisfree
would he a logical and exciting place to start di:: ,gitudinal growth study:
to identify ,vhere people were when they started; ic;w7 they developed; and
to 17)%rin to validate (or refute: vhat factors are ,;-owth inducing in this
particiirTr environment. There are some interesting observations which
scrv" as a point of dcparture for anyone interested in sucth a project:

People cline to Innisfree with what we will call, for lack of a
better term, a repressed sense of their on identity. After about
a year and a half in the Village there is a strong surge toward es-
tahlishing and exploring that identity. This involves sexual, social
and work attitudelz..

After a short .beriod of t:me a marked decrease in medical problems
it observed.
There is a marked reduction of tension. The most dramatic evidence
of this is the consistent reduction of epileptic seizsures, in both
frfcitienc:, and severit- (one-third of the villagers are epileptic).

There is mark"ed impro-rement in the physical posture, the mobility
and often the appearance of villagers.

There is a marked reduction in the need for psychotropic drugs among
the schizophrenic villagers. Some schizophrenics are completely
off drugs.

The relationship betwe,-2n parents and villagers seems to change.
Parents have some of their guilt alleviated in seeing their children
in a conducive envi ronni(git.. Parents begin to see their children Mc re
as adults.

Innisfree is a privat.e institution, supported the last five years by a few

gLnerous individurIs and rtints from interested foundations. Villagers
must pa7 a monthly fee, and although it compares favorably with costs of
less enlivhtened institutions, it is still considerable. For solne of the
families the amount is a severe hardship. Unfortunately, the Village is
not yet qolvent cnolgh to provide scholarships based solel:: on financial
need. Hopefully, Innisfree will prove its success and validity to enough
foundations and private institutions which will provide gr-ct ter financial
support.

Ou r goal is to be accepted for who we are, without labels that restrict
of apolo7,0 for us. The handicapped men and women are striving hard
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to prove themselves capable and worthy of society's respect. One strong
ambition is to be considered competent and responsible, a model and
teacher, a co-worker. S01113 aay, and the day is inevitable, the Village
will rid itself of labels. Some day, too, every person there will beeome
a co-worker because recognition will come that everyone is at Innisfree
for the same purposeto prove fundamentals about himself Which are
positive and affirming.

Mental handicap is not viewed as a ha; -limp of the whore person. Rather,
the natural unfolding of the, individual as a social, emotional, creative
being is seen to take place when extraordinary pressures are relieveo.
In this paper we have attempted to identify some of the thecl-ctical back-
ground of this community, whose avowed intention is to foster and de-
velop the maximum po4mtialkof a certain segment of our population.
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Summary and Trends

FRANK J. MENOLASCINO

Summary
It is my task to summarize the key elements of this two-day Forum on
Residential Services. Recent court decisions, accreditation standards ,
and federal regulations are mandating a reduction of the current popula-
tion in large public institutionsalong with'major improvements in the
quality of all residential programs. A lack of adequately described al-
ternative residentie models places state planners and consumer advo-
cates in a position of making poorly informed decisions. State agencies
have frequently committed enormous resources to resitiential service
planes which later prove ineffective, disruptive, .contradictory and, in
some cases, illegal because the planners did not have access to the vol-
ume of reliable and appropriate alternative service model options. The
overriding hope of.this conference was that its format and content be
correctly designed so as to have maximum impact on the problems and .

dilemmas faced by state and local planners of residential serviced for
aur mentally retarded citizens.

This overall goal was addressed by providing the basic information nec-
essary to develop action plans for implementing a comprehensive sys-
tem of reSidential services; showcases were utilized to both illustrate
and discuss better models--which embody the elements of this planning
Approach. It is a tribute to Eleanor Elkin, Chairperson ofour NARC
Residential Services Committee, and Gene Patterson, our NARC resi-
dential staff resource, and the kindness of a contributor to our national
ARC movement that this Residential Forum has been able to directly'
address itself to these readily apparent needs.
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This Forum's proceedings were opened by some free associations by my-
self, and then Eleanor presented an eloquent overview of the evolution of
vest 'and current NARC residential service policy statements. 'She
sharply underscored the fact that in the late sixties there was a major
turf: -aro.lnd of our NARC moVement. She noted that, in the fifties and
early sixties, wc bad tried to improve thc institutions in every way pos-
sible and, despite our persistent efforts, there came the sobering aware-
ness that we had to Seek viable alternatives outside of the traditional
public institutional setting. Eleanor reviewed some of our past NARC
residential policy statements from the sixties, and they sounded as if
they could have been issued last ycar, yesterday or today--sobering,
very sobering.

She reminded us that our ARC movement's residential policy statement
in Montreal (i.e. , that there should be no residentiai construction on
the grounds'of current public institutions for the retarded in this coun-
try) produced much gnashing of teeth among many individuals and groups
in our country. Much of this turmoil was also experienced by our own
ARC unitsthey had residential expansion programs on the planning
board, political agreements to be consummated, edifices wcre to go up--
but Montreal's policy statement went straight through all of these mixed
expectations. During this ForuM we have clearly noted that despite
thc Montreal poliey there has been an end-run. Ycs, there haVe not
been any appreciable numbers of new residential beds at the old insti-
iutions; instead, there have been many ncw small institutions erected,
elsewhere. Essentially an end-run around our,Montreal policy statement
has been accomplished.

John McGee discu3sed in his pre.:entatiols. the pressing need`to closely
examine what we do in our curre;)1 and future provisions tOr residential
alternativesand why. More speCifically; be spoke of a sliding contin-
uum of services: from least to most restrictive environments and allied
program goals. One of the illustration§ he utilized showcd us very clearly
that in this sliding continuum there arc also sliding expectations. The
more you went to the right on the continuum the less restrictive was the
living environment and more developmental opportunities were provided
to the retarded citizen. He also stressed the crucial role of the family
in proviAing these opportunities. Indeed, the issucs are not restricted
to the states that John mentioned--they are issues and challenges which
occur across our country in state after state. It went through my mind
that this young man is really quite "old" in some of his views. He spoke
of our need to continually stress the dignity of people, including the cen-
tral need to provide effective support systems for the family units in our
societyespecially for someone the sociologists label as Neviant." ;

stressed that we should scratch this and other labels and talk about fellow
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citizens who have an inalienable right to developmentally-oriented pro-
grams within least restrictive settings which fully embody the.program
principles of normalization, fie noted that professionals must contin- .
ually commit themselves to self-examination of whether their programs
truly embody the sliding continuum of program ingredients within the
associated dimension of higher or lowerprogram expectations.

During the luncheon SessiiFrecl Krause gave a fine but rather perplex-
ing presentation. I saw Fred's overheads on the decreasing population
of the large public institutions; there was also visual proof that the num-
ber of facilities have increasedlowered populations in a greater number
of institutions. The overhead visual demonstrations brought back the resi-
dential data I viewed in the.. Fall of 1971 when, for the first time in almost
seven decades in this country, there were more thscharges than admis-
sions to the large public institutions for the mentally,reta/rded. First
time in GS years! And nOw we have built smaller places for them t.o rc-
side.

Fred also reviewed recent data on the "levels" of the symptom of retarda-
tion in the retarded citizens who still reside in the large institutions: the
majority are severely retarded individuals with multiple handicaps.
Equally disturbing was Fred's graph which clearly showed that 15 of each
16 dollars spent in residential serviceS.for our retarded citizens still
continue to go to support the large public institutions. No matter how
you move these financial figures around they are still going to the his-
torical backbone of the care for the retarded in this country: the public
institutions; and the community-based residential programs literally
have to beg for the financial scraps that are left over. Despite the on-
going efforts of Doris Haar, who attended this Forum, and has effectively
tried w help parents and local communities,.in that begging, the actual
dollars currently available for communitbased residential alternatives
are still scraps.

The levels of mental retardation usually cited as the "really difficult"
clinical and residential challenges arc the severely retarded. When I
first became involved in this field Ye spoke of the borderline, the mild,
the moderate and the severely ret9frded. Today I repetitiously see cap-
tions that only talk about the sev ely retarded and multiply handicapped--
and they are typically viewed as "today's .hopeless ones." Less and less
do we hear of the moderately retarded and most professionals agree that
the borderline label should be discarded, and the mildly retarded should
never have gone to the institution8 in the first place. The overfocus on
today's "hopeless" retarded citizens (i.e., the severely retarded),
though a myth, has been utilized to defend the public institutions because
"They belong there since they are the hardest to serve." Think about it.
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No 'one talks about the borderline and the mildly retarded any more--
perhaps out of professional guilt because they never should have been
there in the first place. Many of the severely retarded in the institu-
tions, we are told, are quite old in chronological age, and I've had in-
dividuals tell me, "You know, Frank, the adults in the institutions are
indeed the lost generation." The suggestion is that we .should turn our
backs on them and focus on the severely handical.ped ehildren. Nothing
new. For example, a white paper came out in England two years ago--
same kind of viewtake care of the handicapped kids in the community
by demanding that no individual tmder 12 years of age be admitted to an
institution for the retarded. Forget about the people over 12 years of
age. That's pretty young to be considered "old!" It was the singing at
Christthastime of a group of,these same "old" children whom, Fred Krause
commented on in regards to his past experiences as a staff member at
the. Dixon State School. They are the biblical children in the wilderness,
and I think this type of "singing" drove Fred from Illindis te.our Associa-
tions for Retarded Citizens' movement and now to his position with the
['resident's Committee on Mental Retardation. I thinlc.he's dene a darn
good job, though he can never forget the voices of those "old" children
who still plead for help in Illinois and the other 49 states of this country.

in her presentation Rita Charron did a most admirable job. This.lady
has had a "noble obsession" to figure. out the complexities of federal
fundingespecially as it relates to residential alternatives. It is not a
pathological obsession, but it darn near makes you pathological when
you must master the current 90-plus funding senrces available .for resi-
dential programming. Rita brought together and shared with us the ex-
pertise of a CPA, Program person, an advocate and a persbn who knows
how to get money. Be quick on your feet, quick of mind, don't drink,
perpetually stay awakeand somehow you can figure out the entanglements
of how to get money to provide model-, r...sIdential serviees! I keep hear-
ing about "audit-trails" and others J)eut "audit-tracks," and now we
are about to embrace "zero budget .g." II-wever, we still have the over-
riding issue of doe s the money acalally follow the retarded citizens?

*When you are all done with those trails and tracksout there in that fi-
nancial wildernessmany creative suggestions for fruitfully.utilizing
money for residential programs for ourretardee, citizens have come forth
over the years. Many of the financial suggestions have been qUickly
labeled as Crazy or simple-minded or both. For example, abotit eight
years ago, someone said to me, "You know, Frank, why not depopulate
the overcrowded institutions (that was the word then, depopulateWe now
have deinstitutionalize, and I suspect that the "in" word will soon be de-
centralize) by giving the daily cost of care of a client to each employee
who will take one child home to care for him in hys or her family."
Similarly, a colleague asked, "Hey, why don't we take that per diem cdst
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and give it to the primary family to take the child home?" Maybe $10,000
a year (the usual minimal cost of care for such an individual in the public
institutions) for a. severely retarded youngster is considered peanuts in
your state, but $10,000 is a lot to a farmer in mid-Nebraska who works
hard, wants his child (i.e., most often they have sent their child to an
institution as a last resort)--and give him the S10,000 and the program-
matic biowledge (which we can now package so well) and let him serve
his child. Interesting? Simple-minded? Perhaps! I mention these two
options to you because, as Ritzvioted, the issue of actually providing
modern care is not that complek, if you can obtain the money to literally-
get it done!

Dennis Popp spoke of the need for administrative and programmatic ex-
cellence. He stressed that we muse put these two entities together be-
cause the cost-benefit approach is ,not\pe only "bottom line" approad
serving people. On the contrary, we Must utilize the dollars in a cr&i
tive sense in conjunction with objective erteria for the actual delineation
uf costs for whatever the level or type of retardation. He specifically
discussed the evolving-modern systems appoaches and how they can bc
effectively utilized. We should take his presentation very much to heart
since we have noted, in state after state, governors calling in consultant
firms (who tend to know precious little concerning' ervice systems for
the retarded). Their usual two-volume,reports say, es, it justifies the
S80,000-plus you paid us for vague guidelines that arenot referrable to
the mixed financial-programmatic challenges present. Familiar posture?
Instead, Dennis clearly illustrated that specific cost-service benefit
guidelines can be closely wed to all aspects of program development,
operation and their periodic evaluationall along guidelines that are
objective, rcplicable and above all: firmly encompass the humanistic
posture of truly serving people. Such systems are here and, as Dennis
underscored, we must utilize them "up front" in our thinking, planning
and actual program operations.

Paul Friedman, in his review of the impact of legal decisions on resi-
dential services, reminded me of one of Elizabeth Bogg's commentS dur-
ing a recent presentation. She defined the "medical model" as nurses
talking to doctors and doctors talking only to God. Further, she de-
scribed the evolying "legal model" as lawyers talking to judges and the
judges only talking to God. . I would commend to your attention that, as Paul
noted, :God is answering the judges pretty well lately! The recent bench-
mark cases concerning the publicinstitutions for the retarded across our
country have pricked the consciences of our people and, as recently noted
in Minnesota, they have raised the question of the consciencp of our state
governinents. We do not have to continue, as Paul mentioned, like the
Partlow situation wherein the attorney liad to talk about good looking cows,
who are both athletic and of confederate ancestry, in order to continue
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our quest for justice! It has been my pleasure for the last three and a
half years to be a witness and an active participant in a case which re-
quests equal justice for the institutionalized retarded citizens in Nebras-
ka. I have learned a great deal about the law and feel blessed to haVe
had that opportunity. We have a young attorney (Mr. Bruce Mason) who
deeply cares about all people; a young attorney who has given over 4,000
hours of legal work free of charge to our state ARC movement. He and

mcently wrote an article for the Creighton Law Review; it darn near
drove me crazy since the lawyers have a way of writing articles where
you write two lines and then give 75 lines of footnotes. I almost began
to stutter! I would say something, and he would persistently ask, "How
do you know? And then document how you really, really know." That's
good training--good discipline. It was traumatic but mind expanding for
me because Bruce kept saying why? Why? Paul Friedman-noted that
when you ask questions about the need for least restrictive residential
alternativesimmediately on the heels of the right to treatment Issue--
you come very close to true justice for the retarded citizens of our
cotmtry. You also come very close, as Paul pointed out in the Bartley
v. Kremens case, of asking why we continue to commit; fox an indeter-
minate period of time, those fellow citizens who have n:ot sinned against
:inyone.

Ed Skarnulis spoke of the key issues of monitoring our residential ser-
vices; the necessity for systems to be open before they can be effec-
tively monitored and that observations must be externalized. The guide-
lines for lOng-term residential placement Pmsent some major challenges
for all of us (e.g., see the NARC Nursing Home Symposium publication).
Ed candidly noted that we are not in an adversary position in regard to
monitoring. Rather, it is protection of the rights of/the retarded via a
concern for openness. Across this country I hear people saying, "Yes,
Frank, we like the ARC to monitor, but gosh they are tough! Why don't
you ask them to be less hostile and more polite? We are really their
friends." It reminds me of the I'm okay-you're okay paradox. As Ed
spoke, I thought of an inscription on.our capital building in Nebraska,
"Vigilence is the price of liberty. " Similarly, monitoring is the price
of quality residential services for the retarded citiZens in this country.
In particular, we must get that message across to young parents--so
many of them seem to feel that the work has already been done, that
modern services will be given to their children and somehow Uncle Sam
will have the conscience (or state governments will have the conscience)
to provide a plentiful spectrum of quality services. That conscience is
not automatically there; rather, it is embodied in the advocate who is
actually armed with the knowledge and personal commitment to actively
rnonitoeas Ms. Burda mentioned here and at our National Convention
in Indianapolis.

e. )
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Ed gave a, splendid "How to" listing of an approach to monitoring and ac-
countability. I was' pleased to note his positive view toward the need for
consumers, providers and funclers to join together to keep each other
honest. His qUotation from Robert Frost should spur us to continue this
difficult but vital work, "But I have promises to keep. And miles to go
before I sleep; and miles to go before I sleep."

The Showcase presentations ranged from the village model, the foster
family concept, to support systems for the primary family. The village
niodel is a humane one which has long historical roots and avid sup-
porters for various approaches to village living. Typically, it is a rather
narrow model as far as the options available for a retarded person to live
within the interpersonal context of a wide variety of fellow humans. Per-
haps the village's model can also encdmpass some of the L'Arche move-
ment's splendid mixing of hcterogenous groups of indivithialsinchiding
the retarded.

The foster family presentation was an illustration of a traditional model
which is great as far as providing a true family support system--though
the presenter stressed how hard the professional must scratch to actual-
ly find these alternatives. Maybe, Itke the redirected thrust of the Roose-
velt Center in New York, we ean provide the residential services without
the fixed bed focus. In other words, provide the services where retarded
people actually live--in their homes, neighborhoods, towns and cities.

the village

foster"

families

, The ENCOR system of residential setvices, as reviewed by Barry Lamont,
clearly illustrates the active incorporation of the normalization principle cw7imunity

and the developmental model into a functioning real-life system of services. systems

I will not comment further on the ENCOR presentation since my brain and
soul have been too close to this model of services, from its inception,
for me to be an objective responder to Barry's presentation. It brings
back many personal memories--like asking myself in the middle sixties
why the severely and profoundly retarcle.1 children are always kept in the
medical-surgical units of the institution? Why are they there in their
stainless steel cribs with the plastic on top and the room surrounded by
wire enmeshed glass as though it were some kind of infant nursery in an
acute infectious disease hospital unit? I would often ask (sincerely), "Who
is sick here?" People would say, "Aren't you a 'real' doctor--these kids
are sick--they have tough medical problems!" They would typically be-
cOme more upset as I would persist and ask, "Who has a high temperature?
Signs of inflammation? Pallor?" Nobody! We must all ask, "Why are
they there?" Rather than alluding to some vague (and usually static) neuro-
pathological process which usually translated to, "Something wrong with
his brain," the issue is really that these youngsters can't "make it" with-
out a support system for their seizures, their delayed development, etc.
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They are treatable in the community and so why do we keep putting then-t
"...with their-own kind?" Why do we keep sending them away from the
nurture of their own familes? They are often viewed as "not going any-
where" and so they often go to the institution for long-term storage be-
cause, "We all know they cannot grow"; "we all know there is no hope";
etc. The ENCOR system' reviewed by Barry was, and is, Nebraska's
direct answer to these linger'ng myths and negative self-fulfilling proph-
esies.

The more advanced institutional setting was well illustrated by the pre-
sentation on the Ludeman Center. It represents Illinois' answer, as they
saw the challenge in the late sixties; it was built in 1972, but conceived
in the late sixties. In the film strip component of this presentation there
were childre..inging "The Impossible Dream"--similar to the group that
Fred krause discussed. One of the mothers in the film discussed her
mixed, feelings about bringing her child home. The institution was not
viewed as a "home" by either the mother or her daughter. I believe that
the overwhelming number of institutionalized citizens truly know their
homes and their people! The Ludeman Center was to be homelike; it was
to be-like a home. It was to be many steps beyond their Dixon facility
and yet one must ask--why coultifl't these cottages have been dispensed
in the communities across Illinois? Why must we continue to build the
modern leprosarium again and again? Call it whatever you want, but it
ends up being a modern leprosarium because they've got the "disease,"
and seemingly must be herded together as a deviant group set apart from
their brothers and sisters.

The group homes evolving in Pennsylvania are very interesting.. Mel
Knowlton spoke about going beyond the group homes, and Pennsylvania
ha's wrestled with the challenge of actually having the money and now try-
ing to find the way to use it effectively. It is one of the few states that
has the money needed to operate and bring into being systems of relevance
which everyone can live with and be proud of. I wish then) well in their
superb initial thrusts.

What do these Show ,.ses tell us? One person at lunch today, who will go
nameless, said, "You know, Frank, are these really showcases? It is
like teaching young doctors how npt to do an appendectomy." Think about
that. We always teach young surgeons how to do an appendectomy so that
the patient doesn't bleed excessively, doesn't go into shock, experience
a high frequency of post-operative infections, etc. Perhaps our show-
cases are a sobering reminder to us of our own programmatic "retarda-
tion" in this country in regards to residentW servi,,esthat we reallY only
have partial models and have not really "pifit, it all to=ther" to date. I

want the optimum in residential service alternatives for our retarded

1 7 7
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citizens. Yet, we continue to think--then providealong the lines of min-
imal models for major residential challenges.

Where are we today? We seem to be embracing many trends and models
which are groping toward the future. In a word, we are in a very difficult
transitional stage. Fred Krause clearly illustrated that the money is still
going to the major backbone of this country's ongoing posture towards its
retarded citizens: the large--and not so largepublic institutions. His
illustrations clearly documented the continuing fifteen-to-one money ratio
of institutional expenditures versus community-based systems. So the
majority of dollar flow is still going the same way, and one could easily
surmise that there4tre just not enough dollars for both of these alternatives.
It should be pointed out that this ratio of dollars invested and-number of
individuals served in the local system will persist unless a concerted cf-
fort is inade to serve retarded individuals in their home communities.

Currently, we have "mixed" residential models, evolving administrative
models and systems and rather clear legal guidelines. We still also have
the partially met expectations of advocates. In this current transition I
would remind you that during this Residential Forum there were primar-
ily young people making the presentations. Great! We do not have to
worry about the future ,when we have so many youngpeople givingssuch
high quality presentationsreflective of their deep and ongoing personal
commitments to this field of endeavor. This area-is going to be their
career, their lives--and it will be their career fulfillment or personal
nightmare, depending on how real they are, how concerned, how true to
themselves. In brief, our retarded citizens are in good hands!

Trends and Roadblocks
"Teach your children well and feed them on your dreams;
the ones they picked, and the ones you will be known by.
Don't ever ask them why; if they told you, you would cry. "

Crosby,. Stills, Nash and Young

During a trip recently to Ireland my wife and I visited a residential facil-
ity for the retarded which had been hailed as the flagship Cif Ireland's pro-
gram for its retarded citizens. Small, home-like, modern (and full clay)
programming, well staffed by friendly and obviously involved personnel--
ft was impressive. My wife suddenly asked, "Well, Frank, doesn't this
fine facilit3r make you really rethink your position on public institutions?"
Goryi question! Yet, before I could answer her, we were literally sur-
rounded by eight or nine friendly young residents who asked to have a

trends
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picture taken, where we were from, etc. As we made the ;ircle of intro-
ductions I noted that she asked how they liked Eying here ahd did they
want to stay. Amazingly, each enjoyed the facility'and yet each articu-
lated a pressing wish to "Go home," "Be with morn," and "Work at
home!" It was disconcerting to both of us and not in keeping with our
piedicted impressions of 15 minutes earlier. I was reminded of this
experience when I noted the following story in the Chicago Tribune last
Thksgiving. It was entitled, At 2 8, His Life Is F inally ,
and Joyfully, Put Together;

When we offer thanks today, I guess we're supposed to offer them
to the Maker. Well, I Idiow.this guy He didn't make very well.
And then Ile gave him a few more millstones, too. The guy's
name is Joseph Kadlub, and it's a testimony to the strength of
human will that he probably has more thanks to give this year
jian the rest of us. Joseph is 28 and mentally retarded--a
term I hate. Ile is legally blind. Until recently he weighed
close to 300 pounds. lie is also, for all practical purposes, an
orphan.

When Joseph was a year old, he was treated at St. Vincent's
Hospital for malnutrItion and neglect. At 3 he was taken from
his motherwhom he hasn't seen since--and placed in sic-
L.,:ssion of five foster homes in four years. At 7 lie was com-
me te
School fOr the Mentally Retarded. He. languished there for 1G K.i,

ittd, on a mental deficiency petition, to the Lincoln Sta

yearsun,til the day, in 1974 whgn he decided he wanted to get,
out and live like a nyone else. That meant a paying job, a'place o
his own, ,irid freedom of movement.

But I prefer to Lit him tell it:
"At Lincoln there us this big row of beds on one side, and a big

(rrow of beds on th ,other side... Tn the middle, people just played-
around. They had Itzb,s at Lincoln, but they play dirty. You .didn't
get paid or nothing. AridksOme sit.down. and do nothing while I
do all the work. 1 had went.orr trips oaside, and I felt like some-
thing, so--told people I warted to leave, that I'm nct sick. I'm
not sick at all. I said I wanted to go to stores and all that sttiff.
I don't like to be closed in. I want to be someplace I can just go
out."

As you've noticed-, Joseph has a speech problem. Those close to
his case believe it's due in part to spending most of lifs life around
people more retarded than he.

It te-). k -time, but Joseph was finally sent to a private Fl.elter -care
facility with the state paying the tab. But JOseph didn'L like here
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either. "They keep the doors open and people steal. There were 20o
people, and too many nurses. I !i;:id Lincoln State the same thing as
here."
What he wanted was someore to teach him skills he sensed "he needea
to live on his own. The skith he wanted ,,votIld hurt your heart: 'Cook-
ing. Doing laundry. Riding the bus. Ceunt :noney. Paying bills.
An immersion course in simple self-tespe.:.......

Three years ago, Joseph, living in yet another residential shelter,
was, placed in the vocational program of the Chicago School and Work-
shop for the Retarded. The School operates workshops for people
with moderate mental hardicaps. They work on assembly lines that
simulate real workiny: conditions, packaging goods and fitting parts
together for private industry.

oseph began to take oq. His I"C;: .ose from 9, when he was at Un-
coin, t6 57, then to 67. He has shed more than 40 pounds. Tie has
become what his work supervisor, Rudy Herded:, calls, "the best
packer we've got"; the remark caused Joseph to shrug modestly and

just my hands, _they do the work."

-A ..ear agh, Joseph was accepted at Renaissance House, 2201 W.

Devon \venue, the resi(iential facility of the Chicago School and.
Workshop. The goal of the Workshop is to place the School's
hundreds of workersmany of whom will live in shelters or with
their families the rest of their lives'--in private day jobs. The goal
of Renaissance Houscwhieh is more selective and has only 20

residents--is to teach living on one's own.

Tf you think Jimmy Carter.has been born again, you ought to see
Joseph. Ile haslearned to cook, Shol, ing an excessive fondness for
cheeseburgers. Ile has been taught h v to care for an apartment.
He has checking and savings accounts. Once a week he takes a
money--managcment course, in which he learns how to pitvefrom
the SO cents an.hour he makes at the wo*shop and the $25.G0
month he gets from the state benefits that support him at Renais-
sance !louse. Because he now travels freely about town himself--
and has discovered shopping--he has only $11 saved. But he'S get-

-ting 1:;etter at budgeting.

"Ile's frugal, he doesn',t,try to buy everything," Clairjlellstern, a
public health nurse who has befriended him, said kindly. Joseph
shook his head sadly. "Sonotimes I do, sometimes I don't, '' he
said.

Perhaps the most amazing thing about Joseph..I.E. his ski n. S:nee
1)74 he has been a part of the I3lind Outdoor Leisure Program and

has been to Aspen and Snow'mass four times. Ile skiis'with poles
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.74

attachc(I to those of a guide behind him. lets him know when
to turn. Last year he.wvt by himself: Took a cab to the airport,
hoarded the plane. alone. Ile staved with an Aspen ski instructor
who has become his good and great friend. "I was scared, but I
made it anyway. Went Liere and came back," Joseph said. "We
were more nervous than he was," said Bill Appliagton, program
director at Renaissance House.

\Ally do I write about all this at TInmi:sgiving? I3ceause Joseph's
Mout to get his wish.

Soon he'll graduats from the Levy Workshop, .661e Clark St.,
to the Chicago ,School's plat..ment center at Morrose,and Ravens-
wood. Hera get fiensiye training while they fin,' him a full-time
,)utside job. Ile's also moving into the "traini. .' apartment at

enaissanee Ilouse, with a roommate, Eddie, fhey wdl live by
awa, from the other group, to .-;imulate independent

And sometime lwfore nexl une, Joseph Kad IA will move to an
11)artili( t c)f his oWn--maybe even in Aspen. "Clean air, a small
town, and nice mountainS," Joseph noted.

ilis counselors tali: a lot about his gre,A 'motivation, his loll E!,'

ntration span, hiL; %%ill to in-.1:e it.

kit he might have lived out his life in the ve;,,etable patch hzul he
not grasped some simpl. . aths.
"It mat-e, me feel goOd to work, just to do something. It means
I don't, be lazy," he told me. "I'd like to grow up and see what's
outside and 'lave _riends.

"I 2,ot my wish. It came out good. 'Cause 1 just don't like to be
locked up and not do nothing."

You will note that Joseph does not consider himself as "sick." It may be
ciifficult for some individuals to fully realize that the Josephs of .this world
can say, "I'm OK. f"rn intact. Despite your label, I'm ali,uman being'
wflo Wants freedom, the dignity of work and te have.my hopes and dreams
just the way you dor" Later, in !he article, he complained about being
placed with people xvho were, more retarded than he. Is Ile suggesting,
that we tend to encourage more signs and expectatOns of mental re-
tardation ? Sort of like prosthetic helps that do not help, hut instead,
tend to strangle developmental potentials. Or does it induce regression
of hehavior--as has been clearly documented in and out of the field of re-
tardation (e.g., the work by Bowlby and Spitz on young children who are
sent to live among strangers--away from their loved -ones. These ehil
(Iron tend to lose weight, become very withdrawn, autistic and some

C,
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,licd). What skills did Joseph feel that he needed to learn to live out in the
world'? They were rather elementary :ind easy to provide: cooking, doing
laundry, riding the bus, counting money, etc. ,An imprssible dream ?
Does it really take elegant programming to provide JoSATh,with these
adult self-help skills? I think not.

i wart to stress that this story of Joseph clearly underscores that the
personnel at his large institutional "home" did listen to him and shared--
indeed they actively supportedhis dreams. Otherwise, never would
have started on the road out of there. Let's not be critical of i,istitutional
personnel since they so often tend to be just Its dehumanized as t,ose they
diligently try to serve in these grip settings.

You will note that Joseph's measure4i. 'elligence rose from 19 (while at
the Lincoln facility) to;57, and then to P7. Why? Poor testing"! Bia'.?

1-11iffi; not. 11r I would suggest' to you that the global phenomenon
termed human intelliy:ence is only noted (i.e. ,_tntly teste(f) in that experi-
mental interface between what life.has brought the individual over the
years and the current challenges of his environment. In other words,
.f there are r.o meaningful challenges there.is precious little to measure
and/or observe.. I clearly learned this lesson in the early sixties during
a research protocol on a muscle relaxant drug to lessen the muscle spasti-
city of motor impaired youn g. retarded eitiz, as. The study design and
dosage schedule was clean cut and sound. Yet, a colleague noted, "Frank,
if these yowigst,Irs are never permitted to stand in their cribs or at-
tempts ma4e to help them Walkhow can you assess spasticityi" In
other words, if the anti-gravity muscles are not called into action via the
interface of experience (i.e., standing or walking)--there is no distinct
spastieity elicited and the dnig could not be adeqwitely tested! The same
phenomenon occurs with the attempts to assess intelligence in a child (or
adult) who I is not been placed in an optimal setting for challenging his
problem solving or social :IdapLive abilities.

In brief, this Jews article makes a :;-rand.lie of the continuing' litany th.
the sever:Ay retarded, multiply handicapped citizens "belong in the insti-
tutions because they ppresent the lost generation." Jo'sei.': is retarded,
ohuse, has poor yispn and comes : 'orn a troubled background. Yct he
does not have to remain hi that "large piacc out the country," left to
languish away with no one to attend to his pleas for help. This Residential
Forunt has shown other ways--beyond Joseph's sterling examplefor
these fellow citizens to have a more meaningful part in the promises pf
America.

Too often today, wne,. we speak of reidenti:Li services for the retarded,
we foeus unduly on children and the severely retarded. Yet, in my ex-
perience, the seve.--ly retarded car. be 11161v quickly and 'optimally served
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in generic services in the communityin contrast to the emotionally hs-
turbed retarded citizen who frequently does need the structured setting
of institutional services. After all, the young children are not going to
the large mblic in ;titutions in anywhere near thenumber that they did
a scant decade ago. Yet, the major challenges, in my opinion, are the
adult retarded citizens, like Joseph, who, because of the complexity of
their handicaps are viewed as "severely" involved. It seems to me that
they are the easiest to serve, especially in contrast to mildly and/or
moderately retarded individuals who have associated behavioral preblems.
A major eurrent-future challenge is to truly serve the severely handi-
capped Josephs _of our country who have been permitted to languish in
the institutions,

Who will list'Ai to the Josephs .in thcir muted cries for help? Clearly,
the judges of our country have listened and acted. Note that the language
of the judge in the Likins case'in Minnesota does answ-,r the cry for help
that had been previously lost amongst the hollow echoes of state bureauc-
,acy and misplaced frriorities. Additionally, as Pau/ Friedman noted,
the Bartley v. Krernens case, starting with the apparent adversary notion
of rights of children versus rights of their parents, raioes ,the question
cf v.ho has the right in this world to send a child away to live his life-f
among strangers. This lingering posture remin one of the Swedish
poet, Erik Lindegren's observation, "'Po believe you are born with bad
luck though you were merely born."

Cr 1111Mtlit: liasu.1 residential facilities must be designed to avoid the
b: tr: s of dchu7nanization and neglect which have characterized the

i3:3titution. They should be small in size, homelike in atmosphere
c.), ue mainstream of the community. Simply providing

the mentally retarded child or adult with a place to live is not enough
to ens:ire that he will develop to his maximum potential. A full continu-
um uf needed services must Aso be available in thecommunity: services
such as special efiucation, vocational training, religious education, rec-
reational services, etc.

Comparative studies have nrwri mi., community placement is less costly
than ins!itutionalization (e. g..-, Atiallta Association for Retarded Citizens,
1972).1 The work of Coidey (19712 and 19733) has presented detailed
analyses of th z.-.. fiscal disbenefits which the American economy must bear
as result of institutionalizing the mentally retarded. There is also a
sizeable body of research demonstrnting the benefits of comiaunity living

Atlanta Association for Retarded Citizens. A Study of Georgia's
Services for the Mentally Retarded. Atlanta, Georgia.' AARC,
1972.
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which acciA...., to mentallY retarded children and adults in terms of in-
creased opportunities for learning, growth and development. 'Yet,
despite the strong case for community-based residential programming,
institutionalization remains the dominant form of residential care for
retarded persons in America.

A recent beautiful book l'rom England oa retardation focused on the per-
sOnal vicissitudes commonly experienced in institutions for the retarded;
it was succinctly entitled, Put Away. Can someone put a human being
"away" in this world? I think not. Not without due process. Clearly
the following recent events have significantly altered this dehumaniz-
ing posture: the Part low case, the Likins case, the Bartley v. Kremens
case, the 1CF/MR regulations (if the Federal Goverimient has the cour-
age to truly deinand their firm implementation.' by March of 1977 instead
of waffling first in Oklahoma and- then the reSt of the country), all hold
great promise for a significant constricfitre on the comtruction'or oper-
ation of the human warehouses. Another significant event has been
mandatory oducation (a tip Of oar hat to the parents of the retarded in
Pennsylva,a!) which underscored the right to education for all retarded
citizens. A recent article in the education section of Time magazine
listed the right to education as next only to the civil rights movement of
the fifties as having the greatest impact on providing services to the
people of this country. The demand for-generic educational services for
our retarded citizens, backed by hard dollars, clearly reflects the rev-
olution of the general public's thinking about vrho can bc helped and how

our society is going to get it done.

Take these benchmark legal cases, the faaility-program regulations and
mandatory education, add to then the fact that no major group of individ-
uals is reany pleased with our current large public institutions, and wc
must ask: What do we do next to break the lockstep of the la7ge public
'institutions wliich s1ull p-..rsist as America's residential 'answer" for
many of its citizens--replete with the 15-to-1 dollar f' ',nsistency?

2Conley, R. W. An assessment of the economic raid nor-economic
costs and benefits of mental retardation progron, In: Julius
S. Cohen, et al (eds.) Benefit-Cost Analysis for Mental Retarda-
tion Programs: Theoretical Considerations and a Model for
Application. Ann Arbor, Michigan: The University of Michigan,
Publications Distribution Service, 1971.

3 Conley, R. W. The-Economics of Mental Recordation. Baltimore,
Marylaild: Johns Hopkins University Press, 1973.
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am tempted to stop here, be friendly and say, "Come back next year
and we'll talk about the moral dimensions of our current residerrthal
quandry." Rather, I will now '-peak (for the remainder of thiure-
sentation) as Frank Menolascino, nei: as a senfor officer of the National
Association for Retarded Citizens:, alrid directly share with you what
see as the major future trends in providing residential services for our
retarded citizens.

The time has come for us to clearly say that the system of state sup-
ported, large puplic institutions as the mainstay of our country's primary
residential altelmative for its retarded citizens has failed them on a
grand scale. We have to also.look closely at the Showcases displayed in
this Forum and ask, "What are their relationships to the developmental
implications of future residential services .for retirded citizens?" Look-
ing at the mountain of data we now have, I think we must say to ourselves
that there has got to be another way to spur change in the seventies--
lest we talk oilly to each other and become convinced thfil- the issues will
"take care of thervelves over time." Poi example, in the closing sec-
tion )f ch,a.pg-ing Patterns of Residential Services, a President's Com-
mit 'on in .1969, Gunnar Dywad wrote a timeless contribution.

:
c,-,ntinuing inertia to specific changes,even thoutei the ideol-

..ciate: technology needed for change were readily available!
;ui s!. the roadblocks to changes in residential services and

tc..: o;()(-i.:-: 1.re variants of the same posture of professionals and
bureau( -ats who liaq tIit retarded into the wilderness during the first
two decAes of this Centu-, They had spoken of mass sterilization,
forced labor and low budget insti ations as "good enough" for the retarded
citizens of our '...otmtry. Gunnar noted that the models for major changes
were available in 19w.) and hi Lomments arc as timely today as they
were eight yearS ago.

t.e.t the professionals feel tRat I am unduly picking on:them, I want to
note that this is a posture of many other human service components.
A clear example of this continuing professional posture appeared in a
recent issue of Business Week. The article discussed the negative in-
come tax (i.e., family maintenance programs) which could "...as most
economists see it, be the answer to the welfare mess by replacing
many of the qldividual progTanis with a universal federally financed nega-
tive income The article notes that this posture has been frequently
discussed, kicked around and typically was a highly recommended course
of action. During the last five years there have been five large-scale,
scientifically designed programs to assess what does har.ien when
vou actually provide a family maintenance program. '1 the pasL, the
article noted, people thought that if you ad this program folks wouldn't
work, weAfare recipients would :ipawn another generation of the same,
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'education levels would flatten out hecause there would he no positive
in,)delitp_.;. for children, etc. The :irticle points atit'that just the opposite
results Lave been reported in,the five rece; y completed national studies.

i.y J I bring thi-: .0 your attention? Issues in retardation encompass
somc ;)f the same issues a S ill the area of family subsidy. Further, they
are hOr, researchable issues, and rather than your philosophy or mine,
or your prejudice versus mine, we now have the technology to dissect out
v:hat works and what does not. As to the pmfessional and bureaucratic
"roa(lblocks" which ride the backs of those ihey are supposed to servL,
the following,comment fflyrn this ;I./title dimetly appropriate. "Not
withstanding the bre:pi support amorrg experts7 Conyxess has been slow
to embrace the neps.tive Inc aLe tax idea. me, reason has been the pres-
su re from welfare ...,reaucrats :on! special interest grouPs that have a
stake in MN intainitv4 programs that a negative income ta% might supplant,"
This suggests that paid publiCemployees have kingdoms and an obses-
sion with territoriality. Even when you have hard data, bureaucrats
special interest groups do not want to (4,iVe up the hydra-headed welfar,
bureaucracy (or the in.-H Autional bureaucracy). I w-Add commend Li)

att,Llition that this same professional posturc I.as stymied the po-
tential dynamic of movement towards the currently available, wi(le

spectrum of conmiunity-based residential programs (as clearly shown
during.. this liesi(lentntl.Forum) and, In my opinitm, has been a gross
disservice 4-o those citizens we are all jlrivileged to serve: our mentally
retarded ,,,low citizens!

Stumbling over the Ilf,tter on the Way to the Best
"lin I mad that I should cherish that which bears but bitter fruit?

I tear it from n v bcsom, though my heart he at its root.,, "

Tennyson

As I- thought about the ev s ot this 1?.esident1al Forum I reflected on the
above-noted admonition from lord Ten,lyson. "i".) appreciably alter our

current posture toward residential services ! lif:lieve we will have to

literzaly replace the sources of the bitter fruit--though they may be deeply

embedded in the hearts and brains of individuals whose current system::

of services are not very helpful to our retarded citizens. 1...42t 1 ii

care of their own personal identity problems-and allied bureaucratic needs--
without remaining as the roadb1ocs which conti mue. the wide scale dehii

manizing of retarded in;lividuals.

T ruly we are in a transitional period, from ihe old residential mod( 1 of

a remote abc le for the "helpless and hopeless" to the wide ca; ,ety
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currently enhancing models which hold the promise of bringing about
meaningful elmn4. As I reflected on the diversity of views in our/eur-
rent transitional period I thought of the principle of complementad'ty
from the field of nuclear physies. Nils Bohr received the Nobel:Prize
because, in the second decade of this century, he closely studied the
three then current theories about the nature of light and notedthat each

corrct as far is it went. Ile took from each of these incomplete
ifleas principte ..:,,Anponents and found that when he combined these
components they were complementary and together exTlained the aatur?,
of light. That is the principle of complementarily from the world of
atomic physics.

-'11(-r-cases there is the potential to apply the same principle of
coi,)!einentar:ty. We can abstract, in the current dynamic movements
towa Ids rights, new human service systems, new technology and the
As.sociation for Retarded Citizens' movement of continuing advocacy--
we do have the which, when put together via the complementaritY
principle, can g the direly-needed new-horizons in ,residential ser-
vices. We are in transition, yes, and I would suggest that we seriously
considerlest we repeat the Sins of the past--a national moratorium
-n all Major residential plans; go back to our respective stateS and,
:is ohn McGee clearly noted, seriously reflect on how we can clearly
:idvocate for the full rights of the mentally retarded citizens of Ameri-.
ca. F.dlowing this moratorium (i. e. , for the rest of 1977) we could
then s., "This is the national posture we want--a full system of resi-
dential services in conjunction v.--ith the educational-vocational-social-
re( .,ational services needed--operating where our families r( side."
Yes, %ye could decide without the roadblocks of the myth of lim'ted finan-

re:-;ources, the conflicting needs of politicians or the outmoded pro-
fessi )nal ;Issumptions nhout limited developmental iy,ettttaWof retarecl
nersons. We would ilave to truly look at ourselves and then 'fully live

to) OM' past and present promises such as adhererv;e;theilie NARC
polfty statements on residential services. It is basi6ally a problem of
rrue advocacy, and we of the ARC i-novement must literally drag the field
forward, In this ,transitional period we 1..11 fully support the family
and stop the continuing pathways to patienthood into the large or not-so-

",)dern" colonies for the retarded. As we have noted in this
l',esidential Forum, the evelving transitional nodels are.there. We will
have reaffirmed that there will no longer he any "lost generations" in
this eountry--ef whatever "labels" --and reaffirmed alai no American is
expendable.

Lest I seem "completely unrealistic" may I suggest that this moratorium
clear the air of the halfway solutions over which we. continue to

stumble in a r country. We will no longer need to talk of What to do with
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the "givens from clu r grim past: we can enihr tee our collective con-
sciences and "go all the wa)." Yet, what is that "way?" First, the
principle of normalization suid the developmental approach to the growth
of our retarded citizensof whatever age, type orlevel o handicap--
really have no serious detractors, theoretically or practically, as a firm

r ivsidential programs. So let's cease the speci01J,4 arguments
acro.r;s our country such :ts the statement, "Normalization is a bunch of

junk ;Hid is only supported by a lot of enthusiasm," Show me a better
posture towards our retarded :.itizens--show me one! Secondly we will

fully support funding for the lamily t e primary unit of care and pur-
chaser of service;zviii hill funding for generic. sem .ees in the commun-
ity and say to heck with the maddening rray of funding sources which
Nita Chartm not.H! The overriding ro e of our ARC,Inovement, as John
McGee-mentioned ulol as Ms. 13urda also underscored in her presentation
at l»dianapolis, will then be to closely monitor this far.:'. -based -:'tiliza-

tion of generic. :,_;,:rvices. can, and must, pull togef; r" all of our re- .
sources; publid awareness, all kinds r, Idvocacy, a!!gre:-;sive

(-lovernmental Affairs efforts, etc. can leap-frog the current transi-
tonal scene, beyond the ENC0R and Macomb-0:1.171'1nd models and beyond .

the Seanklinavian models of the recent past..

We must directly face the bitter fact that we :ore currently serving our
retarded citizens in the residential models of the sixties era. -let, it is
resi-:suring to me to note that in the seventies tile Scandinavians are eons-
ir ro America on the I)vbwad Awards! In the sixties we went there and

saw the ultimate in modern smali scale institutions--in contrast to
what they, in turn, viewed our institutions.as: being not so clean "cattle
barns." In the seventies the Scandinavians are corning to America, and
what do they see? Partial medels? Mixed bles'sings? Or, in the latter

rt of this decade, will they see the best which our greaf oountry has to
offer for its retarded citizens?

Moral Imperatives to Action
"Will the veiled sister prJv for
Those who wvIL in darkness,
Those who are torn on the horn between

season and season, 'time and
time, between power and power,
those who

In darkmess? he veiled ..ister pray
Fer children at
Who will not go away and cannot pray?"

T. S. Eliot
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hiereasingly, when I attend such events :ts this Residential Vorum, I ab-
stract theni into antitheses. On the one hand, the dream, the promise,
the idealism, the hard and clean moral decision of the imlividual whose
conscience O,anands that he or she use his or her knowledge to improve
the lof of retarded citizens as much as he or she knows how. On the
,Uher hand, the status quo, .the frozen negative.attitudes and, increas-
ingly tod:, the slick Madison Avenue packaging of the same old dreary
institutional story'. There was a time perhaps when this dichotomy be-
tween morality and indifference was not so sharp. The earliest insti-
tutions for mentally retarded persons in this country were, in Net,
tiltjg 11, training. schools and those who entered returned to society hotter
trained ind more fully developed individuals. That day certainly is past.
Today institutions for the retarded are too often a one-wav street to
Hqa.:lor and oblivion. Not all institutions compare with the abomination

inf:unous Willowbrook in New York, but I can recommend few of
the many I have visited hurnanc places where t retarded person can
full (tevelop as a ;2;rowing, learning individual. Institutions for the

flied per se are overcrowile(1, understaffed, (iehumanizim.c and incap-
able o delivering a fractien of the opportunity an(.I enrichment of nonnal

H.1Ithese are retarded people, says the institutiointl superintendent.
This is where society sends them. We are understaffed and overworked.
Ila wo do the best we can, he adds.!

It is not, I would contend, that such individuals :ire immoralthey arc
;WAY Iflhii1tflC te the demands of morality. institutional blinders are in-

deed restrictive .nd in time the rock-bottom dehumanizing minimum of
custodial care b ais to look lihe "the best we can do." A shocked public
may demand entrance to view this affront to our ideas, but the fortress
walls re up; visitors' passes -Ire necessary; no cameras, thank you.
At this point an appeal to the mordity of the institution keepers, to their
ideals and their professional ethos is so often seen by them as irrelevant.
The effect of the institution is tc, wake them as blind tc the needs and hu-
man potentials of the retarded indivhlual the Fearful parents who first
placed their child within its walls.

Is timer Oi alternative? This ubiquitous question is testimony to our
blindness to the capabilities of the mentally retarded. The alternative,
of course, is-outside the institution--in the society of home and commun-
ity that nourishes us, challenges us, forces us tc g-row and fulfills us.
Every member of our society has varying educatiOnal, counseling, medi-
cal and vocational needs--why not meet .c similar needs of the retarded
in the same fashion, in their communitie -? The success of community-
based services for the retarded i ersuasive proof of the capabilities
of rded persons; these progran- : re also a validation of a moral
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attitude that perceives an ideal and strives to make it real, Those wlm
,lismiss the promise of community service programs as "phony public
relations gir1 imicks" and "distortions" arc guilty of a double blindness:
an inability not onIV what is hut what should he. P is not cultur-
ally normal for one to spend his life in an institution, nrich less in a
warehouse that calls itself a therapeutic center. lt is, fact, horren-
dous that :uivone does. Culluc:n no ro-1,-; cannot he learned in .1.11 abnormal
milieu. This is a Lill iS111 I:. c, and ir the rats ;URI professionals
of 25 years al.;.o could plea ;.,:.iorance of an alternative to Ntarchousing
as .an excuse, no such ple, . is possible today. The pioneering efforts of
Itard, t.ieguin and IFtwc proved that retarded persons could learn; the
mountair of data compiled ince than has Proven lmw much they could
learn. These arc inconvenient facts for the defenders of large public in-
stitutions, and one can only conclude that by denying these realities,
this data, these facts, they are confirming their own roadblocks to be-
coming truly contributing helpers of retarded citizens. Excellent models
of community service programs exist and their value and workability is
rapidly being proven. The lulowledge on which these service systems are
based is readily accessible to those who reeomize that a life based on
the cultural norm:, of homo, work and community is not only a possibil-
ity lor retarded persons but, I believe, a. moral necessity.

Finally, there is knowledge itself aEd the moral demands it creates. The
social-educational-vocational services have been traditionally viewed as
helping professionals and, unless the practitioners are morally bankrupt,
they must use what is known to help our retarded citizens attain cultur-
al norms as far as is possible.

To work in community-based services for the retarded is not a total divorce
the "system." The radical posture may be tempting, but ultimately

it ia isolating and self-defeating. I would advise against it. ln my exper-
ience, the syr '-!->t fosters and supports the public institutions can be
lersuaded to .he community-based alternatives to it. In fact, if
one is serious about change, the system must be dealt with and persuaded--
for its components are parents, professionals, legislators and institution-
al personnel whose support is necessary in order to initiate a time :ilterna-
tive to institutional care. The community-based system, once established,
then depends upon the institution to refer clients back into the community
and may find that former institutional personnel are early and valuable
applicants for work in the alternative system. Thus, while an arm-in-
arm or hand-in-hand relationship with the institution may be uncomfort-
able, communication between the two systems.is vital.

The dichotomy of the two systems is an unnatural one, and tbe political
competition between them can be a distraction from, and detriment to,
the proper goal of serving retarded persons. There is evidence, however,
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that systems of care that utilize both institutional and community resources
are evolving. As the 197G Report of the President's Committee on Mental
Retardation noted, there appears to be a major reorientation of the role
of We public institutions. The Report points to three models of services
ail of whic., differ significantly from the traditional model of the iso-
lated institution. The first of these is the urban residential center which
provides services to residents and day services.X retarded citizens who
li'vc in the community. An example of the second model is the effort to
convert institutions into speeialty residential facilities which prepare
clients for community living where they are served by community-based
programs. The third model is the regional service delivery system in
which the institution is a cen: I resource connected by communication,
outreach activities and the flos of clients to the community-based COM
pments of the system. One should note that these are fluid, not final,
models; but they are extremely hopehil signs that institutions and com-
munity-based services can \York tegother to provide .normalizing services
f,Nr our retarded eiti.zens.

The ,luestion of public-political-professional accomplishments and its
allied issue of morality, then, is rot "us" against "them" or community-
hased residential programs veisas institutions. It is more a matter of
the indivhlual service provider's perception of wh.A we all, as human
heings, deserv (. iind his assessment of his knowledge, power and vision
to effect the necessary changes. I would stress that service providers
must focus on the need for individual programming for each and every re-
tarded cith.en, regardless of where they reside. If that attitude were
comnion to professionals in mental retardation, the results would vary,
for morality leads people in many directions. I do not doubt, however,
that the futures of retarded persons would be a hundredfold brighter;
that: there would be many shapes and forms of ces.idential service models;
and that more young and dedicated advocates and professionals would
join, anxious to use their knowledge, skill and enthusiasm in service to
pe r.-mns so long denied the normal life experiences we take for granted.

The legal rights of mentally retarded persons are, at present, ,being af-
firmed in the courts. Wiiat is cmcial now is the affirmation of their hu-
man rights by society; the recognition of them as learning, growing per-
sons Who deserve the opportunities for self-fulfillment as Much as you
and I. From my own exTerience with community-hosed programs in Ne-
braska, f can say that, when the advocates and professionals can emi.)ract.1
this idnal as the proper moral e.xi3ression of their involvement and full
utilization of their knowledge, the acceptance of mentally retarded persons
by our society will not be far behind.
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believe that we must rethinl:, reflect and then actually seek to finalize

aatimetable to phase dir,vil dl t the large public institutions for the re-
tarded in our count----,. '. ten-year period should be long enough to in-
crementally make the friinsif :on from where we are to where we must be:
within the family, in the nue and in the community. I am fully aware
that we have a long way to go, and again I speak as One person whose
crystal hall, God knows, is cloudy. I have no periscope on. the future,
but after 18 years in this field of service I.remain deeply botheredby
hearing the children in the wilderness singing, as Fred Krause mentioned.
The President's Committee on Mental Retardation, in its MR 2000 Report,
predicted that by the end.of this century the current institutions will be
drastically altered. Federal goals talk about -1 ruduction of a third or a
quarter of the current population of institutionalized retarded citizens.
What is sinful about going all the way durb. I-he next ten years? Where
is the roadblock to a movement which h. ..:i tge to lift the initial
horizons of help and hope--in the early ' go the next big step of
serving all our retarded citizens as e.,-e itizons who truly deserve
full opportunities to share in the proril:-,ee America? I spoke this way
at a national conference just one wee' ;tg:i and someone said to me, "You
know, Frank, you sound as 'old fashioned' as our new president. Ile
speaks of compassion, and you spen'. ut rinc7ing equal'opportunity to the
retarded for wholesome and respon-'7: residential environments." The
obtainment of wholesome social-adn:26ive bpnefits from -responsive en-
vironments and how they can be individualfzed to meet the need8 of all
retarded citizensregnrdless of the nature of their handicaps--is how
Elizabeth Boggs recently reinterpreted the principle of normalization.
She wanted for her David a truly responsive environment. Yes, we must
talk the same way about all of the programscurrent and future--for
every retarded child and adult in this country. Not because he's obese,
or has an IQ of 15, is blind or microcephalic, has spasticity in one leg--
you fill in the blanks--but because he's a human being who is a fellow
citizen. Let us retitilize_the traditional truths of the early humanism our
country displayed toward its--retarded citizens and aim our back on the
roadblocksconsciously, with P-Urpose and fully commit ourselves to
provide ti Ay responsive models of residential services to enhance t!._:
lives of our retarded citizens.

We talk too much about uur movement's fears and roadblocks to captur-
ing the .dream of full personal fulfillment for our retarded citizens. Dis-
sention within our movement, unions, conflicting advocacy postures, the
negative fallout of politics, etc. We talk too much in terms of being fear-
ful of doing What we have known for a long time m us t be done to give re-
tarded persons a meaningful place to live and grow as full-citizens in
their country.
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a thncs, "too nfce" posture towanls state-local planners
personlh-I. Wu must nolonger accept just talling.

!.;lein at the times of crisis--;ind then they make the real dollar de-
H the baci; room, TI-k: current era of openness in 4ove1ahnent
us gyeaLly. iblve V0J rvAkeed how many public officials :uid cm-

ploveos Aw.Avs soon: friendly until it eanies to unfavorable publicity or
!a:r,opul.ar policy deckions*: Then wo. the acIvocates, Iwcome typie:dly
viewed as incoherent, incompetent, troublesome, etc% Since our move-
ment has heel: the maior bnpetus for prol2;vara changes ;uul a central
stimulus ,for the 1.:T;dly hn:.r,iasirq flow of dollars to pro:2:rains, we can
demand that we stop 1,cie_; viewol as-rjust good front people who "... just
can't understand the bucl;, " '0;0 must demand coherent :Aatc plans--
replete with the dollais di:wu,:sed cpenly and up front. Alan.) who ctir-
rently utilize the(iotitutions :fro very hesitant about !he thrust :Ind
eventual gnals of deinstitutionalization. Yes, this posture was badly
battered by the mental health people who rapidly closed down :11d in-
judiciusly dumped people into boarding licAises, nursing honies or lit-
erally out in the streets. This trend in mental houlth was very disre-
spectful of parents, their sons and.daughters. In contrast, and as I
said earlier, the thousands of employees in the institutions for the re-
tarded have been and are good and diligent helpers to our retarded
citizens. We must not repeat the mentalliealth scene, and the mor-
atorium which I am suggesttng must take a hard look at step-by-step
planning and implementation components which directly reflect on the
personal rights of all parties involved.

As many have noted, there is in this country a great untapped opportunity
to fully utilize the mountain of available lalowledge about modern resi-
dential alternatives. Yet, I keep hearing, in state after state, "Yes, but
..." and I have listened very carefully to what the "buts" are. Ten
years ago they referred to not having enough trained people; today that
stricture is no longer a valid one. That was one of the reasons why
our early institutions failed at the turn of this centurybecause we had

a rural-based population and insufficient numbers of trained people to
serve the retarded where their families -esided. Today we have a rapid-
ly increasing army of trained peuotmel and, thank God, they are young
people without the professional blindspots of.the past. Another frequent
"hut" is money. Bluntly,. I have never believed that our country, which

has a one trillion dollar Gross National Product, cannot do anything it
wants to do! We ean put a man on the moon, fight an unpopular war or
we can dehumanize people. Surely we can demand that the investment in

responsive residential alternatives for our i-etarded citizens is a noble

and high priority item for investing in the current-future potentials, of

all of our citizens!
I



cioarly flOt i changiiri: posture at the federal lekcl towards human
servicos and an openness which is matched with a concern for all
of our citizens. Let's capture this changing posture and continue to
change the horizons of hope and help for our retarded citizens in the

area of residential se.rvices. It cries out to' be aecomplished by us, the
major organizpd movtnnent of active advocates for the retarded citizens
of our countrv '. significant challenge, yes, but one which is in keep-
ing- with our movement's ongoing- work, our shared love and our ongoing.
commitment to what must be done for, and with, the retarded citizens
of America.
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'ehdt (;roup Home Procu(kt re Manual. 1)71. North Carolina Department
of Duman Resources, 325 N. Salisbury Street, Raleigh, North
carolina 27(,11. Cost: s3.75.

An Apartment Living Plau to Promote Integration and Normalization of
Mentally Retarded Adults. 1971, by Margaret Fritz, Wolf Wolfens-
berger and Mel Knowlton. National Institute on Mental Retardation,
Kinsmen Building, York University, 4700 Kee leStrect, Downsview
rl'orotito) Ontavfo, Canada M3J1P3, Cost: S1.5o.

Analyzing Costs in a Residential Facility for Children; A Step7-by-Str,p
Manual. 1969. Child Welfare League of America, 67 Irving
Place, New York, New York 10003. Cost: $3.00.

Designed to meet the need for a workable, uniform method of
measuring or analyzing costs in a children's residential group
care facility, the system is planned for self-administration and
needs no special forms. Outlining a method for breaking down
the costs of operating an institution under voluntary or govern-
ment auspices, or an institution service provided by a voluntary
multi-service agency, the manual is.organized in five major
sections. These are: (1) Organizing for costs analysis - staff
assignments are made and decisions o-.; reached on handling
problems; (2) Ekpenses in the agency's books are analyzed*and
allocated; (3) Parent organization expenses are applied to insti-
tution service; (4) Donated goods and services - imputed costs
the difference between the commercialvalue and the actual ex-
pense to the agency of donations are identified; and (5) Prepar-
ing cost analysis report.- based on the aboye information, a cost
analysis report is prepared, consisting of four or five exhibits
supported by a written year-end interpretation. Developed by a

U.S. Children's Bureau, financed project in the American Uni-
versity School of Government and Public Administration.

As Close as Possible: A Study of Community Residences for Retarded

Adults. 1974, by Bnice Baker, Gary B. Seltzer and Marsha M.
Seltzer. Read IIouse, Harvard University, Cambridge, Massa-
chusetts 02138. Cost: $12.50.

The PARC Project (Planning Alternatives for Retarded Citizens)
was undertaken to explore the many ways in which retarded adults
are beginning to live in comm.unities. This is a descriptive study
of alternative models of residential living for retarded adults and
a survey of community residences across the nation which also
included an on-site examination of 15 programs. Chapter 1
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develops ba,.:kground themes, followed by a description of procedures
and an overview of the survey results from 381 programs and issues
raised by them. Chapters .1-13 consider in .more depth alternative
models currently serving retarded adults. Various issues are
IliL;hlighted in chapters 11-15, and recommendations are madc rele-
vant to.Massachusetts. Appendices include a related paper on
behavior modification in a group home.

Benefit-Cost Analysis for Mental Retardation Programs: Theoretical.
Considerations-and a Model for Application. 1971,. edited by
Juli!.!s S. Cohen, et al. Riblieations Distribution Service, Uni-
versity of Michigan, 615 E. University, Ann Arbor, Michigan
8106. Cost: $1. 25.
Final report on the project "Cost Benefit/Cost Effectiveness
Analysis of Edu :ational Programs," at the institute for the
Study of Mental Retardation and Related Disabilities.

A Common Sense Approach to Community Living Arrangements for the
Mentally Retarded . 1975, by John W. Fanning. Charles C.
Thomas Publishers, 301-327 E. Lawrence, Springfield, Illinois
62701. COst: $8. 50.

Ideas presented deal with the necessity for procurement of various
types of insurance; checking zoning, fire and safety codes; how
to deal with city ordinances; methods of selecting and securing
household furnishings; ideas on designing individual training
programs; use of community volunteers; transportation alter-
natives. There is a discussion of advantages and disadvantages
of using couples as houseparents as opposed to.single managers;
steps in implementing training hostels, group homes, apartments,
etc.; how to select a house and methods for screening residents.
The book also includes discussions on the need for sex education
for residents; a sample program evaluation scale; plus warnings
of common pitfalls and problems in the planning and setting up
of community living arrangements.

Community Group Homes for the Mentally Retarded: Utilization of
Evaluation Results for Program Planning and Quality Control.
1974, by Angela Yaron and James Graves. State of Colorado,
Department of Institutions, Division of Mental Retardation, 306
State Services Building, Denver, Colorado 80203; Cost: Unknown.

This report prescnts a working model of project evaluation, the
purposes of which arc: (a) to help staff improve the quality of
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their service through Ongoing monitoringq pmgram and client;
and (b) provide adequate accountability regarding the effectiveness
of the program to the state. Des'gned to monitor and evaluate a
three-year project called "Colorado's New Patterns of Living for
the, Mentally Retarded" (which involves the establishment of small,
community-based group homes for retarded individuals), the dis-
cussion focuses on monitoring client and program movement, as-
sessment of program objectives, degree of achievement, emerging
patterns and utilization bf evaluation results for program planning
and quality control.

Community Homes for the Retarded. 1975, by Joel S. Bergman (editor).
Lexington, Massachusetts: D.C. Heath and Company. Cost: $11.00.

This publication discusses the planning and implementation of a
group hoine, illustr ;ng community involvement, selection and
training of house m:Luagers, program guidelines and budget con-
siderations.

Community Placement of the Mentally Retarded: A Handbook forCom-
munity Agencies and Social Work Practitioners. 1973, by Richard
A Mamula and Nate Newman. Charles C. Thomas Publishers,
3017327 E. Lawrence, Springfield, Illinois 62703. Cost: $6.95.

The stated intent of the authors is.to create a handbook kir social
work practitioners in the field of community placement which
(a) seriously examines the basic components of the community
placem,nt concept; (b) discusses its historical development; and
(e) offers suggestions and a practical guideline for the development
of effective community placement programs designed to meet the
particular requirements of the individual communities and agencies
involved.

Community Placement Program: An Examination of Process and Out:
comes of Community Placement of Adults and Children From
Mental Health Institutions in Michigan. 1974: Part I - Report.
Part II Technhal Appendix. By the Michigan State Office of
!Iea lth and Medical Affairs, Lansing, Michigan 48913.

Cost: Unknown
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C,Inanity Respite Care Program forthe Mentally Retarded and/or
Physically Handicapped. 197( . A handbook by De;anna Shoob
(:IG pages): Childcare Assistance Prognun for Special Children,
Inc., P.O. Box 1217, Springfield, Virginia 221r:11.,.

A step-by-stcp discussion of how the Childcare Assistance Pro-
gram cleveloped its respite services is presented. The handbook
includes staffing requirements, setting fees, methods of fund-
ing, recruitment and training of service providers.

A Comprehensive :\lanual on the Establishment and Operation of Com-
munity Residences for Developmentally Disabled Persons.
1975, by the Northern Virginia Association for Re,.arded Citizens,
105 B. Annandale Road, Suite 200A, Falls Church, Virginia
22016. Cost: S2.00 Softcover, $5. 00 Looseleaf Binder.

This manual was conmiled by the Northern Virginia Association
for Retarded Citizens' staff in consultation with other public
and private agencies.. It represents two years' research in
the area of community efforts to (1) prevent institutionalization
and (2)* aid persons in relocating out of institutlons and into the
community. Items covered in the manual include finance, zoning,
home management, insurance and liability.

Creating the Community Alternative: Options and Innovations. Proceed-
ings of a Conference, March 19-20, 1974. Hershey, Pennsyl-
vania, 1974, by Horizon IIouse Institute for Research and Devel-
opment, 1019 Stafford House, 5555 Wissahickon Avenue,
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19144. Cost: Unlaiown.

SPecifically, the conference was designed to provide Pennsylvania
mental health and mental retardation planners, administrators,
service providers, public officials and interested citizens with
new concepts relating to community alternatives. The program
content af the conference was organized around three major
sessions, each addressing a separate aspect of the conference
theme: (1) Creating Alternatives for Optimum Residential Care;
(2) Creating Alternatives to Promote Positive Adjustment in the
Community; and (3) Creating Alternatives for Improved Case
Management and Continuity of Care.
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reating a Foster Parent-Ag(mey lland(s mk. By Helen I). Stone and
e:ume Ilunzeker. PublicatiOn Service, Child tVelfare League,
67 Irving Place, New York, New York 10003. Cost: $2.50.

This guide offers a uniform approach to the preparation of intbrma-
tional manuals and agreements between 'child care agencies and
foster parents. Its purpose is to provide comprehensive subject
material that ean he adapted to the policies in each locality where
agencies and foster families work together.

Dt.institutionalization: .n ..knalytieal Review and Sociological Perspective.
National. Institute 01 Mental Health, Series I), No. I, 1976, by
Leona L. Bachrach. Stock No. 017-024-00530-1. F.S. Govern-
ment Printing Office, Washington, D. C. 20IO2. Cost: $1.10.

This study is primarily focused on mental hospitals and describes
the issues of deinstitutionalization, examining them with the as-

.,

sistance of a theoretical framework. The framework used is func-
tional in nature. "A fundamental and underlying assumption of the
study is that many of the problems connected with deinstitutionaliza-
tion are closely related to a general failure, first, to understand
and/or pay adequate attention to the unique position of the mental
hospital in American culture, and second, to make sufficient al-
lowances for this uniqueness in the process of planning for social

change."

Education for Foster Family Care: Model and Method for Foster Parents
and Social Workers. 1974, by Helen D. Stone and Jeanne M.'.

Hunzeker. Child Welfare League, 67 Irving Place, New York,

New York 10003. Cost: $6.95.

The authors present basic material on.prescrvice and inserviee
educational progra-inming for foster parents and foster family
social workers, together with a number of models of how these
basics can be, and are being, implempnted

Establishing Community Based Ilomes for Developmentally Disabled
Adults. By Dorothy Philbrick. Life Skills, Inc., 3803 East
Lake Way, Redwood City, California 94062. Cost: $2.50.

The author, writing from her own experiences of establishing
a small group home for developmentally disabled adults in Cali-
fornia, provides practical advice appropriate for any geograph-
ical area. Ms. Philbrick believes that a small group home
situated in the community where trained staff would teach each
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individual the necessary living skills, would furnish the incentive
necessary for progre:;;s and the training that developmentally
disabled adults should have to live a happy and fulfilled life.

.\n Evaluation of the Effects of Group Home living. til75, by Charles
Seevers Aux Chandelles, Elkhart County, P.O. liox 398,

lIristol, Indiana 16507. Cost: Unknown.

I: a aily Care Training Homes: Manual of Procedures. 1971, by Macomb-
()akland Regional Center, 16200 Nineteen Mile Road, Mt. Clemens,
Michigan 18013, Cost: Cnknown.

The Family Care Training Home Program of the Macomb-Oakland
Regional Center in Michigan, a modification of the Family Care
Program of the Michigan Department of Mental Health, consists
of placing one to three mentally retarded individuals in a carefully
selected private home in which the resident can live as a, family
nilmber and receive both care and training. Not meant to be a
life-long residence, it is a goal,of this program that an individual
maximize his potential and move into a more independent placement.
hicluded are guidelines, procedures, descriptive material and
forms (policy7letters, checklists, evaluations, etc.), inservice
training schedules and inservice training objectives for family
care training homes,

ve Modcls,of Foster Family Group Homes: A Systematic View of
Poster Care. 1971, hy Elizabeth A. Lawder, Roberta G. Andrews
and Jon IL Andrews. Child Welfare League of America, 67
Irving Place, New York, New York 10003. Cost: $3.00.

The purpose of this monograph is to develop the concept of dif-
ferentiated foster family care' designed to serve a range of children
and to describ e. several foster family models useful in putting this
concept into practice. Illustrating the flexibility that an agency
must have if it is to selectively adapt available resources to chil-
dren, this publication sets forth one approach to developing a
wider choice of family environments for the placed child.

Gaining CommunitY Acceptance: A Handbook for Community Residence
Planners. August, 1976. Patricia Stickney (cd.) Community
Residences Information Services Program (CRISP) of the west-
chester Community Services Council, 713 County Office Building,

White Plains, New Yo'rk 10601. Cost: $'3.50.
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The handbook is designed to 1)1.00;1e residence planners with
practical ideas and methotls for analyzing a, community and for
determining strategies which can be effective in gaining support
for co in mun i ty residence and in resolving conflict; an examina-
tion of the obstacles caused by restrictive zoning codes, etc.; and
a review or the role of the media in gaining support for community
residences.

cr rout) llomes for the 'Altar:ally Retarded. 1973 (Research and Training
Center in Mental. Retar( lation Nlimograph No. 1.), edited by Carol
K. -Sigelman. 'l'exas Tech Lniversity, Lubbock, Texas 79.109.

Cost: l'nknown.

Cirm:ing alt Of ;1 conference "Extended Living for the Mentally
Retarded," held NoveMber 12-15, 1971, at Texas Tech University,
this inonograph presents papers reflecting a variety of viewpoints
and perspectives on the developnient of group homes. Included are:
An overview of the programs of the State of Washington along with
sample '3,:nidelines forgroUp homes in that state;
regionalized network of connnunity-based sqrvices for the retarded
in Connecticut and the genesis of their group home programs (in-
cluded also are several critical issues in planning and operating
group homes ; a third describes three facilities for employable
residents and discusses key managenient considerations in the
development of sheltered living programs at the State School ir

Lubbock, Texas.

Group Homes; One Alternative. 1971, by Robert Goodfellow. Human
Policy Press, P.O. Box 127, University Station,Syracuse, New
York 13210. Cost: Unknown.

Written as a prxt of the series "Notes from the Center" from the
Center on Human Policy at Syracuse University, an organization
interested in saidying and promoting services and life patterns
which are as normal and non-stigmatizing as possible, this publi-
cation provides information on alternatives to institutional living,
an issue .and concern consistent with the Center's interests. Bud-

get sample and sample outline for a group home proposal are in-
cluded.. ("Notes from the Center No. '7")

Guide to the Community. Vols. I, II, Ill. Elwyn Education Materials
Center, Elwyn, Pennsylvania 190(3. Cost: S2.95 each; Com-

.

plete set S-;.:30.
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volume I - Employment, Money I\lawnwnient, 11ankin.4,
l'ou r I ayeheck.
Volume Il Income Tax, Life Insurance, Health Insurance,
$ocial Sect! rity.
volume III - Driving a Car, Finding a Place to Live, Legal
Emergencies, Community Services, Medical Emergencies.
1967. Rev. 1971.

Guidelines for the Establishment of a Community Group Home. 1973.
Edited by Suzanne Turner, Ohio Developmental Distibilities,
Inc., Suite 212, 2238 S. Hamilton, Columbus, Ohio .13227.
(Note: Also available is Community Living for Ohio's Develop-
mentally Disabled Citizens, 197.1). Cost: Unknown.

Guidelines for Family Care Home Operators. 1972, by Paul J. Schrader
and Rosyln R. Elms. Springer Publishing Co., 200 Park Avenue
South, New York, New York 10003. Cost: $4.25.

How to Choose a Nursing Home: A Shopping and Rating Guide. 197.1,

Citizens for Better Care, 960 E. Jefferson Avenue, Detroit,
Michigan 48207. Cost: Unknown.

Citizens for Better .Care, a consumer action organization of per-
'§onS and groups concerned with the improvement of nursing homes,
homes for the aged and other facilities and the Institute for Ger-
ontology of the University of Michigan/Wayne State University
have prepared a checklist on aspects of nursing homes that are
most important to the resident. Chiefly directed towards the
older person who may be considering entwing such a facility.

Inde endent Living Teaching Manual. 1975, by Robert L. Schalock.
Mid-Nebraska Mental Retardation Services, P.O. Box 1146,

Hastings, Nebraska 68901. Cost: $17.00 for set of 2 volumes.

The two-volume set includes an Independent Living Screening
test manual in addition to this teachthg manual. The manual
contains a .sequenced liSt of target behaviors, which, when re-
mediated, combine to produce functional behaviors. Specific
teaching objectives, materials and teaching techniques are also
presented in reference to each target behavior.

The Mid-Nebraska program has also developed screening tests
and teaching manuals for Basic Skills and for Competitive Em-
ployment,.
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1,1 ' chddrett Co': 1).r....";:ttiLf.ine_.M:inual for Advocates and Park,nts.
1971, 10, I toinWis Iden. 11)1111:111 Policy Press, P.%). lioN .127,

1 niver:-tity Station, Syr:tense, New York. Cosl:

Designed for pa.retits 1)1 children with disabilities., thjs publication
nitirariza's the thoughts I)r parents and adkwates who have strue;

for re:-:ources to meet the. needs of handicapped ehildivn.
role of :nlyocacv is emphasized to ensur(s that the ri.L(nts

pet,pk, :1 e tiphod.

eln Institutional Care and Altemative Sohltiollti. Pa rt I

Current .1ctiVities. American University Report Vol. hy

Frank Atelso.'k, et al. American University Deveh)pment Edtmation

and T.ra Ming, Resea rch, Institute, Washington, P. C. I'. S. Depa rt-
ment f Ilealth, Education, 'and Welfare, Sc)cial and Rehabilitation
Sen-ice, Medical Services Admintstration, Room 1GO9 111MS, 3:30

C Street, S.W., Washington, I). C. 20201 (5RS-721-2.150-0. Cost:

I -nkil))wn.

Divided into two parts,' the introductory chapter of Part I discusses
s(m)e of the problems associated with the development of alterna-
ti,yes to institutional care. Also reported are current health care
et'orts whieh may prove relevant to future developments oT non-
institutional models of Iong-term care. lncluded arc abstracts of
rc,.ent proL;raal activities amon!4.1ederal agencies, an inventory of
recent and ongoing research and demonstration projects and sum-
Inary.descriptions of how other countries provide long-term care.
Tiw three chapters of Part If di SCIISS proposals for long-term care
alto motives.

NeW Neiglibors in Se:,reh of a Home. by Carolyn Cherh;igton and
Gunnar Dybwad (eds.) U.S. Goveniment Printing Office, Supe.rin-
tendent of Documents, Washington, D.C. 20201. (DIIEW Pub: No.
(0)T1D)7 I-2100-1). Cost: 2.1 0.

Discusshig philosophical and practical aspects of the retarded citi-
;:en's need for a home in the community, this document offers
guidelines for all Americans to welcome their "new neighbors."
Final chapter summarizes principles and goals set forth in the
monogTaph and looks at the role that the mentally retarded citizen
should have in determining how and where he shall live.

No Place Like Home: Alternative Living Arrangements fOr Teenagers and
Adults with Cerebral Palsy. September J975, by Irving R. Dickman,
United Cerebral Palsy Associations, Inc., (yEast 34th.Street,
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New York, New York 1001(i. Cost: S2.25.

This 112-page manwil draws extensively upon a variety of success-
ful models for alternatiYe living arningements, such as the FOKUS
Society in Sweden and the Weinberger Foundation in New York.
The manual suggests that there are no "permanent solutions" to
the need for residential services but does present a variety of
new ideas, suggestions, case histories and criteria.

Nursing Homes ' die System of Residential Services: Proceedings of 4.

National r osium. 1975. National Association for Retarded
Citizens, 2709 Avenne E East, P.O. Box id09, Arlington, Texas
7ti011. Cost.: S2: 25.

A collection of papers enunciating basic guiding principles which
.ean be used by parents and professionals to ass2ss and enhance
the appropriateness of nursing home settings for mentally retarded
persons.'I'opic areas include: Standards and Regulations.; Appro-
priateness of nursing home settings; Civil rights issues; thdividual
assessment and program planning; Family involvement and com-
munity interaction._

Observing in Institutions'. 1974, by Robert Bogdan. Center on Iluman
Policy or Human Policy Press, P.O. Box 127, University Station,
Syracuse, New York 13210. Cost: O. 50.

A series of questions presented in this brochure are intended to
serve as. a guide Mr observing the nature of He in a variety of
closed institutions; namely, state mental health facilities and state
schools. The queStions focus On . practices, programs
and conditions- of' institutiorial life. Ilelpful hints for retention or
preserving the quality of observations are also given. ("Notes
from th&Ccnter, No. 2")

Operatincr Manual for Residential Services Personnel. 1971. Nisonger
Center for Mental Retardation & pevelopmental Disabilities, 1580

C:ninon Drive, Columbus, Ohio 432,10. Cost: $-1.00.

Beginning with an historical review of residential alternatives and
the emergence of the group home, the first part ot this mmmal
focuses on effective administration in operating a group home.
Part two giv( basic information and programming for residentiA
services pers mel, followed by emergency information and proce-
dures, along wi . sample forms in part three. A glossary of
terms thld suggested readings are also given.
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Planning Alternatives to Institutions: Report on a New England Case
Conference. St. Joseph's College, North Windham, Maine,
January 3-5, 1975. Bureau of Mental Retardation, State Office
Building, Augusta, Maine 04330. Cost: Unlmown.

An overall goal of the conference was to develop meaningful
strategies for implementing a deinstitutionalization plan that
could be utilized not only by the State of Maine but by other states
as well. Intent of the conference was to elicit, examine and deal
with opinions, ideas and facts related to deinstitutionalization in

a target.system (Maine). Existing conditions presented problems
inadequate transportation, ntral population and only one major
residential institution where 80 percent of the residents are
severely and profoundly retarded.

Planning for Your Own Apartment. 1975, by Virginia Sweet Belina.
Pearon Publishers, 6 Davis Drive, Belmont, California 91002.
Cost:

A Program Stateinent for the Establishment of community Based Resi-
dential-Services for the Mentally Retarded of Montgomery-County,
Maryland. Montgomery County Association for Retarded Citizens
(Children), 11,212 Norris Drive, Silver Spring, Maryland 20902.
(1971) Cost: Unlmown.

Based on a policy of normalization, the MCARC residential plan
calls for the establishment of a series of small, specialized
community-integrated residences, dispersed throughout the
county and administered within a continuum of existing non-
residential services. A prerequisite to enrollment in the resi-
dential service is that the individual would be enrolled in one of
the day programs in the county. Admissions would be voluntary
on the part of the patent or guardian. Seven distinct types of
resic.kntial facilities are outlined and summarized. -Budget
estimates arc also giiren.

Report of the PARC Ad IIoc Planning Committee for Resolulion II: A
Design for Living. 1974. Pennsylvania Association for Retarded
Citizens, 1500 North Second Street,. Harrisburg, Pennsylvania
17102. Cost: Unknown,

Residential Optons for Ohioans With a Developmental Disability: The
Proceedings of Residential Services Seminar II. 1974. Ohio
Developmental Disabilities, Inc., Suite 212, 2238 South Hamilton,
Columbus, Ohio 4,3227. Cost: Unlmown.
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The purpose of the seminar, held in Columbus, Ohio, on
August 15-16, 1974, and sponsored by Ohio Developmental Dis-
abilities, Inc., was to provide an opportunity for consumers,
parents, professionals and lay persons to examine the progress
of Ohio's efforts to improve residential services in the past
two years. Recommendations were made concerning residential
models and programs, manpower, resources and t,--;iqing as
well as specific aspects to be consid,:red in implementing the
reeommendationth, licensing, etc.

Returning the Mentally Disabled to the Community: Government Needs(
to Do More. A Report to the Congress by the Comptroller
General of the United States. Washington, D.C.: U.S. General
A econnting Office, January 7, 1977. i1HRD-76-152) Cost: $1. 00.

This government report concludes that "Care and treatment of
mentally disabled persons in communities can be an effective 'al-
ternative to institutional care. However, many mentally disabled
persons have been releasa-i from institutions before sufficient
community facilities and services were available and wituout
adequate planning and followup. Others enter, rcmain in, or
reenter institutions unnecessarily."

The Right to Choose: Achieving Residential Alternatives in the Community.
1973. National Association for Retarded Citizens, 2709 Avenue E

East, P.O. Box 6109, *Ellington, Texas 76011. Cost: $1.50.

A resource handbook and guideline for community group action
in developing residential service alternatives. Provides the under-
lying rationale for various typis of residential programs; strate-
gies for securing community involvement; funding and administration;
program considerations; and suggestions for monitoring the

service.

Standards-for Community Agencies. 1973. Accreditation Council for
Services for Mentally ._Retarded and Other Developmentally Disabled
Persons, Joint Commission on Accreditation of Hospitals, 875
North Michigan Avenue, Suite 2201, Chicago, Illinois 60611.
Cost: $6. 50.

Standards .for community agencies have been developed to empha-
size the necessity of an individual program plan for each person
receiving services, with each consumef and parent participating
in all decisions when feasible. To promote the continuity and

7
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integration of services, standards arc provided for "agency serv-
ice components" rather than for specific programs that may be
categorized in terms of age groups or of setting such as preschool
or activity center programs. These components include individual
assessment, attention _to developmental needs and services to
support employment and work. The Standards also include non-
residential (i.e. , daytime progranis). services -to mentilly retarded
and other developmentally disabled persons.

Standards for Resiiential Facilities for the Mentally Retarded. 1971.
Accreditation Council for Service* for Mentally Retarded and Othei.
Developmentally Disabled Persons, joint Commission on Accredita-
tion af Hospitals, S75 North Michigan Avenue, Suite 2201, Chicago,
Illinoisji0611. Cost: $7.25.

These Standards emphasize the deliver* of those services which
will enable each resident to attain maximum physical, intellectual,
emotional and social development. Included are standards for the
professional and special services or programs that may be needed
by residents., These standards are intended to' be continuously rf-3-
viewed and revised to maintain currency with the best thinking and
practice in the field.

A Study of Alternative Community Placements. September 1976, by
Richard C. Scheerenberger, Ph. D. and D. Feisenthal, M. S. W.

University of Wisconsin, Madison, Wisconsin 54220. Cost: Unknown.

The general purpose cif this study was to gain greater knowledge
concerning the effectiveness of community placement programs.
The study was based primarily on the experiences of former resi-
dents from Wisconsin's three public residential centers for the de-
velopmentally disabled.

Varieties of Residential Experience'. 1973, by Jack Tizard, Ian Sinclair
and R. V.G. Clarke (editors). Routledge & Keg= Paul, Ltd. ,
Boston, Massachusetts. Cost: $20.25.

Basic rationale for residential se, TThes, including studies of staff
effects on programs, comparative analysis of residential facilities
and measurement methodologies are discussed in this book.

Zoning for Family and Group Care Facilities. (Planning, Advisory Service
Report No. :300). 1974, by Daniel Lauber and Frank S. Bangs.
American Society of Planning Officials, 1313 Eaat Sixtieth Street,
Chicago, Illinois 60637. Cost: $6.00.
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The American Society of Planning Officials surveyed a sample
of 400 department planning directors in order tb learn how their
zoning ordinances treat these facilities. Definitions and de-
scriptions of different social service facilities are presented
as well as actual potential legal issues of current zoning treat-
ment of family and group care facilities. Principles to be
followed in determining zoning of these facilities are stated and
recommendations for appropriate zoning are made:

2 u
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KENTUCKY
,Terry R. Brownson
Executive Director
Owonsboro Council for Retarded
Citizens
P.O. Box 72
Owensboro, Kentucky 42301

Harmon T. Clingner
E xecutive Director
Short/Long-Term Residential Care
59 Carothers Road
Newport, Kentucky .11071

Jean Gossick
Chairman, Rfsidential Services
Kentucky Association for Retarded
Citizens
360 Queensway Drive
Lexington, Kentucky .10502

William P. McElwain, M.D.
Commissioner
Bureau of Health Services
Department for Human Resources
275 East Main Street
Frankfort, Kentucky 40601

Bob Monihan
President
Kentucky Association for Retarded
Citizens
131 Holmes. Street
P. O. Box 275
Frankfort, Kentucky 40601
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Carleton D. Scully
Executive Director
Blue Grass Association for
Retarded Citizens
898 Georgetown Street
Lexington, Kentucky 40505

LOUISIANA

Ray Barnes
Executive Director
Greater New Orleans Association
for Retarded Citizens
5700 Loyola
New Orleans, Louisiana ,70115

Corinne F. Barnwell
Coordinator
Citizen Advocacy. program
Greater New Orleans Association
for Retarded Citizens
7100 St. Charles Avenue
New Orleans, Louisiana 70118

Dorothy K. J. Campbell
President
Lake Charles Association for
Retarded 'Citizens
315 Glenn Street
Lake Charles, Louisiana 70601.

Joe Cerise, Ph.D.
Assistant Superintendent
Hammond State School
Rt. #3 - Box 165 P'
Hammond, Louisiana 70401

William M. Coffey
Assistant Director
Division of Mental Retardation, LHHRA
721 Government "Street, Room 306
Baton Rouge, Louisiana 70802
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Dorothy Daley
President
Parents Association at Northwest
State School
10290 West Winston Apt.
Baton Rouge, Louisiana 70809

Dr. Maurice Dayan
P. O. Box 191
Pineville. Louisiana 71360

Jerome P. Dickhaus
President
Greater New Orleans At sociation
for Retarded Citizens
5700 Loyola
New Orleans Louisiana 70115

Michael Eby
Immediate Past President
Iberville Association for
Retarded Citizens
1608 Maple Street
Plaquemine, Louisiana 70764

Otto P. Estes, MSW
Member
American Association on
Mental Deficiency
,721 Government Street
Room 306
Baton Rouge, Louisiana 70802

George E. Fryer
433 Metairie Road
Suite 215
Metairie, Louisiana 70005

William S. Gannaway
President
Ouachita Association fer Retarded
Citizens
1311 7th Street
Municipal Airport
'Monroe, Louisiana 71203

Nancy Haslétt, M. D.
Pediatric Neurologist
Louisiana State University
Medical Center
New Orleans, -Louisiana 7.0112

R4pdall Hixson
Director of Training.
Health Care Center of Alcxandria
P. 0. 13ox 1827
Alexandria, Louisiana 71301

George D. Huie
Coordinator of Child Life
Magnolia School, Inc.
237 Central Avenue, Apt. #2
Jefferson, Louisiana 70121

Patrick F. McGinnis
kzcecutive Director
Caddo-Bossier Asociation for
Retarded Citizens
351 Jordan
Shreveport, Louisiana 71101

Douglas McWhirter
Direetor of Social Services
Residential Facilities for Mentally
Retarded
Volunteers of America
P. O. Box 37
Baton Rouge, Louisiana 70821

Sarah Morrison
Assistant Director
Exceptional Children's Program
4155 Essen Lane, Apt. #132
Baton Rouge, Louisiana 70809

G. Ross Murrell, Jr. , A. I. A.
Associate ArclIttect
O'Rourke-GoS'sen 8.t Associates
Architects/Engineers
104 Live Oak Drive
Lafayette, Louisiana 70503



Mrs. Delores O'Keefe
Board Secretary
Louisiana Association for Retarded
CitiAens
.7465 Exchange Place
Baton. Rouge, Louisiana 70806

Mrs. Marian Rounds
President-Elect
Louisiana Association for Retarded
Citizens
5120 Shelley Drive
Baton Rouge, Louisiana 70805

Mrs. Carrie Saia
Executive Director
Louisiana Association for
Retarded Citizens
7-165 Exchange Place
Baton Rouge, Louisiana 70806

Helen F. Weinstein
Coordinator of Institutional
Se rviees
2100 College Drive 4101
Baton Rouge, Louisiana, 70808

MAINE

Kevin C. Baack, Ph. I).
Director
Bureau of Mental Retardation
Room 411
State Office Building
Augusta, Maine 04333

MARYLAND

Lou Chapman
Director of Membership and
Program Services
Maryland Association for Re-.
tarded Citizens
55 Gwynns Mill Court
Owings Mills, Maryland 21117
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B. Richmond Dudley
Member
Developrnentai Disabilities:Council
201 West...Preston Street
4th Floor
Baltimore, Maryland 21201

Roger L. Harrell
State of Maryland
Mental Retardation Adminis-
tration
201 WeSt Preston Street
Baltimore, Maryland 21201

Jerry Kiracofe
Director of Residential Prog-raths`
Baltimore Association for Retarded
Citizens
4800 York Road
Baltimore, Maryland 21212

Terry Perl
Executive Director

1803 Thornbury Road
'Baltimore, Maryland 21209

Sherry Smith
Washington County Association for
Retarded Citizens
Route #1
Smithburg, Maryland 21783

Mike Spurgin
Executive Director
Washington County Association for
Retarded Citizens
Route #1
Smithburg, Maryland 21783

Betty Whilden
Chairman
Residential Services Committee
Maryland Association for Retarded
Citizens
55 Gwynns Mill Court
07.-ings Mills, Maryland 21117
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MASSACHUSETTS

Charlotte AladjAi
Board Member
Massachusetts Assrociation for
Retarded Citiz:...ns
3 Field Road
Lexington, Massachusetts 02173

Don Anderson
Director
Office of Program Services
'Division of Mental Retardation
Department of Mental Health
Commonwealth of Massachusetts
190 Portland. Street, 4th Floor
Boston, Massacnosétts 02114

Elizabeth Anderson
Federation for Children with
Spec i al N eeds
120 Boylston Street
Boston, Massachusetts 02169

Gunnar Dybwad
Professor of Human Development
Brandeis University
Heller School
"'2.ltharn, Massachusetts 02154

Elinor Gollay
Member
Massachusetts Association for
Retarded Citizens
Abt Associates
55 Wheeler Street
Cambridge, Mas2chusetts 02238

Ann MacEachrcn
Assistant Professor, Coordinator.
Mental Retardation Research
Heller S.Thool Brandeis University
.Waltham, Massachusetts 02154

Susan Rubenstein
Assistant Dir3ctor of Mental
Retardation
Divisi of Mental Retardation
Depn tment of Mental Health
190 Portland Street
Boston, Massachusetts 02114

6

MICHIGAN

Mary Brimhall
Co-Chairpersbn
Residential Services Committee
Michigan Association for Retarded
Citizens
116 Michigan National Tower
Lansing, Michigan .18933

Dennis Ferkany
President
Residential Systems Company
516 West' University
Rochester, Michigan 48063

Dorothy Moser=.
President
Mic'nigan Association for Retarded
Citizens
1854 Emerald, N. E.
Grand Rapids, Michigan 19505

Agnes Smith
Community Services Consultant
Michigan Association for Retarded
Citizens
416 Michigan National Tower
Lansing, Michigan 48933

MINNESOTA

Daniel J. Connor
Executive Director
Greenbrier Home, Inc.
941 Birmingham Street
St. Paul, Minnesota 55106

Bradley Hill
Education Director
Rubin Lind Learning Center
University of Minnesota.
101 Pattee Hall
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55455
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Clyde Johnson
Executive Director
Duluth RegionaleCare Center
1504 Alworth Bldg..
Duluth, Minnesota 55802

Arlan lakac
Program Director
Project New Hope, Inc.,
Box 595
Alexandria, Minnesota 56308

Charles Kroeger
Administrator
Q. S. S. , Inc.
122 N. W. 7th Street
Faribault, Minnesota 55021

Toni Lippert
Developmental Disability Planner
State of Minnesota
Metro Health Board
:300 Metro Square Building
St. Paul, Minnesota 55101

Martin McGraw
Warner Care Homes, Inc.
Cokato, Minnesota 55321

Robert Ortquist
Warner Care Am-nes, Inc.
Cokato; Minnesota 55321

Kathryn R. Roberts
Technical Assistance Project
Consultant
Mental Retardation Program
Office
State of Minnesota, Depai tment
of Public Welfare
Centennial Office Bldg.
658 Cedar Street
St. Paul, Minnesota 55155
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Skip Sajevic
Executive Director
Nor-Haven
1394 Jackson
St. Paul, Minnesota 55117

Jerry Walsh
Executive Director
Mt. Olivet Rolling Acres
Rt. n - Box 576
Excelsior, Minnesota 55331

John L. Warner
Administrator
Warner Care Homes, Inc.
Cokato, Minnesota 55321

MISSISSIPPI
Paul D. Cotten, Ph. D.
Director
Ellisville State School
Ellisville, Mississippi 39437

Jean Denney
3000 25th Street
Meridian, Mississippi 39301 -

Camille Foretich
Resource Director
Harrison County Association for
Retarded Citizens, Iuc.
P. O. Box 597
828-A Pass Road;
Gulfport, Mississippi 39501

Anne T. Hamilton
Box 932
Meridian, Mississippi 39301

tA
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MONTANA

Nancy Dodd
Assistant Professor
Director of the Career Advance-
ment Program
University of Montana
239 A S. I'. D.
1500 North 30th
Billings, Montana 59101

Terri O'Fallon
Executive Director
Regional community Sez-vi !cs
for Dev&opmfmtal Disabilities
2204 Beloit

Montana 5i101

Sue Jackson
Developmental Disabilities
Specialist - SRS
State of Montana
25 South Ewing
Helena, Montana 59601

Donald K. Reed
Assistant Director
Regional Services for the
Disabled
Regional 'Vice President
Montana Association for Re-
tarded Citizens
P. O. Box 1171
3907 1st Avenue 8outh
Billings: Montana 59103

NEBRASKA

Dave Howard
Executive Director
Eastern Nebraska Community
Office of Retardation (ENCOR)
885 SoUth 72nd Street
Omaha, Nebraska 68114

David W. Powell
Executhe Director
Nebraska Association for Retarded
Citizens
620 North 48th, Suite :318
I incoln, Nebraska 6850.1

Carl Sullivan
Chairperson, Human and Legal
Rights to Residential Servi(:cs
Committee
Nebraska AssoCiation for Retarded
Citizens
140 South 40th Street
Omaha, Nebraska 63131

NEVADA

David V. Edwards
Assistant Administrator for, Mental
Retardation
State of Nevada
Division of Mental Hygiene and'
Mental Retardo don
4600 Kietzke Lane, Suite 108
Reno, Nevada 89502

NEW JERSEY
Elizabeth M. Boggs, Ph.D.
Member, NARC Governthonial
Affairs Committee
R.`D. #1 - box 439
Hampton, New Jersey. 08827

Claire M. DeRoner
Planning Officer
New Jersey Division of Mental
Retardation
Department of Human Services
264E; - R. D. 111
Annandale, New Jersey 08801



Mrs. Mary Ann Walsh
Executive Director
Morris Unit
New Jersey Association for
Retarded Citizens
38 Elxn Street
Morristown, New Jersey 07960

Clarence N. York, Ed. D.
Director
TI:e Bancroft School
Hopkins Lane'
Haddonfield, NeW Jersey 08033

NEW MEXICO
Opal Moore
Vice President District II
New Mexico Association for Re-
tarded Citizens
Box 4
Broadview, New Mexico 88112

Charlotte_ Nolet
Director of Social Services
Eastern New Mexico Rehabilita-
tive Services for the.Handicapped
Box 1706
Clovis, New Mexico 88101

NEW YORK
Karl Heiner
Instructor, Teachers College
Columbia University
Box '32
.7,25 West 120th Street
New York, New York 10027

Theodore E. 'Johnson
Executive Director
People - Service to the Retarded
Adult, Inc.
1552 Hertel Avenue
Buffalo, New York 14216
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Ernest Weinrich
Coordinator
Planning for Long Term Service
United Cerebral Palsy Assns. , Inc.
66 East 34th Street
New York, New York 10016

NORTH CAROLINA
Mrs. Julie Ewing
Executive Secretary
.Alamanee County Association for
Retarded Citizens

, 2515 Hickory Avenue
Burlington, North Carolina 27215

Rose M. Forrest
Area Coofdinator of Developmental
Disabilities
Gaston-Lincoln Area Mental Health
Program
P. O. Box 1474
Gastonia, North Carolina 28052

Jerry W. Hyde, Sr.
Treasurer
Piedmont ResidentiaI'DeveIopment
Center, Inc.
508 Dunlap Street
Kannapolis, Nortb Carolina 28081

Becky MeRorie
Chairperson, Board of Directors
Piedmont Residential Development
Center, Inc.
567_ Crestmont Drive
Concord, North Carolina 28025

Stephea rtamey
Area Developmental Disabilitieg
Specialist
Piedmont Area Mental Health Centers
P. O. Box 1050
Concord, North Carolina 28025
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Vicki H. Waddell.
Developmental Disabilities Co-
ordinator
Piedmont Area Mental Health
Cabarrus Center
315 RoSemont Avenue, S. E.
Concord, North Carolina 28025

Doreen M. Weston
Administrative Director
Ralph Scott Group Homes, Inc.
P. 0. Box 1001
Burlingtoh, North Carolina 27215

NORTH DAKOTA
Erling N. Sannes
2033 St. Bennedict
Bismarck, North Dakota 58501-

George Zenk
Director of Habilitation
Grafton State SChool
Grafton, North Dakota 58237

OHIO

Frank Kimber
Associate Director - Health
Federation for Community Planning
1001 Huron Road
Cleveland, Ohio 44115

Robert Knable
Executive Director
Developmental Disabilities
Resources, Inc.
2238 South Hamilton Road
Columbus, Ohio 43227

Mrs. Nina Mervine
Residential Services Chairman
Ohio Association for Retarded
Citizens
465 Stanley Road
Akron, Ohio 44312

2

Robert Miller
Executive Director
Ohio Association for Retarded
Citizens, Inc.
8 East Long Street - 9th Floor
Columbus, Ohio 43215

Ray Thomas
Executive Director
Surninit,County Association for
Retarded Citizens
137- East Avenue
P.O. Box 38
Tallmadge; Ohio 44278

Walter Vborowsky
Executive Director
Help for Retarded Children
13032 Euclid
East Cleveland, Ohio 44112

OKLAHOMA

Charles Streamer
VISTA Volunteer
Muskogee Association for Retarded,
Citizens
915 North Utah
Muskogee, Oklahoma 74401

OREGON

Peter Engbretson
Residential Care Facility Coordinator
Department of Public Safety
Residential Care Facilities
City of Portland '

Portland, Oregon 97204

Eleanor Johnson
President
Oregon Association for Retarded
Citizens
3085 River Road North
Salem, Oregon 97303



Senator William McCoy
Oregon State Senate,
6650 North Amherst Street
Portland, Oregon 97203

Eleanor Miller
Chief, MR/DD Community Resi-
.
dential Programs
State of Oregon
Mental Health Division
2575 Bittern Street, N. E.

-Salem, Oregon. 97310

PENNSYLVANIA

Mrs. Marlene Burda
Chairman
Residential Services Committee
Pennsylvania Association for
Retarded Citizens
107 Ida Drive
Glenshaw, Pennsylvania 15116

Mrs. Elsie Schmidt
President
Pennsylvania Association for
Retarded Citizens
Box .393
R. D. #3
Leechburg, Pennsylvania 15656

Charles A. Stanford
President
Mercer County Association for
Retarded Citizens
c/o TV Times
P.O. Box 483
Clark, Pennsylvania 16114

Jeffrey L. Strully
Staff Member
Pennsylvania Association for
Retarded Citizens
3032 Guineveer Drive
Harrisburg, Pennsylvania 17110
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RHODE ISLAND
Alina Sargent
160 Oliphant Lane
Middletown, Rhode Island 02840

Ken Sargent
Director
Newport County Chapter
Rhode Island Association for
Retarded Citizens
160 Oliphant Lane
Middletown, Rhode Island 02840

SOUTH CAROLINA
Darrell T. Johnson
Director, Rehabilitation Services
South Carolina Department of
Mental Retardation
P.O. Box 4706
2712 Middleburg Drive
Columbia, South Carolina 29240

Mrs. Jill Taylor
'Executive Director
Spartanburg County Association for
Retarded Citizens
458 North Church Street
Spartanburg, South Carolina 29303

TENNESSEE
Jill Copeland
Doctoral Student
123 Fairway Drive
Nashville, Tennessee 37214

Paula M. Cyr
Place:nent Coordinator
State of Tennessee
Clintonbottom Developmental Center
150 Hickorydale Drive
Nashville, Tonnessee 37210
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Harris Dobkin
Doctoral Student
123 Fainvay Drive
Nashville, Tennessee :3721-1

Ruth Dobkin
Special.Education Teacher

. Gallantin School District
.123 Fairway Drive
Nashville, Tennessee 37214_

Glonda J. Huff
Program Analyst
Department of Mental Health
and Mental Retardation
4th Floor
502 Union Building
Nash Ville, Terinessee 37219

Jane A. Watsc.n
Coordinator of Outreach
Arlington Deveiopmental Center
2224 Forrest Hills, Apt. #8
Memphis, Tennessee 38134

TEXAS

Cecil 0. Campbell, Ph. D.
Administrator of Residential
ServiPes
Fort Worth State Schpol
T DMH MR
500 Campus Drive
Fort Worth, Texas 76119

Jack English
Project Coordinator
South Central Regional Center
for Services to Deaf-Blind
Children Program
The 1./niversity of Texas at
Dallas
Callier Center
1966 Inwood Road
Dallas, Texas 75235

Alice 13. Golan
Staff Assistant
Social Security Administration
Bureau of Supplemental Security
Income Regional Office
7409 Wellerest Drive
Dallas, Tpxas 75230

Ellen J. Iluffman
Chairman
Dallas-Tarrant County ARCs'
Residential Services Committee
Fort Worth-Dallas Ass6ciation for
ReLarded Citizens
3520 Ingleside Drive
Dallas, Texas 75229

Erwin Jaloway
Director of Mental ReLardation
Nuepes County 1`41E/MR Community
Center
1630 South Brownlee
Corpus Christi, Texas 78.104

Mrs. Bernadette Jenney
State Secretary and Co-Chairperson
State Affairs Task Force
Texas Association for Retarded
Citizens
1605 Westcrest Drive
Arlington, Texas 76013

' Mrs. Gene Karaffa
President
Texas Association for Retarded
Citizens
3021 North 43rd Street
Waco, Texas 76710 .1Th

John Lucas
Director
Blind-Mentally Retarded Program
Center for Applied Research 8.!
Evaluation
2004 Buffalo Terrace
Houston, Texas 77019



Jane Markowitz, Ph. D.
,Member
i3oard Of Directors
San Antonio Association for
Retarded Citizens
227 West Drexel Street
San Antonio, Texas 78210

Bill Moore
Coordinator of Residential
Services forTrinity Valley
MII/MR Authority
6745-B #21 Calmont
Fort Worth, Texas 7611C

David B...Sloane
Executive Director
Texas Association fo.'r Retarded
Citizens
833 Houston
Austin, Texas 78756

Beverly Soho lt
Executive Director
Midland Association for Retarded
Citizens
2501 Bedford
Midland, TeXas 79701

John B. Williams
Extended Services Specialist
The University of Texas at Dallas
Ca Hier Center
South Central Regional Center for
Services to Deaf-Blind Children
Program
1966 Inwood Roa
Dallas, Texas 75235

UTAH

Eric Moon
Project Director
Project TURN
2952 South 7th East
Salt Lake City, Utah 84106
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VERMONT .

William H. Abraham
President
Champlain Association for Retarded
Citizens
Box 341
Shelburne, Vermont 05482

Eric T. Grims.
Developmental Disabilities Facilitator
Northeast Kingdom Mental Health
Box #35
Derby Line, Vermont 05830

Ronald Melzer, Ph.D.
Director
Division of Mental Retardation
Vermont Department of Mental Health
79 River Street
Heritage II
Montpelier, Vermont 05602

Sister Janice E. Ryan
Executive Director
Vermont Association for Retarded
Citizens
323 Pearl,Street
Burlington, Vermont, 05401

John J. Sawyer
Executive Director
Guardianship Trust of Vermont, Inc.
P.O. Box 302
Montpelier, Vermont 05602

Joan Sylvester
EXecutive Secretary
Vermont Association for Retarded
Citizens
323 Pearl Street
Burlington, Vermont 05401

6
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VIRGINIA

Nancy Antonides
Director of Residential Programs
insight,- Inc.
Box 1196
Manassas, Virginia 22110

Joni Fritz
Executive Director
1\1-1.tional Association of Private
Residential Facilities for the
Mentally Retarded
6269 Leesburg Pike Suite 13-5
Falls Church, Virginia 2201)

William C. Geer
Executive Di r ctor

e Council for Exceptional
Children
1920 Association Drive
Reston, Virginia, 22091

John F. Ilaack
Director
Developmental Disabilities Unit
Virginia State Department of Mental
Health & Mental Retardation
1108 East Main Street - Suite 400
Richmond, Virginia 23219

Doris Haar
Director of Research & Develop-
ment Division
Developmental Disabilities Office
Department of Health, Education
and Welfare
2301 South Jefferson Davis High-way
Apt.' i,1133
Arlington, Virginia 22202
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WEST VIRGINIA
John E. Barnette
Executive Director
Shawnee Hills Regional Center, Inc.
P.O. Box 338
Institute, West Virginia 25112

Janie Marie Lambert
Developmental Disabilities Program
Planning Specialist
West Virginia Commission on Mental
Retardation
206-A Terrace Park East
2106 Kanawha Boulevard
Charleston,' West Virginia 25311

David M. McWatters
Director of Administration
Shawnee IIills Regional Center
P.O. Box 338
Institute, West Virginia 25112

WISCONSIN

Mary Coffee
Member, Residential Services Committee
United .Association for Retarded
Citizens
611 Ea.st Wells Street
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53202

Patrick J. Flanigan, Ph. D.
Association Director

_Rehabilitation Research and Training
Institute
Waisman Center
University of Wisconsin
260,5 Marsh Lane
Madison, WiSconsin 53706

Merlen G. Kurth
Executive Lirector
Wisconsin Association fot Retarded
Citizens
2700 Laura Lane
Middleton, Wisconsin 53562



John Lobenstein
Chief of Community and
Residential Slryiees
Wisconsin Division of Mental.
Hygiene
1 West Wilson Street - Room 540
Madison, Wisconsin 53702

Gilbert J. Mauthe
Executive Director
New Concepts for the Handicapped
Foundation, Inc.
126 South Franklin Street
Madison, Wisconsin 53703

David G. Merriam
Staff Attorney
Wisconsin ASsociation for Re-
tarded Citizens
2700 Laura Lane
Middleton, Wiscons,in 53562

Rep. Mary Lou Munts
Wisconsin State Legislature
9 West State Capitol
Madison, Wisconsin 53702

Mary Murphy
Chairperson
Council on Developmental Disabilities
c/o Wisconsin Association for
Retarded Citizens
2700 Laura Lane
Middleton, Wisconsin 53561

Dale Toltzman
Regional Administrator
New Concepts Foundation
126 South FranklinStreet
Madison, Wisconsin --3703

David Zelman, Ph.D.
Regional Administrator
New Concepts Foundation
126 South Franklin Street
Madison, Wisconsin 53703
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MUER NARC IlEsmENTIAL.sElivIcEs PUBLICATIONS
(trder directly front:

NARC Put, lica!ions Department, PM. Box 0109, Ar line;ton, Texris 7'1011

Aeitieviny. ResidentiaI Alternatives in the Connnunity: Workshop Leader's Manual. 8: pages.
Cost: $1. 00.

A workshop leader's manual designed to assist the local ARC in implementing an
action-oriented project COnSisting of a planning phase, action workshop and carry-
through to achieve mtw reshlential programs In the community.

11:uldbook for Residential Services Committees. 05 pages. Cost: $1.00.

Guide designed to assist state and local cvninittees to become more effective in their
efforts to,improve residential services.

Nursing !lollies in tit:: System of Residential Services. ISS pages. Cost: $2.25.

The proceedings of a national symposium sponsored hy NARC which present critical
issues and guiding principles related to the use of nursing homes in a community's
system of residential services.

Poliov Statements on Residential Care. 12 pages. Cost: $0.25.

A defihition of smile of the factors that contribute to dehumanization of institutionalized
resitIcnts, with recommendations for remedial action.

Residential Programming for Mentally Retarded Persons. Four booklets. Cost; $1.50.

A set of four booklets on the following topics: I - Prevailing Attitudes and Practices
in the Field of Mental Retardation; El - A Developmental Model for Residential Serv-
ices; Ill - Developmental Programming in the Residendal Facility; and IV - The
Process of Change.

Residential Programming for Mentally Retarded Persons - A Checklist. 20 pages.

Cost: $0.40.
Designed.to make the evaluation of residential programs, as described in Book III
of NARC's Residential Programming for Mentally Retarded Persons'series, easier

and more efficient.

Thc Right to Choose: Achieving Residential Alternatives in the Community. 80 pages.
Cost: $1.50.
Discussion of what a residential service is and why it is needed. Action guidelines
for local groups, showing the steps in developing a plan, collecting information
and devising a budget. Methods of achieving a ellange in social structure, when
ne(essary, including.restrictive codes and ordinances. Evaluation and monitoring
of resideritial services.
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Mrs. Eleanor Elkin, Chairman Rick McDowell
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania Akron, Ohio
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